


















The LHDA has the responsibilityto updatefromthe feasibility
studythe flow sequencesat the variousdam sitesto be utilized
by the Hydropowerdesignconsultant.
The necessarystudieswillbe undertakenin stepswith a progress
reportissuedat the conclusionof eachstep. Foursuch reports
will be issuedas follows:
Progress Report No.1. "RainfallStations"concerningthe
update, infillingand extensionof the rain gauge data
computedin the feasibilitystudy.
ProgressReportNo.2. "RatingCurves"concerningthe update
of the gauge flowdatacomputationof rating curves and
comparisonwiththe feasibilitystudyratingcurves.
Progress ReportNo.3. "Processed1983-86Flows"concerning
the updateof digitisingof the chartrecorders,computation










Sequences at Dam Sites"
data by regression of the
of the flow sequencesby the




No.3 entitled "Processed1983-85Flows", have beensent to with letterreferenceLHDA/2/2Cdated2 April, 1987.LHDA/2/2Cdated 24 April, 1987and LHDA/2/2Cdated6 May,1987.









This fourthreportcompletesthe InterimHydrologystudyin which
the hydrologicaldatabasefor the LesothoHighlandsWaterProject
has been updated to 1986. This has been the first study
undertakenby the LesothoHighlandsDevelopmentAuthority.
Thanksare due to Mr. M. Sole,ChiefExecutiveand EricCole for
promotingthe study, for organisingfinancefor the studyand for
setting up the necessarytechnical assistance for Hydraulics
Research,Wallingford,UK. The studywouldnot have been possible
withoutMr. Cole'sencouragementand guidance.
We have appreciatedthe helpof WEMMINthroughoutthe study in
providing data and personnel. In particularwe would like to
thankMrs Nteso,Mrs Khobokoand Mr. Zozifor theirhardwork when
flow recordswerebeingdigitisedon 24 hr/daybasis, as well as
Miss Matooanefor her helpprocessingthe rainfalldata.
We are indebted to HydraulicsResearchLtd for assembling an
appropriateteamto providetechnicalassistance. The team was
led by Dr. RodneyWhite,Headof the riverEngineeringDepartment
and Andy Tagg was providedas Senior Hydrologist resident in
Maseru. Frank Farquharsonand Dr. ChrisGreen, both of ,the
Instituteof Hydrology,Walli6gford,UK were responsiblefor the
provisionof softwareand for adviceand helpwith hydrological
modelling.
L
The reports issued during the study have been reviewed by
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This fourth and finalprogressreport of the Interim
Hydrology studies of the LHDA describesthe work that has
beenundertakento derivelongtermmonthlyflow sequencesat
the dam sites. As describedin earlierprogressreports,the
water level data for the period-October1983 to September
1986has beenconvertedto mean dailyflowsand hencemonthly
flows. Thisextensionof flow,recordshas been supplemented
by a parallelupdatingof the monthlyrainfalls,as described
In ProgressReportNo. 1.
The aims of the studywere to utilisethese extended data
series to reviewthe flow seriespresentedfor the four dam
sites consideredin the feasibilitystudiesby the Lahmeyer
MacdonaldConsortium (LMC).
The methodsemployedbroadlyfollowthoseadoptedby LMC in
their earlier studiesand the Pitmanmodelhas been used to
provide extended flow seriesfromthe long term rainfall
series 1930 to 1985. The methodsof analysisare briefly
describedin the followingsectionand the main bulkof this
reportcomprisesa seriesof Annexesof the relevantdata.
For the period priorto October 1983, the monthly data
presentedby LMC in theirrphase20 FeasibilityStudiesreport
, havegenerallybeenacceptedwithoutchange. The exceptions
are at stationG17, Marakabei, wherethe riverlevelcharts




account of all informationfromwatchmen's records. These
revisedstageshavebeenprocessedintodailyflowsusingthe
HYDATA software. In addition, the primarystagedata for
. stationDIM09, Oranjedraai,have alsobeen addedto HYDATA
and converted to daily flowsusing the modified rating
preparedfor the DWA in Pretoriaby Sigma-BetaccnsuLtants.
2. METHODOF ANALYSIS
2.1 infillingof Missing Flow Data

The time baseadoptedfor the analysesis one month,
which is commonly acceptedas being approriate for
reservoir studies. For each station, the daily flow
data presented in Progress Report No.3 were thus




If any monthhad lessthan 5 daysof missingdata, the












the stationitself. Whereanymonthhad more than 5
daysof missingdailydata, the monthlyflowrecordwas
infilled by regressionagainstneighbouring_stations.
Whichever nearby station had the highest overall
correlationof monthly flowswith the station with
missingdata, was usedto infillthe record. However,
in some cases, not all missing months could be
estimated from just one station as frequently the
infilling station was itself incomplete. In such
cases, remaininggaps were infilled by regression
againstthe stationhavingthe nextbest correlation.
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32.2 Extensionof FlowSequencesto CommonPeriod,1967-86
In order to compare runoff at various stations, it was
necessary to adopt a common base period. In their
earlier studies, LMC adopted the period 1967 to 1983.
This period has been extended in the present studies to
cover period 1967 to 1986.
Linear regressionwas used to extend short records back
to 1967 as necessary using similarmethods to those
used for infilling missing months as described in
Section 2.1 above.
The station chosen for extensionwas selected on the
basis of the inter-station correlation. However, as
far as possible, stations were chosen where at least
the bulk of the early data were observed rather than
being themselves infilledby regression.
2.3 Mass Balance
The earlier LMC studies adopted a mass balance of flows
in order to check the internalconsistencyof the, data
set above Oranjedraai gauging station. A similar mass
balance has been computed for the longer ccmmon base
period, 1967 to 1985.
Results are presented in Annex 12 and commented on in
Section 3.
2.4 MonthlyCatchmentRainfall
For catchments upstream of gauging stations, the
monthly rainfalls were computed using the same
methodology used by LMC using their original computer
programs.
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A correlationof monthlyflows at gauging stations
against monthly rainfall was undertakento select
suitablyrepresentativeraingaugesfor each catchment.
The LMC approachwas followed,raingaugeshavinga low
correlationwith the recordedrunoffcouldbe excluded
from the analysis, even if they fell within the
catchment. Conversely,highlycorrelatedraingauges









The pattern of longterm rainfall in the Lesotho
highlands in largelygovernedby topographicfactors,
particularlyelevationand exposureto the main rain-
bearingair masses. The spreadof raingaugeshowever,
is believed to providean inadequatepicture of the
mean annual precipitation(MAP)and the variability
over eachcatchment.Consequently,for each catchment,
the MAP was derivedfrom an isohyetalmap prepared by
LMC. TheseLMC MAP estimateshave not beenchangedin
the presentstudyas far as estimationof rainfallover
the most upstream catchments in each basin is
concerned. However, in orderto obtainan internally
consistent rainfalldata set, the catchment rainfall
over incrementalareaswas derivedby computationand
not by planimeteringthe isohyetalmap as LMC did.
Thus the mean annualprecipitation(MAP) over any
incrementalarea is givenby :
big
MAP inc = (MAPT ,,fiT MAPI.Ai) /A inc
1.1




AT = Area of total catchment (upstreamcatchments plus
incrementalarea)
MAP I = Mean annual precipitationover subcatchment
Ai = Area of subcatchment
A inc = Area of the incrementalarea
and N . Number of upstream sub-catchments
• For any particularmonth, t, the precipitationover the
incremental area, expressed for input to the Pitman
model as a percentage of the MAP over the incremental
area, is given by:
i=r1
Iiir 0:16,,L)b= (vT . w r _E (pz)t.ntypene..




IIIL E month t.
2.5 Calibrationof the Pitman model

The Pitman model is a deterministic catchment model
developed by W.V Pitman for modelling of monthly flows
from rainfall on catchments in Southern Africa. • This
model was used, with some modifications, during the
feasibilitystudies by LMC. Figure 2.1 illustratesthe
original Pitman model structure. The model is governed
by the values of a number of parameters.
	
' Input to the model comprises monthly catchment
rainfall, expreSSed as a percentageof the long term
catchmentMAP, plus monthly evaporation. The rainfall
Ij
is routed through a series of stores representing
interception,soil moisture and groundwater,using
empirical mathematicalrelationshipsdeveloped by
- Pitman to simulatethe physical processes involved.
The contributionof each storeto the overallcatchment
rainfall-runoffprocesscan be variedby adjusting the
relevantparametervalues.
Themodelcan thusbe adjustedor optimisedso thatthe
generated runoff over somecalibrationperiod is in
close agreementwith the observed flows. This
calibrationprocessis undertakenon a trialand error
basis as describedIn the LMC report. The general
methodusedto fit the parametersmay be summarisedas;
Vary FT and/orST until the modelled mean
annualrunoff(MAR) equalsthe observedMAR.
Vary -BMIN and ZMAX suchthat the MAR is
unchangedbut so thatthe fit of the seasonal




Repeatsteps(i) and (ii)untila bestfit is
obtained
Improvethe seasonaldistributionif possible
by changihg TL and/or by introducing a
groundwaterstorage. WhereLMChad used a
groundwaterstorein theirpreviousstudies,




In general, an adequatefit couldbe obtained fairly
and quicklyfor all catchmentsand the broad pattern
of best-fitparametersshownin Table2.1 shows that
thereis an overallregionalconsistencyto the runoff
as one wouldexpect. However, as LMC foundin their
earlierstudies,runoff coefficientsand parametersin
general over catchmentsG06. Mokhotlong,arid G36,
Tlokoeng, were unexpectedlyhigh. Thusthe rainfall
factors utilisedby LMC were retainedfor the present
studies so as to maintainthe generalregionalpattern
of Pitmanparameters. Trialsof the Pitmanmodelwith
RFACT set to unitywere neverthelessundertaken,and
whilstthe model-couldbe fittedto the observed flows
perfectly well, the Pitman parameterswere very
atypicalof thoseon adjacentcatchments.There is no
reason to believethat the runoffregimeof these two
catchments is in any way differentfromthe regional
pattern. Thus the LMC approach of applying a
correctionfactor to the rainfalland maintaining a
regionallyconsistentset of parametersin the Pitman
modelwas followed.
However, in theirstudies, LMC had applieda similar
rainfall correctionfactorto the Senqunyanecatchment
at stationsG17 and G32. Perhapspartlybecause the
revisedflowsat stationG17, Marakabei, are somewhat
lowerthan in the LMC 28 studies, this rainfallfactor
was no longerthoughtto be necessary. A perfectly
good fit to the observeddatawas achieved at both
stations with a rainfallfactor of unity and the




such as Paray, Koma-Komaand Whitehill. the Pitman
modelwas fittedin two ways. The firstwas to fit the .
parametersof the modelto the totalcatchmentand to
ignore all knowledgeof the upstream stations..Thus
the rainfalloverthe totalcatchmentwas used as input
to the model and parametersoptimised to obtain
agreementbetween the observedand generated monthly
flows.
.  ••
The secondmethodof fittingthesecatchmentswas to
fit the Pitmanmodelto the incrementalarea between
the gaugingstationin questionand the upstreamgauged
areas. Thus, a rainfallfilewas derived for this
incrementalareaonly not for whole catchment. This
approach broadly followsthat used by LMC, but the
incremental catchment rainfalls were derived
computationally,as describedin Section 2.4, rather
than tha MAP beingmeasuredfromthe ishyetalmap. A
modificationto the LMC versionof the modelwas made
by Mr. W. Pitman and providedto the LHDA. This
modificationallowedthe flowson the incrementalarea
to be generatedusingthe Pitmanmodel, upstreamflows
to be addedto this,and the resultingtotalflowto be
compared with the totalcatchment rainfall at the
gaugingstation. Thismodelhas been calledthe Macro-
model in this reportto show thatthe whole catchment
is beingfitted. LMC were only ableto fit the flows
on these incrementalareasto the incrementalflows
withoutknowledgeof the upstreamflows. Consequently,
the additionof severalupstreamflowsand the fitted
incrementalareawouldoftenproducea seasonal flow
distributionless good than thatwhich can now be
obtained from the macro-model. Results for both
) fittingmethodsare presentedin the Annexes.
/9
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Further explanationof how thesealternativefitting
methodswere appliedto estimationof flowsat the dam
sites is givenin Section2.7. Resultsof the Pitman
fitting for each stationare givenas Table3 in the
Annexes.
2.6 Generationof LongTerm FlowSequences,1930-1986 1
Usingthe best fit parametersfor each gaugingstation,
a longterm seriesof flowsfor the periodOctober1930
to September1967was producedusingthe Pitmanmodel.
Flows in recentyearsare eitherobservedor infilled
by regressionas shownin Table 1 for the period Oct
1967-Sep1976, of each Annex, and infilledflowsfrom
the Pitman model were only used where no other
estimatewas available.These longterm flow sequences
are presented as Table4 in each Annex. The mass
balances to Orangedraaiare givenin Table2.2. Long
term mean flowsat the gauging•stationsare given in
Table2.3 togetherwith LMC 213Hydrologydata.
2.7 Estimationof Flowsat the Dam Sites

Immediatelyupstream of eachdam site there is an
incrementalungaugedcatchment. Furtherupstreamthere
are one or moregaugedcatchments. The calculationof
monthly flow sequencesat the dams cosided both the
gaugedand the ungaugedcatchments.
The ungaugedcatchmentimmediatelyupstreamof each dam
formspartof a largersub-catchmenthe characteristic
of whichhad beenstudiedat the calibrationstage of
	 /10
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=b. _.  •••
the Pitman model. Is was assumedthat the Pitman
parametersapplicableto the sub-catchmentswere also
applicableto the smallerungaugedcatchmentsupstream
of each dam.
The estimationof monthlyflowsequencesfor eich dam
were thus derivedby usingPitmanGenerated extended
flow sequencesfor both ungdugedincrementalcatchments
and the gaugedcatchmentsfurtherupstream. The macro
versionof the Pitmanmodel was used for this.
Monthly flow sequences for Katse, Mohale, Mashai,
Tsoelike. Malatsi and Ntoahaeare givenin Annex 17.
Table 2.4 givesa summaryof MAR data derivedby LHDA
and comparativefigures fromLMC Stage 2A and 2B
hydrology.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS
34 In using the Pitmanmodelto derivelong term flow
sequenciesfor the MohaleDam site six rain gauges.
none of whichwerewithinthe catchmentof the dam.
The rain gauges chosen were disposed around the
perimeter of the catchmentandonly those with long




the catchment so thatcross correlationswith
existing gauges can be established. This
informationwill help to refinehistoricrecords.
	 /11
3.2 The Lesothorivergaugingstationat Marakabeihas had
many problemshistoricallyandyet it providesthe key
informationin termsof establishingthe MAR at Mohale
Dam Site.
Recommendation:
Effortsshouldbe madeto improvethe rating
of this statton by further (and more
accurate)gaugingsand by cross correlations
with the crumpweir now establishedat the
site.
The establishmentof a permanentcableway at
the Lesothogaugeis requiredif the ratings
are to be improved.
A further evalation of the way in which
patching of the recordsis done should be
carriedout with a viewto improvingthe flow
record.
LHDA shouldreviewthe recentdigitising of
the historicMarakabeicharts.
3.3 The Lesothogaugeat Paray, when fullyoperationalhas
been shownto be in good agreementwith the recently
constructedcrumpweir. However,thereare periodsof
the recordwhen the inletpipehas been blockedand the





The patching of the recod should be checked with a
view to minimising the number of occassions when
negative incrementalflows occur.
3.4 The long term sequences for the Mashai Dam site wyere
derived using the gauged catchments to GO8 (Paray), G36
(Tlokoeng) and G6 (Mokhotlong) and the incremental
ungauged catchment downstream of these stations. . This
method was preferred to the use of the loss reliable
 gauge G05 (Koma-Koma). The incremental ungauged
catchmentused in the analysis was comparatively large.
Recommendation:
A compound crump weir shold be built just
downstream of the proposed Mashai Dam site to
provide more accurate data before and after
constructionsof the dam.
3.5 Gauged flows at Whitehill are known to be unreliable
and were not used in the computationof flows to the
Tsoelike Dam site.
Recommendation:
Data from the newly constructedweir near Rapase
should be used to provide cross correlationswith
the existing Rapase/Whitehillstation. This may
help to improve historic records if the
developmentof the shoal on the right bank at the




the influencefor this shoalon the calibrationof
the existingweir can alsobe established.We are
concerned herewith a historicratingwhich will
havechangedconsiderablyover the years.
3.6 If this becomesnecessaryto considerthe consfructton
of a dam at Malatsithen the currenthydrologicaldata
is very scant. The only gaugesof use are at G17
(Marakabei)and G32 (Nkaus). The formeris not of high
accuracy and the laterwas closedin 1983following a
periodwhen the datawas not reliable.
Recommendation:
At leastone hydrometricstationshouldbe built
withinthe catchmentof the Maiatsidam site.
3.7 The revised ratingcurvefor the Orangedraaigauging
wier producesflow secienceswhichsignificantlyimprove
thewaterbalancesto Orangedraai..Indicatedlongterm
mean flow is now some 14 percenthigher than earlier
recommendations.Thereare,however,certainnegative




a) High flownegativeincrementalflows should
be studiedwith a viewto improving(i) the
Seakapatchingprocedure(takingintoaccount
the excellentcorrelationbetweenSeakaannd
Orangedraai)and (ii) and the high flow
ratingof Orangedraai.
•b) Low flownegativeincrementalflowsshouldbe
studied to establish the cause. It is
possible that it will not be possible to
eliminate all negativevaluesbecauseof the





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Station Name Area MAP V MCM TMCM
645 PELANENG 1157 1013 446.6 464.1642 SESHOTES 652 759 107.3 101.8
G41 BOKONG 403 930 120.2 108.1636 TLOKOENG 852 924 161.9 153.8632 NKAUS 3480 878 787.5 754.2617 MARAKABEI 1087 944 405.9 365.8608 PARAY 3240 877 836.8 862.7607 TSOELIKE 797 791 158.1 149.5606 MOKHOTLONG 1660 980 284.8 264.7605 KOMA-KOMA 7950 857 1553.0 1561.1G04 WHITEHILL 11000 824
































































422.4 19.74 335 35.0 20.49 36.3 20.80 36.8














826 942.7 29.19 154 19.6 18.7 24 28.93 18.1
































148 448 14.20 170 20.1 14.43 21.1 13.70 19.4






























19673674 40304403041193476841440413254231447564 MI 4451 5514 1179.6
64649081'34334 5834 52111999426291.13791!163645414 3611 35141 1498.7
19692619416544 27451234212681148343971 3491 3251 3251.3291.1134 1538.6
197051954 238013180140121.350112097431101123114971:4614 5291 5254 2611.8
1971- 624111091;21211690548313498991'17241137946641'4214 MI 3594 3389.1
1972758,1730807269 327416562265 429 162 100N1926 1292. 1466.8
197315471288:2197 103651491?56533601 1347 16304551 1311 893 4530.2
197425877514 46334049'1003787801527 771 397 832 264 1514 4083.5
1975391581419745111979641550819778E67124349342558 937 445 1229 9225.7
1976155431154411872545 9446122602350 1102 411 294 150 726 3755.8
1977490730871233 10360 43112415 12152 1824 451 282 192 2781 4419.5
19782718131488871864 24332767420 431 393 1468 6041 4312 3304.8
197953312221 .44202670 33612731772 271 162 116 104 300 2243.9
19801911151535677040 696249231734 1700 2700 423 1886 3701 3806.2
1981815137446021363 177221675803 1942 478 379 248 173 2111.6
1982162662214757374 686603631 806 656 419 581 266 1362.6
198310591792C 64845907C1363118051140611124 322 4311 168 1070 2293.1
198434312805821270 834046001390 317 228 156 82 42 1863.0
19839057080015603810 3920.1110764 434 881 232 196 2620 3351.2
AVE.2689349640104575 537445882669 1192 806 471 823 1259 3194.6
804.3546309931514833 458849332839 826 765 324 1380 1230






GOa SEAPIA - MONTgLY CATCHMENT RAINFALL IN TERMS OF M.A.P.
-TAeLs2 
HYDROLOGICAL YEARS STARTING OCTOBER
(I4,1X,12(14,A),I8)1•1930 89 71 117 201 124 140 121 5 2 71 1 1 943
1931 90 132 116 133 176 109 22 28 7 3 1 45 862
---1932 50 132 130 86 121 113 49 18 15 16 5 12 __747
1933 33 212 237 257 137 142 65 37 4 43 43 12 1222
1934 118 203 193 120 120 156 81 60 14 3 47 21 1136
1935 -74-89 -120 -134 130 140 33 73 4 10 0 -15 822
1936 124 278 138 264 212 136 26 17 3 10 2 11 1221
1937 64 72 147 198 182 49 117 25 50 28 64 36 1032
1938 138 101 197 214 215 90 46 66 5 36 50 52 1210
1939 132 158 118 125 132 139 95 98 16 11 15 127 1166
1-940 40 133 187 183 171 82 94 11 3 26 7 57 994
1941 132 24 63 196 159 158 76 27 5 4 58 45 947
1942 109 166 214 168 77 119 143 106 8 57 72 25 1264
- 1943 195 214 205 130 176 111 19 41 44 5 0 101 1241
1944 88 101 52 112 143 192 31 48 2 1 1 3 774
1945 42 67 102 166 110 133 57 57 3 4 1 24 766
1946 134 116 110 112 134 91 63 20 21 14 5 83 903
1947 111 116 176 166 130 225 63 31 o s 3 9 1035
1948 80 57 75 159 105 108 53 33 6 9 5 41 731
1949 81 140 165 146 140 210 110 52 9 50 105 32 1240
1950 59 77 178 141 130 104 -64 23 19 4 29 42 870
1951 156 27 79 160 167 88 48 19 20 54 42 57 917
1952 56 119 135 115 193 79 96 24 5 0 31 39 892
11 1953 116 112 134 134 135 134 55
75 15 3 1 29 943
1954 52 104 122 260 203 99 76 40 20 11 4 9 999
1955 83 140 171 106 213 163 58 53 4 7 2 —3-1 1031
1956 102 152 288 186 129 133 63 18 25 33 68 201 1398
1957 202 130 135 235 94 106 104 74 4 1 0 48 1133
1958 65 166 175 115 121 87 114 133 5 65 4 4 1054
1959 118 144 201 134 157 148 91 35 12 11 52 62 1165
1960 109 150 162 156 74 166 99 70 46 13 26 37 1108
1961 18 208 159 130 212 119 78 15 1 1 16 19 976
1962 51 168 107 248 100 193 96 24 29 46 8 10 1080
1963 102 183 139 158 89 188 69 15 50 1 18 51 1063
1964 196 70 138 135 67 58 97 7 63 24 45 23 923
1965 59 117 68 276 128 48 39 30 12 0 22 12 811
1966 - 60 113 157 310 141 142 125 59 22 9 17 13 1168
1967 89 113 107 69 62 129 64 64 6 16 17 27 763
1968 60 73 136 81 107 175 87 63 7 6 29 23 847
1969 143 60 149. 114 82 50 24 17 22 14 52 89 807
g 1970 100 73 136 186 131 121 84 52 4 28 16
9 940
1971 67 77 125 194 194 166 41 38 14 4 15 34 969
1972 88 126 50 92 164 104 68 15 2 14 89 52 864
1973 38 123 142 250 215 141 58 30 29 8 43 16 1093
4
1974 53 232 146, 194 166 149 60 13 19 22 12 136 1202
1975 69 196 189 273 196 269 89 47 31 2 5 105 1471
1976 186 109 106 190 127 157 60 22 7 o 4 84 1052
1977 155 71 150 214 114 158 115 4 7 4 35 85 1112
1978 85 75 224 71 148 71 34 50 5 72 86 43 964
A 1979 116 107 140 129 133 76 32 12 4 1 11 106 867
1980 28 138 105 223 177 95 66 31 31 2 87 16 999
1981 47 112 128 119 79 103 130 8 25 24 3 34 812
0 1982 147 97 56 112 60 87 50 36 20 47 5 25 742
1983 95 162 147 141 75 114 43 50 12 7 59 13 918
1984 99 90 83 130 193 60 36 5 16 1 1 12 726
1985 181 124 202 139 104 86 59 1 48 2 65 44 1055
AVE. 96 124 141 164 139 125 70 30 16 17 27 43 100.0
SDEV 45 51 48 57 43 45 30 27 15 20 28 39















19673915301340 420: 239 620 627 1040 182 117 55 120 632.7
1968 122 144 1150 203 901 9391:1350 288: 225' 34: 38: 40 462.5
1969 1160 768 1210 924 1290 176 57- 13: 6 2 '33 252 589.1
1970 2790 1290 1290 2010 2030 906 1390 486II? 83 54 46 1251.2
1971 90 374 1090 3980.4720 6750 949- 525- 174 63 36 39 1879.0
1972 304 1230 458 126 2080 1160 1210 161 51 22 969 778 854.9
1973 1270 713 1400 6190 727213030 2090 442 483 189 2941 163 2353.6
1974 66 4030 2550 3100 8030 4850 7261 190 60 96 26 883 2462.7
1975 2480 5180 5380 9320 876012760133481 985 583 203 96 4131 4950.8
1976 6550 5980 570 14191544315360 1010 278 93 58 23 36 2682.0
1977 2050 1312142816290 2300 1250 4610 453 162 87 01 13681 2031.0
1978 1450 723 49671 98011040 12931 701 1471 1211 449 2520 2270 1603.2
1979 2210 1200 2850 1920 2292113451 2261 191 37 15 6 311 1243.1
1980 919 774 1490 4530 3360 1720 842 564 589 173 549 1310 1682.0
1981 243 741 2050 423 329 823 1660 509 84 33 19 43 696.1
1982 714 34071 270 1671 405 394 242 253 99 27 55 54 608.7
1983 523 663 2867 4702 599 844 758 399 39 34E 85 289 1182.2
1984 147 530 357 752 4514 1383 286 30 91 12 3 1 812.8
1985 414 5621 6918 3624 2684 603 788 211 358 51 31 1027 2233.2
AYE. 1239 1908 2034 2689 3026 2432 1170 368 187 92 237 497 1590.1
SDV. 1360 1906 1864 2393 2722 3098 1148 287 182 105 399 621






.304 RAPACE \ WHITEHILL - MONTHLY CATCHMENT RAINFALL IN TERMS OF M.A.P.
- MALE 2_HYDROLOGICAL YEARS
(I4,1X,12(14,A),I8)
STARTING OCTOBER
19309267121 221132139105 4 3721 1 958
193172114 118 12918711026 30 821 34 831
1932 - 50146 143 67 - 11311640 15 11206 11 738
193334214 232 25714414154 38 34241 17 1217
_193_4_122198 218 118128_14172 42 16137 22 1115
19357083 115 13213514133 80 240 13 808
1936112282 140 24521213623 10 251 14 1182
19376969 161 21015545112 17 443166 41 1020
193813092 222 22222410738 57 42737 55 1215
1939107162 136 13414111480 90 2567 113 1115
194052133 182 2161629683 4 1213 45 998


















194492101 52 13016819031 32 012 8 807
19454679 92 17610513849 50 141 17 758
1946125139 103 11213811353 9 35104 68 909
1947104132 165 17714724253 31 032 10 1066
19487857 81 1661139364 19 367 44 731
194978127 167 15815921973 36 541105 22 1190
19505570 180 1251339958 15 11233 37 818
195113923 79 18019710239 17 173942 47 921
195264117 149 1431897979 21 5026 50 922
195311398 138 14412311648 79 1611 35 912
195465-- 112_ 124 269192_10263 34 201 10 999
195573138 10222418135 49 343191 31 1034
195692166 316 20813413863 14 173259 198 1437
1957189113 157 217100113109 56 210 44 1101
195862170 200 11211766110 158 552 a 5 1065
1959130145 197 13616115589 33 7939 50 1151
1960107153 193 15488148104 60 23819 39 1096
196122196 181 12919112765 18 0125 20 975
196261147 120 25510524282 18 23431 11 1108
1963118173 149 2139118670 12 82120 54 1169
196421177 142 146775878 11 902660 27 1003
196569130 68 2601264136 39 5031 17 822
196663112 188 286156160109 33 3188 12 1166
196782125 143 756712360 45 31521 35 794
19685082 139 10911518585 65 7620 25 888
196914366 167 1181124625 13 23865 75 861
197011573 107 20812511563 47 53219 9 918
19716780 122 20119014426 31 16814 34 933
197283140 38 921749854 7 11088 55 840
197336138 140 23917716169 25 291129 18 1072
197449203 158 19615813757 10 51211 121 1117
197567193 211 26019130074 45 1814 82 1446
1976163111 124 19913215468 18 6011 71 1057
1977136108 155 220129134101 6 7237 77 1112
19789583 229 671538632 41 46880 37 975
197994117 163 1551238128 10 126 115 895
198033140 121 2382037971 19 24371 30 1032
198146128 126 1288012586 7 17173 34 797
198212082 52 120658637 24 8366 21 657
1983106159 155 1659512042 46 131148 14 974
19849187 80 1452384827 7 212 13 741
1985194121 201 1691147952 1 50462 44 1091
AVE.94125 150 17114312663 33 151525 4
1 100.0
SDEV44 49 54 55425028 28 191827 36


VALUES IN TENTHS OF A PERCENT OF ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL


TAat_e 3 A. - frioaa
SYNTHESISED RUNOFF AT GAUGE 004 CATCHMENT AREA. 11000.09.KM ,M.A.P.0 824.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORNOLATION
	
Al. .00 % PI. 1.5 Mm/D SHIN= 58.0 mm/M SMAX. sacho mm/I4 RFACT='1.000
	
R= .50 POW. 3.0  Sloe .00 mm FT. 4.0 mm/N
	
Gibe 5.0 mM/M TI...= .50 MTHS GIs. .00 MTNS - NOFT..4-PER MTH -
	
POMO= 2.5 BGL. .0 mm SG. 120.0 mm PG. 2.0 mm/M












P.EVAPSTRAIN RUNOFF (tAR) (MCM) (MCM)
(mm)(mM)(0MAP) OBS SIM OBSSIN OBS SIM
OCT108.065.09.3 7.8 6.6 123.9104.7 156.0 110.1
NOV140.065.011.8 12.0 9.9 190.8157.3 190.6 122.5
DEC160.065.013.6 12.8 11.3 203.4179.0 186.4 169.0
JAN150.065.016.3 16.9 17.7 268.9282.0 259.5 212.0
FEB125.065.013.9 19.0 20.2 302.6321.8 272.2 271.0
MAR120.065.012.1 15.3 16.3 243.2253.8 309.8 262.9
APR80.065.05.6 7.4 8.5 117.0134.9 114.8 188.6
MAY- 70.065.02.5 2.3 1.5 36.823.3 28.7 -16.4
JUN50.065.01.3 1.2 •1.0 18.716.1 18.2 4.3
JUL48.065.01.3 .6 1.1 9.218.1 10.5 15.2
AUG56.065.03.1 1.6 2.4 25.736.6 59.9 47.6



























TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS • 1430.1 mm 9.5 Itrain


TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF = 1444.1 mm 9.6 Irain


TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL • 10815.7 mm 72.1israin


TOTAL INTERFLOW = 1019.7 mm 6.8 train














DEMAND AS PERCENT_OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARMCMMONTHSSTART END
20. SIM 88.0 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985


OBS 131.6 7 MAR 1970 SEP 1970
40. SIM 438.7 31 APR 1981 OCT 1983


OBS 385.0 20 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
60. SIM 1260.2 31 APR 1981 OCT 1983


OBS 1230.0 33 JAN 1968 SEP 1970
80. SIM 2318.8 46 APR 1981 JAN 1985


OBS 2318.1 62 OCT 1967 NOV 1971
90. SIM 2928.3 46 APR 1981 JAN 1985


OBS 2990.9 63 OCT 1967 DEC 1971







TOTAL RUNOFF 30211.0 30240.9 .1
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 1590.1 1591.6 .1
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 132.5 132.6 .1
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 38341.7 33382.7 -12.9
RANGE OP RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 7052.1 6222.4 -11.8
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE -121.3 59.3 -148.9
INDEX OF SEASONAL VAWIABILITY 34.4 33.9 -1.3
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 7.7 6.7 13.2
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 17 31 82.4
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE







STATISTICAL MEASURES OP CORRESPONDENCE




BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION-SUM:OF-SQUAREB--
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT-ERROR. 1%r
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS










































1982 1462.1670.1565.1449.1357.0264.115L 1041. 926. 796. 669. 542.
1913 162. 396. 532. 189. 117. 769. 712. 619. 491. 362. 239. 134.
1914 16. -61. -1511.-215. 104. 110. 1. -IN. -247. -379. -311. -643.
1985 -734. -305. 253. 435. 620. 541. 443. 383. 217. 159. 30. 0.
SIMULATED








-1593.-1391.-699. -190. 122. 1506.2186.2081. 1967.1849.1731.1619.
1152.2039.1960.2121.2332.2494.2573.2462.2313.2727.211L 20:2.
2005.2150.2146.2414,2796.MIL 2701.283L 7738.2621.250L 2124.
2362.227L 2338.2792.2803.782L 2711.2515.2479.2426.2479.2166.
7373.2315.2361.2471.250L 244L 2330.221L 2094.1976.1157.1859.
1962,1831.1828,2150.2916.3043.293L 7111.2730.2611.2558.2304.
73116.2324.1275.2181.7092,7042.2006. 1905.1797.1667.15411.1429.
1401.1380.1286.1160.103L 914. UL 711. 591. 175. 360. 239.
156. 739, 425. 516. 571. 517. 446. 330. 213. 93. -12. -HI.
-218. -310. -470. -400. -O. 332. 212. 12. -29. -13L -272. -393.
-143. 15L 35L 156. 707. 610. 496. 371. 268. 1511. 78. 0.
FLOW DURATION CURVES (PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED)
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 42.5
	
OBSERVED !TIME 100.0 55.3
	




85.1 127.6 170.1 212.7
39.9 29.8 21.9 10.4













































MONTHLY DISCHARGE 850.7 893.2 935.7 978.31020.81063.31105.91148.41190.91233.5
	
OBSERVED %TIME 1.3 .9 .4 .4 .4
.1 .4 .1 .4
	
SIMULATED %TIME .4 .4 .4 .o .0 .o
	
ERROR .o .o .o .0
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1276.000
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1115.962
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO..SERIALCORRELATION)
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR

































t A-14 rEID)c..) eNTCRErietsr*L.
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE G046NOCATCHMENT AREA.2253.SO.XM 719.MM






AI..00 %PI.1.6 mm/DSHIN. 150.0 mm/MZMAX.1200.0 med/M REACT. 1.000
Re.50POW.3.0 SL. .00 mmFT..0 mm/M





































DEC160.0184.013.0 12.812.6 203.4108.6186.4 162.0









































MAXIMUM OBSERVED • 1276.0
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE •








TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS = 1237.5 mm 9.7 % rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF • 80.4 mm .6 1 ra1n








rainTOTAL INTERFLOW • 657.4 1








TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF • 24.7 mm .2 I rain•
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DERANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARRCMMONTHSSTART END
20. SIM 106.9 8 FEB 1986 SEP 1986


OBS 131.6 7 MAR 1970 SEP 1970


SIM 531.2 18 APR 1985 SEP 1986


OBS 385.0 28 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
60. SIM 1010.4 19 MAR 1985 SEP 1986


OBS 1230.0 33 JAN 1968 SEP 1970
80. SIM 1988.2 65 MAY 1981 SEP 1986


OBS 2318.1 62 OCT 1967 NOV 1971
90. SIM 2985.8 78 APR 1980 SEP 1906


OBS 2990.9 63 OCT 1967 DEC 1971







TOTAL RUNOFF 30211.0 30222.9 .0
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 1590.1 1590.7 .0
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 132.5 132.6 .o
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 38341.7 34020.2 -11.3
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 7052.1 6793.7 -3.7
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE -121.3 1094.7 -1002.1
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 34.4 33.2


MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 7.7 6.9 -10.5
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 17 20 17.6
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE
SIMULATED RUNOFF IS DEPENDENT VAR/ABLE
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .470
STUDENTS T VALUE 8.191
.A5.1
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE




BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
TOTAL SUN OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR 140
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(*)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (9)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS












































1983 462. 396. 312. II?. 117.M. 712,619.491.362.228.134.



































.0 42.5 85.1 127.6 170.1 212.7 255.2 297.7 340.3 382.8
 100.0 55.3 39.9 29.8 21.9 18.4 15.4 13.6 11.0 11.0
100.0 59.3 42.5 31.1 23.2 19.3 15.4 13.2 11.4 11.0
	
.0 3.1 2.6 1.3 1.3 .9
.o
425.3 467.9 510.4 552.9 595.5 630.0 680.5 723.1 765.6 808.1
	
10.1 8.8 7.0 5.3 4.8 3.5 2.6 2.2 . 1.0 1.3
	
8.8 7.9 6.1 5.3 3.9 3.1 2.6 1.8 1.3 .4
-.9
850.7 093.2 935.7 978.31020.81063.31105.91148.41190.91233.5
	
1.3 .9 .4 .4 . .4 .4 . a
	
.4 .1 .4 .4 .4 .a .4 .a .4 .4
	
-.4 .o .o .o .o .o .o .o .o
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1276.000
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1279.172
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4-- 105KONA-K0MAIT091.1 -OBSERVEDAN MODIFIEDFIRMMODMILLEDIVREGRESSION
011101081CALYEARSINTROOCTOBER,-
114121112(15,A)1F9.11
1967 34118611186114461234 569 5121005228 139 73 126 708.8
1968 1733041563142111118481162539 6671121#31 26 368.7
19691157676122010191188 921 49 25 13 13 151418 588.5
197024421038143711832159719711402415 99 BIN115 113 1153.8
1971 162404 90932953997N4788117 111539 182 61 37 30 1511.5
-----1972 288-1190N-340W-91117161[1063887-158 54 _28_10641806 761.5
19731342753135843985850W1886948 36111438111861202 20311792.5
1974-883802118993552168093853692 312 1601149 53 913 2228.2
19751996460937186676117123116012798905N7811179 68 368 4082.2
197666195990547132714796N4606904 255 92 61 491125 2537.8
19772289107238653771775N1188145205281135 88 71 1211 1864.8
197813941626114329933 7881121122 216 191 5661273412413 1543.3
19792184121212524118822331111931237 92 67 48 36 489N1150.3
2980_ 7951053114801510925581675946 597 667 97 5621312 1685.1
1981 221 7862023377 233 5551714567 91 64 40 42 671.5
1982 8162981307 253 399 444 276 293 125 66 98N 911 614.9
1983 642 7342650W3643C531#751 552 358 82 66 59 360 1042.8
1984 228 657 437 827484013551275 82 65 63 49 38 191.6
1983 3023310541011901790431 480 173 394 86 222 91811470.6
AYE.1220174018102194255620481010393 238 114 294 326 1414.3
SDY.1539161314112044230426911070266 235 119 642 617






GO5 KONA. SOMA- SONTHLY CATCHMENT
STARTING OCTOBER





1930 91 73 129 224' 126 133 101 4152 1 1 936
1931 70 114 120 135 186 118 26 -3151 1 33 840
1932 52 154 132 74 134 122 41 171220 4 14 776
1-933--42-203-- 24-1--262 156 141 62 38447 46 13 1255




83 121 133 130 150 26 6724 0 13 803
1936 121 282 141 276 215 137 29 514 1 10 1222
1937 85 75 151 218 168 46 118 204733 73 40 1074
1938 138 87 215 211 234 111 50 60532 42 52 1237
1939 113 173 137 144 140 122 82 99288 3 109 1158
1940 45 145 194 200 163 87 90 6121 4 53 1009
1941 130 33 63 196 154 153 75 2550 49 42 925
1942 97 169 202 184 72 131 134 831069 68 24 1243
1943 229 188 198 155 190 102 13 35476 1 106 1270
1944 99 103 59 115- 166 207 34 3610 1 5 826
1945 45 58 95 167 115 139 48 4614 0 16 734
1946 145 141 102 122 136 122 57 92111 5 71 942
1947 109 134 171 176 125 247 62 2404 3 13 1068
1948 77 64 76 178 111 102 58 1946 7 49 751
1949 81 129 169 161 143 223 75 41442 95 25 1188
1950 61 72 176 129 137 90 58 21102 32 31 819
1951 144 29 101 172 184 110 39 14 941 41 43 927
1952 62 124 154 132 190 77 92 1960 30 36 922
1953 110 109 142 155 129 110 37 66141 1 29 903
1954 67 122 128 248 195 97 62 37188 1 10 993
-1955 76 _138 180 108 211_158_32 _46. _1 _4 _31 990 _
1956 102 169 314 200 129 138 64 192334 61 197 1450
1957 196 115 139 230 100 111 100 4830 0 56 1098
1958 64 159 161 112 109 75 98 157751 5 6 1004
1959 133 146 189 132 168 141 88 27 4 9 43 62 1142
1960 99 147 173 179 80 142 101 622211 17 50 1083
1961 25 191 157 145 189 117 75 1701 21 21 959
1962 51 142 114 248 104 184 75 182735 1 11 1010
1963 101 167 136 221 83 186 66 10521 20 56 1099
1964 198 89 145 147 68 59 76 107121 46 29 959
1965 56 124 80 264 121 40 30 3270 27 19 800
1966 67 113 181 302 162 152 101 37157 12 15 1164
1967 82 115 127 74 81 123 53 50-410 22 22 763
1968 52 91 139 105 96 159 76 7086 13 24 839
1969 139 71 192 114 98 60 28 131912 54 79 879
1970 112 77 129 203 127 115 68 51425 19 11 941
1971 72 81 120 194 180 157 31 3666 16 40 939
1972 87 151 45 108 173 108 64 9112 93 59 910
1973 43 139 149 245 192 158 71 173112 27 19 1103
1974 47 232 153 222 179 145 51 10516 11 143 1214
1975 73 207 186 262 191 293 76 44191 5 81 1438
-1976 164 134 118 201 126 164 62 1530 7 74 1068
1977 146 80 150 235 124 130 100 452 36 79 1091
1978 105 79 224 77 147 86 31 45463 86 47 994
1979 103 128 150 149 129 92 30 1011 7 124 924
1980 37 142 122 229 178 83 72 14242 67 21 991
1981 41 132 130 118 73 116 97 81315 3 32 778
1982 134 83 55 125 70 84 36 22938 7 18 681
1983 109 158 160 158 104 133 41 36117 49 12 978
1984 95 87 84 140 225 43 23 521 2 14 721
1985 176 131 196 146 110 83 66 2411 60 37 1049
AVE. 96 127 147 173 142 126 63 321315 25 42 100.0
SDEV 44 50 49 56 42 48 27 271518 27 37






t w (PRP v.-An ra., • . rc..L5
•
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE 005 CATCHMENT AREA. 7950.SQ.KM_ M.A.P.= 857.MN
	
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION . •
	
AI. .00 % PI. 1.5 mm/D ZMIN= 58.0 mm/M %MAX. 450.0 mm/N REACT. 1.000
	
R. .50 POW. 3.0 - EL. .00 mm ' FT. 4.0 mm/M
	
GW. 5.0 mm/M ' TL. .25 MTHS GL= .00 MTHE NOFT. 4"PER MTH
	
POWG. 2.5 SGL. .0 mm SG; 120.0 mm FG. 2.0 mm/M













P.EVAPST RAIN RUNOFF (tMAR) (MCM) (RCM)
(mm)(mm) (tMAP) 085 SIM OBSSIM 088 SIM
OCT108.060.0 9.6 8.6 8.7 122.0122.8 153.9 121.9
NOV140.060.0 12.2 12.3 11.7 174.0165.4 161.3 146.1
DEC160.060.0 13.8 12.8 12.2 181.0172.3 141.1 142.2
JAN150.060.0 16.3 15.5 19.2 219.4271.9 204.4 222.1
FE8125.060.0 13.7 18.1 17.7 255.6249.8 230.4 213.4
MAR120.060.0 12.3 14.5 15.0 204.8212.5 269.1 230.7
APR80.060.0 5.7 7.1 5.2 101.073.8 107.0 75.1
MAY70.060.0 2.4 2.8 1.3 39.318.5 26.6 11.0
JUN 50.060.0 1.1 1.7 .8 23.811.9 23.5 3.0
JUL48.060.0 1.2 .8 1.1 11.415.0 11.9 17.8
AUG56.060.0 3.1 2.1 3.0 29.441.8 64.2 61.6










MAXIMUM OBSERVED • 1160.1
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE •
FINAL SOIL STORAGE •
23.2
33.7 mm
MAXIMUM SIMULATED • 1028.0




TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS • 1469.2 mm 9.4 t rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF • 2064.6 mm 13.2 1 rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL • 10E36.6 mm 69.1 I rain












FINAL G.WATER STORAGE • 94.6






DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD .
%MAR RCM MONTHS START END
20. SIM 89.4 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985


OBS 120.7 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
40. SIM 305.1 10 DEC 1902 SEP 1983


OBS 267.5 7 MAR 1970 SEP 1970
60. SIM 906.5 30 APR 1981 SEP 1963


OBS 843.5 33 JAN 1968 SEP 1970
80. SIM 1704.2 46 APR 1981 JAN 1985


OBS 1734.7 48 JAN 1968 DEC 1971
'90. SIM 2283.2 54 APR 1961 SEP 1985


OBS 2398.5 71 JAN 1968 NOV 1973









TOTAL RUNOFF 26875.4 26075.3 .0
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 1414.5 1414.5 .0
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 117.9 117.9 .0
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 27238.4 25634.6 -5.9
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 5934.2 5739.8 -3.3
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 31.9 198.5 522.6
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 31.8 34.5


MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 6.7 7.0 5.2
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 12 18 50.0
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE




STUDENTS T VALUE 26.219
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .842
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 18.672
STATISTICAL MEASURES OP CORRESPONDENCE




BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
MAXIMUICEQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR 1414
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OP EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
' NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS


























1967 -114. -45. 22. -71. -146. -207. -273. -291. -38k. -490. -600. -706.














1902 1602.1762.1695.1602.1524.1471.1361.1212.1167.1075. 947. 138.
1111 7117.740. 107. 1134.1069.1011. 964. 112. 172. HI. 549. 461.
11114 772. 320. 245. 210. 576. 794. 304. 394. M. 111. 50.
1915 -144. 611. 497. 414. 577. 480. 410. 310. 231. 122. 26. 0.
SIMULATED







-2182.-1737.-1716.-1132.-712. -570. -601. 413. -02L -921.-1076.-837.







1571.1531.1434.1333.1256.1160.1076. 147. It 740. 635. 526.
419. 152. TN. 19h 171. ?Oh M. 75h 127. 518. 436. 336.
261. 117. 17. 51. 712. Mt 414. 365. 256. 146. 31. -13.
193. 332. 571. 4111.140. 511. 453. 34h 241. 141. 19. 0.













0 38.7 77.3 116.0 154.7 193.3 232.0 270.7 309.4 340.0
100.0 69.3 42.5 30.7 22.4 17.1 14.9 12.7 11.4 10.5
100.0 51.8 40.8 30.7 25.0 21.1 16.7 14.0 12.7 10.1
0 -6.6 -1.0 .0 2.6 3.9 1.0 1.3 1.3 -.4
386.7 425.4 464.0 502.7 541.4 580.0 610.7 657.4 696.1 734.7
	
8.3 7.9 5.7 4.4 3.1 3.1 2.2 2.2
.9 a
	
7.5 7.0 5.3 3.5 3.5 2.2 .9 .9 .9 .4
	
.o .o
773.4 012.1 850.7 089.4 928.1 966.71005.41044.11082.81121.4
	
.4 . a .4 .4 .4 .4 4 .4 . 4
4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .o .0 .o
o .o .o .o .0 .o .o -.4 -.4 -.4
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1160.100
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1028.043
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR






























Agt_c Ferntans PActbel_ r-rrreZ MD CA-rc-a-rwl\rr_ _ 

SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE GO5INC •CATCHMENT AREA. 2198.80.10E --M.A.P.. 733.14N















































OCT 108.0 58.0 9.0 8.6 9.2 122.0 130.5 163.9 121.1
DKC 160.0 68.0 13.3 12.8 11.5 181.0 162.2 141.1 104.0
JAN 150.0 58.0 17.6 15.6 17.4 219.4 246.5 204.4 198.6
FEB 125.0 58.0 13.9 18.1 17.4 255.6 246.4 230.4 201.9
MAR 120.0 50.0 12.2 14.5 14.4 204.8 204.1 269.1 224.6
APR 80.0 58.0 5.3 7.1 7.2 101.0 101.9 107.0 97.9
MAY 70.0 58.0 1.0 2.8 2.3 39.3 32.7 26.6 19%6
JUN 50.0 58.0 .9 1.7 1.4 23.9 19.6 23.5 17.6
JUL 48.0 58.0 1.2 .9 .8 11.4 11.9 11.9 10.5
AUG 56.0 58.0 3.1 2.1 2.5 29.4 35.7 64.2 60.4





1414.5 1416.3 867.4 906.0
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


3.085 3.092 .260 .250
MAXIMUM OBSERVED = 1160.1



















1318.9 mm 10.0 41rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL
























TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF • 417.0 mm 3.2 % rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARMCMMONTHSSTART ENO
20. SIM 119.5 8 FEB 1986 SEP 1986


OBS 120.7 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
40. SIN 308.1 8 FEB 1986 SEP 1986


OBS 267.5 7 MAR 1970 SEP 1970
60. SIM 717.1 18 APR 1985 SEP 1996


OBS 043.5 33 JAN 1968 SEP 1970
80. SIM 1508.0 77 MAY 1980 SEP 1986


OBS 1734.7 48 JAN 1969 DEC 1971
90. $IN 2426.9 78 APR 1980 SEP 1986


OBS 2390.6 71 JAN 1960 NOV 1973







TOTAL RUNOFF 26875.4 26870.9 .0
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 1414.5 1414.3 .0
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 117.9 117.9 .o
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 27238.4 22347.5 -10.0
RANGE OF RESIDUAL HASS CURVE 5934.2 5801.8 -2.2
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 31.9 743.0 2230.9
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 31.8 31.7


MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 6.7 7.3 10.2
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 12 21 75.0
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE




STUDENTS T VALUE 9.674
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .490
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 60.077
a •
- -STATISTICAOMEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE
'CM W S& corot 

SIMULATED RUNOFF IS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .541
STUDENTS T VALUE 9.674
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT ..490
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION. 60.077
REGRESSION' SUM'OF SQUARES 1492081.000
RESIDUAL SUN OP SQUARES 3603158.000
TOTAL SUN OF SQUARES 5095239.000
STANDARD ERROR-OF-ESTIMATE- 126.266
MAXIMUM EQII/ALENT CONSTANT ERROR (8) 97.837
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 80.088
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .293
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .160
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .725
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
-.125
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 2.961





NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS





















































MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 30.7 77.3 116.0 154.7 193.3 232.0 270.7 309.4 348.0
OBSERVED %TIME 100.0 58.3 42.5 30.7 22.4 17.1 14.9 12.7 11.4 10.5
'SIMULATED %TIME 100.0 62.3 44.7 31.6 22.8 18.4 15.4 13.6 11.0 10.1






MONTHLY DISCHARGE 386.7 425.4 464.0 502.7 541.4 580.0 618.7 657.4 696.1 734.7
OBSERVED %TIME 8.3 7.9 5.7 4.4 3.1 3.1 2.2 2.2 .9 .4









MONTHLY DISCHARGE 773.4 812.1 850.7 889.4 928.1 965.71005.41044.11082.81121.4
OBSERVED %TIME .4 .4


.4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4






-.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 1150.100












































1935 241P253?347P793?1328?2677?851P383?198?103?100P 97P 737.1









1945 112?119P190P2024?1194P1997P701P162P119? 99? 96? 94P 690.7
1946 2450?2496?758?383P1425P1549P489?II5P100? 97? 94?428? 1038.4
1947 1240?1752P2662P3171P1725?7109?2415P130P105?102? 99? 97? 2060.7
1948 260?177P128?2412P1124P46IP237P112P94? 92P 90P 156P 534.3
1947 317?1241P2492?2494?2231P6239?2133P185?IIIP272?2217P789? 2072.1
1950 156?169?2372?1347P1566P698?205P118?100P 98? 139P114? 708.2
1951 2522P904P211?2252?4191?1813P299P99P 96?251?275?174P 1308.7
1952 167?952?1792P1163?3942P1394P503P228?101? 98? 127P119P 1058.6







1954 183?891?807?5883?6010?1671P245?143P108P100P 98? 95? 1623.4










1965 140P930?409?6350P2902?345?104?108P10IP 96? 113P 99? 1170.5
1766 179P565?2194?9082P5278?3259?1864?450?110?103P100P 98? 2388.2
1967 3411861186114461234 569512 1005 228 139 73 126 708.8
1968 173 30415631142111118481162 539 66711211 31 26 568.7
1969 1157 676122010191188 92149 25 13 13 151418 588.5
1970 244210381437018521597 89711402 465 99 810 115 113 1153.8
1971 162 404 9093295399704788117110539 182 61 31 30 1511.5
1972 288119003400 91V171601063887 158 54 28 1064V806 768.5
1973 1342 75313584398585011886948 3610438V1860202 2030 1792.5
1974 BB 3802118993552069093853692 312 1600149 53 913 2228.2
1975 1996460937186676N712311601279890507811179 68 368 4092.2
1976 66195990 547 13270479604606904 255 92 68 49V125 2537.8
1977 22891072 30653771775N1188114528 5281135 88 71 1211 1964.8
1978 1394N626V4329 933 78011210122216 191 5660273402413 1543.3
1979 2184121211252411882233N11930237 92 67 48 36 489111150.3
1980 7951105311480115 0925581675946 597 667 97 562 1312 1685.1
1981 221 7962023 377 235 5551714 567 91 64 40 42 671.5
1982 8162981 307 253 399 444276 293 125 66 98N 910 614.9
1983 642 734265003643C531e751,$52 358 82 66 59 360 1042.8
1984 228 657 437 82748401355#275 82 65 63 49 38 891.6
1905 3023310541011901790 431480 113 394 86 222 918# 1470.6
AYE. 120319052127291227382216965 415 221 164 288 458 1561.1
SDV. 163617361873230319612027831 674 257 173 504 909




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































•T4'..±(7±0,4- ! ei ••/ •VI., • • f









967135913590 51 69 92 72 32 2211 20 01 00. 105.9
1968 0 721 3031 411 361 129! 162 50 34 381 Oti 9. 87.6
1969 123. 62 24511-2001-23811-51 20, 7 3. 3 45.-233. 123.0
970 523 148 78 187 449 98 166 61 29 21 31 3711! 102.8
1971 88 112 246 1025 87011049113011921 III Of Of 01 362.3
1972 30 251 129 41 248 219 233 45 10 20 95- 138 144.1
973 395 206 205 1436 1335 618 265 4? 35 16 2V IN 456.1
1974 0 384 247 1227 252? 949 181 48 24 19 7 156 576.9
1975 266 448 624 1522 1755 2926 6101 192 100 32 13 I? 850.5
976 926 970 173 478 1067 6100 219 61 24 17 13 26 462.4
1977 253 197 78 13911153511285 567 92 24 1? 12 96 354.7
1978 170 112 758 166 224 577 36 68 36 31 166 210 255.4
979 132 139 311 309 434 342 71 25 14 11 9 UM 186.3
1980 4741145V 264 852 808 183 44 35 28 1? 23 249 302.2
1981 56 48 213 94 34 237 188 50 16 ION 711 60 95.9
982 50 6420 27 80 117 65 28 14 9 9 0 9 105.8
1983 102 86 537 897 196 246 154 30 20 16 18 32 233.4
1904 26 25 34 385 2150 215 38 16 01 00 01 00 288.9
985 380 772 779 271 441 108 55 32 28. 6 33 212 277.5
AYE. 192 267 295 161 712 476 170 52 25 14 25 79 286.9
IDV. 239 269 226 532 741 662 166 41 21 II 41 91


NOBS 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19


906 MOKHOTLONG - MONTHLY CATCHMENT RAINFALL IN TERMS OF M.A.P. 104M-5a




























































86130 242132 13787 11461
106137 143191 11941 316 1 1
167126 67131 12448 1812153
168-176- 218169 13276 5223846
210192 105153 14963 39 9 033
93112 108130 17136 60 1 41
262141 220224 11338 1 2 4 1
74140 211143 38116 12454161
91194 209265 10237 5233539
167161 140140 10267 9463115
125178 193193 7882 401711 '
3869 163143 12580 1740- 41
192167 18472 95133 5668086
162187 138198 7823 2547111
9071 119177 23256 36 1 01
5883 179119 14749 2702 o
13788 103144 14970 517812
150147 174137 20668 16 o 87
87-80 167-117 9368 - 14-5510
136147 142184 27967 3041877
93170 117164 8152 127140
3286 183170 11078 443043
101147 142177 9660 154028
100137 131134 11943 631505
124144 232235 9165 2711 8 2
128145 132234 14537 37027
169238 189124 13871 19203656
114159 27885 12999 26 o 1 0
145142 121122 9983 1177456
141161 157186 15674 152.11-37
135178 14976 14984 4110149'
161173 186202 12172 140119
163164 241112 14852 1225340
180105 22658 17053 943123
102145 145.54 6074 14 - -71 -.2749
11068 289120 2131 30 e 029
130175 214184 187141 2224119
101108 100BB 12847 32.6728
111178 86143 18882 53101110
70223 111130 8740 812361
10063 210130 17089 4764136
73101 207198 18138 46 6 313
13960 111185 12065 6 01283
148143 278209 18383 9382010
265208 235218 16757 3 1 96
188207 265216 29289 4511 o 3
103128 198135 15773 122 o 8
78146 245137 137105 o 5035
63266 87169 11237 5335366
160171 142133 10636 10 o 014
121156 230211 4267 1318186
191135 10590 114118 76133
6546 14670 8539 195718
149185 153141 16745 3311757
7373 156226 2828 4 3 o 3
125181 187133 8078 033060
126144 172153 12966 26121525
4947 5549 5326 23161926
TENTHS OF A PERCENT OF ANNUAL AVERAGERAINFALL
	





























































































































81-= .00 mm FT= 3.0
TL= .50 MTHS GL= .00 MTHS NOFT= 4 PER













STATISTICS FROM 1967 TO 1985























































5.3 19.2 15.1 23.9 15.3
8.9 26.7 25.4 26.9 22.6
12.8 29.5 36.6 22.6 36.4
17.7 56.1 50.7 53.2 37.6
20.1 71.2 57.6 74.1 49.0
18.1 47.6 51.9 66.2 44.5
9.7 17.0 27.6 16.6 29.5






.6 1.4 1.6 1.1 3.3
1.9 2.5 5.4 4.1 7.2
3.4 7.9 9.6 9.1 13.1


286.9 286.1 195.2 181.7















1477.8 mm 9.2 2 rain
2153.2 mm 13.4 5 rain
11265.1 mm 70.3 2 rain









.0 mm .0 % rain,
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS
MAXIMUM OBSERVED = 292.6
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE =
FINAL SOIL STORAGE =
TOTAL RAIN =
TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS =
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF =
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL =
TOTAL INTERFLOW =
INITIAL G.WATER STORAGE =
FINAL G.WATER STORAGE =
TOTAL 0.WATER RUNOFF =
.
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED_MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
%MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIM 27.2 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985
OBS 24.3 7 APR 1985 OCT 1985
	
40. SIM 84.7 26 OCT 1967 NOV 1968
OBS 84.8 32 JAN 1968 AUG 1970
	
60. SIM 164.5 21 JAN 1982 SEP 1983
OBS 237.8 32 JAN 1968 AUG 1970
	
80. SIM 300.9 63 OCT 1967 DEC 1971
OBS 451.7 47 JAN 1968 NOV 1971
	
90: SIM 424.8 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985
OBS 564.0 47 JAN 1968 NOV 1971




















VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS)
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS)
1
1
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









STATISTICAL- MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 158830.000
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 95760.820
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 254590.900
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 20.584
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (%) 74.622
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 56.705
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .624
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .623
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .935
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .464
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.634
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%) 8.700
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC 1.833
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS 48
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS 48
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS 114.7
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS 120
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS 108



















1974-571.-536.-553.-457.-220.-157.-163.-122.-203.-225.-248.-257. -403.-337.-224.-136.-33. 44.59. 36.13. -11.-35. -B.
1975-254.-233.-195.-66. 83.354. 391.386.372.352.329. 307. 20.42. 109.215.136. 47l.511. 571.548. 525.502.482.
1976376.449. 442.466. 549.590. 511.570.545.526.504. 402. 490.496. 481.501.530. 549.558. 537.5I1. 490.466.447.
1177484.479. 463.379. 608.613. 644.631.609.587.564. 510. 440.430. 417.471.530. 539.346. 534.511. 48B.165.444.
1972543.530. 512.373. 573.607. 317.570.550.529.521. 519. 446.448. 503.559.544. 573.531 534.512. 491.486.473.
1179508.498. 505.M. 531.342. 525.504.481.458.431 418. 457.469. 441.501.503. 495.176. 453.429. 406.382.380.
1980441.122. 424.426. 93.537. 318.497.476.454.432. 433. 371.342. 361.413.507. 543.521. 498.475. 452.419.147.
1911413.396. 313.379. 358.338. 353.334.312.289.265. 242. 424.443. 441.452.431. 414.415. 41L388. 364.311.318.
1922223.264. 242.226. 214.197. 176.153.130.107.84. 61. 305.213. 270.253.236. 214.191 169.146. 136.W. 101.
111347.32. 62.128. 123.121. 115.15.73.50.21. 7. 97.113. 116.169.173. 203.217. 194.171. 147.130.112.
MN -14.-M. -56.-41. 151.147. 127.105.81.37.33. 9. 90.69. 47.35.90. 134.III. I?.63. 40. IL -I.
INS -11.43. 97.MO. 120.107. II.O.47.23.3. 0. 17.53. 69.109.130. 119.100. 77.56. 33. 16. 0.



























































OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 292.600
	

































1930 129P 84? 67P7I6P 700? 298P 229? 46P SP 32P 35? 5P 242.6
1931 9? 47? 98?144P 540? 544P 96P 9P 6P 4? 3P 4P 150.4
1932 6? 207P 326P47P 67P 169P 112P IOP 5P 513 5P 4? 104.3




1934 2IP 599? 948?393P 215P 457? 274? 2IP 10P 5? 10P 12P 295.5
1935 32? 53? SIP45? 93? 452P 393P 29P 28P SP 3P 3? 117.7
1936 128PI064P 1031P621? 1203? 731P 67P 7? 2? 2P 2? 21, 486.6
1937 I4P 22? 64?533? 640? I73P IIBP 119? 21P 41? 106? 92? 195.1
1938 272P 287P 393?939? 2391? 966P 44? 19? 17P 15P 30? 30? 430.9
1939 49? 363? 519?264P 229P 185? 55? 144P 192P 72? 12P 130P 221.1
1940 143P 75P 352?657P 842? 485P 46? 
 4P 3? 4? 15P 266.1
1941 137P 229? 7?149P 312P 285P 151P 
 6P 3? 18? 28P 126.1
1942 33P 494P 698P544P 324? 34? 290? 288P 29P 202? 418? 228? 358.2
1943 775P1087P 66IP406? 561P 51IP I7P SP 21P 24P 7? 207P 428.2
1944 293P 113? 29P32? 371P1127P 194? I7P BP 4P 2? 2? 279.2
1945 3? SP 10P252? 292? 284? 245? IIP 5? 3P 2? 2? 111.4
1946 150P 312P 174P25? I55P 399P 279? 23P 5? 4? 4? 69P 159.9
1947 110P 274P 346?372? 389? 747P 632? 22P SP 3? 3? 3? 290.6
1948 12P 29? 25?196? 223? 70? 43? 20? 5? 3? 3? 34? 65.3
1949 54P 159P 252?196P 492?1491P1099P 23? BP 5? 162P 169? 410.9
1950 20P 37P 249?252? 298? 207? 23P 9? 4? 3? I7P 24? 122.3
1951 19? 75P IIP276? 596? 379? BOP 32? 5? BP 30? 38P 160.9
1952 23? 41? 138P106? 448? 397P 42? 24? SP 3P 6? 13? 131.6
1953 _ 49P_ 75P _ 93P_102P I52P 195P 92? 35P 34? 7? 4? 5? 84.3
1954 16P 78? 163P707P 1348P 765? 40P I8P 7? 5? 4? 3? 315.4
1955 10P 86? 18IP149P 762P 961P 249P 10P 7P 4P 3? 4P 242.6
1956 23P 343? 979?1009P 408P 243P 209P 25? 7P 17P 74? 662? 399.8
1957 1266P 713? 227P1080? 916? 122P I77P 74P 9? 4? 2? 31P 462.1
1958 45? 198P 272?121P BIP 84P 60? 314P 286P 38P 36P 7P 155.0
1959 163? 349? 317?351? 585? 729? 329P 28P 6P 3? 14? 40? 297.3
1960 57P 167P 424P406? 128P 222? 251? 47P 13? 7? SP 21? 174.8
1961 22? 244P 500?588P 856? 628? 124P 25? 5? 3? 
 300.2
1762 5P 260P 465?874P 703P 276? 247? IIP 6? ISP 15P 5? 208.2
1963 72? 479P 430?573? 556P 329P 333? 12? 16P I7P 7? 60? 288.4
1964 773? 755? 140P198P 101P 8P 24? 23? 90? 97? 49? 47? 230.5
1965 IBP 56? 52?915? 959? SIP 4P 4P 4? 3? 7? 9? 208.2
1966 19P 113? 366?768? 917? 915? 851P 359? 11P 7? 6P 4? 433.6
1967 1 3591 359151 69 92 72 32 221 21 0# 01 105.9
1968 0 721 3031411 361 129 162 50 36 381 01 9 87.6
1969 123 62 24512001 2381 51 20 7 3 3 451 233 123.0
1970 523 148 78187 449 98 166 61 29 21 31 37N 182.8
1971 88 112 2461025 8701 10491 1301 921 111 01 01 01 362.3
1972 30 251 12941 248 219 233 45 10 28 95 138 144.1
1973 395 206 2051436 1335 618 265 47 35 16 2N IN 456.1
1974 0 384 2471227 2527 949 181 48 24 19 7 156 576.9
1975 266 448 6241522 1755 2926 6108 192 100 32 13 17 850.5
1976 926 970 173478 1067 6508 219 61 24 17 13 26 462.4
1977 253 197 7813918 5358 285 567 92 24 17 12 96 354.7
1978 170 112 758166 224 577 36 68 36 31 166 210 255.4
1971 132 139 311309 434 342 71 25 14 II 9 66N 196.3
1980 47411 458 264852 808 183 44 35 28 IT 23 249 302.2
1981 56 48 21394 34 237 188 50 16 ION 711 611 95.9
1982 50 6421 2780 117 65 28 14 9 9 8 9 105.8
1983 102 86 537897 196 246 154 30 20 16 18 32 233.4
1984 26 25 34385 2150 215 38 16 01 01 01 01 288.9
1985 381 772 779271 441 108 55 32 28e 6 33 212 277.5
AVE. 155 266 309472 595 456 206 53 25 17 29 63 264.?
SOV. 253 270 259397 521 468 224 73 46 31 64 109









































































































































































































































































































































1967 10 156 122 75 29 56 82 17 6 4 3 12 57.2
1960 4 13 09 14 10 57 70 19 12 6 4 2 30.8
1969 691 451 1161 76 137 22 291 241 3 4 4 12 54.1
1970 199V 88 24 122 201 55 48 59 19 21 22 12 87.0





203 59---225 20 8 4— 13 0 74.8




1973 28 53 144 600 636 426 290 120 83 211 33W 27 248.9
1974 10 152 245 337 322 229 42 13 8 7 4 40 161.1
1973 38 219 381 998 760 1197 221 69 22 12 8 13 414.0
1976 307 244 31 112 413 434 40 11 7 6 4 511 161.4
1977 45 148 113V550 178 171 474 87 14 10 7 61 185.8
1978 99 44 474 86 327 300 29 18 9 20 79 65 152.0
1979 22 84 170 407W256111139V35W 10 6 5 4 38 122.6
1980 68 36 86 IlL 347 100 18V 22V 13 4 9 61 87.5
1981 25 53 127 56 30 137 131 22 10 7 3 5 60.6
1982 5 132N 9 24W 20 14 14 8 3 3 2 0 23.4
1983 36 44 286 619 137 112 166 12 11 13 11 23 153.0
1984 13 47 23 116 706 148 18 7 5 4 211 1 110.9
1985 361 6999 562e 552 484 91 30 24 32 6o 341 45 259.5
• AVE. 57 126 180 271 307 225 107 31 15 9 13 23 136.4
809. 75 153 176 277 237 271 121 30 18 7 15 22












19309553 121 236143 15096 12611 1 960
193162102 130 135198 10924 25 8 33 29 828
193252193 153 102126 12440 76228 9 842
193337223 234 260173 14375 2804233 17 1265
-_ 1934_99__. 195.__209 142143 148_74 3826236 18 1130
1935_7659 110 170157 13933 81070 23 855-
193695281 140 222238 15324 3032 14 1175
19376167 157 224152 6299 8354154 30 990
193810689 216 204224 13715 4722323 60 1146
193984159 167 144176 12255 1342633 109 1182
194059126 200 243168 12659 21193 27 1033
194110433 86 232182 12759 140037 38 912
194289180 260 16960 149 _ 147_ 625786_10 23 1292
1943219203 226 189213 13911 294625 105 1387
19448793 65 172186 18735 32 o 16 9 873
19456142 104 205116 13543 48061 10 771
194687156 116 143137 9736 14573 61 889
1947100145 174 218153 24143 33032 8 1120
19486856 88 174126 9462 141512 48 748
194960127 181 193164 22052 32331105 16 1184
19503876 200 121138 11056 79-339 30 827
195111422 73 209187 8922 14104438 52 874
195254136 145 179178 6568 147033 59 938
195394109 131 190137 9653 1012111 28 962
1954100.110 142 280160 9555 263050 18 1021
195561128 173 121232 20021 27'1 4 5 23 996
195676157 322 233143 16475 10132560 136 1414
195713792 123 234124 12197 44111 40 1015
195850181 196 106139 6085 2572415 8 1130
1959108142 156 141167 10784 3431028 45 1025
196077169 167 12495 13697 4014516 39 979
196121167 172 141171 8854- 160224 14 870
196261123
_
122 22696 28457 1225340 10 1050
1963108191 156 24697 17963 580413 38 1180
196417377 151 14893 5861 81122355 29 988
196555168 58 257136 4343 333034 26 856
19665090 219 280111 15787  2616 -169 8 1069
196775101 132 8279 11945 1621016 33 710
19683671 116 94103 14370 574411 20 729
196913368 150 96123 4217 916267 70 793
197014173 86 227136 7342 2862716 13 868
19718196 165 226172 15226 3351220 46 1034\
1972103152 47 125203 10967 411199 44 965















197615470 130 226147 14772 63013 61 1029
1977115128 157 234159 12694 33239 88 1148
19788085 217 70181 10239 2427079 30 979
197961119 154 212116 10223 12052 107 913
198047121 133 159186 6872 1516162 31 911
198142116 109 14182 15985 610116 31 798
198212065 48 17269 9636 123339 16 679
1983107154 201 155109 12948 41171745 12 1035
198410296 70 180273 3817 4 o 23 17 802
1985192119 207 225104 11853 042059 43 1162
AVE.85 122 151 186150 129 56 30131425 38 100.0
SDEV4052 55 5646 5626 40201727 31


VALUES IN TENTHS OF A PERCENT OF ANNUAL AVERAGERAINFALL











REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 50520.720RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 18203.160TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 613723.800STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 9.975MAXIMUM EOIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR
_IS) 60.997
--RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROF1450 46.891
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
.735STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
.726RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
.908SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY

































-19I.-201.-212.-223.-230. -183.-170.-163.-140.-130.-125.-131.-142.-153.-165.-176.-164.1975-238.127.-181.-92.-27.01. 92. 07. 71. 68. 57. 17. -10.-144.-106.-25. 10.123.151.141.130.111.108.100.2976 67. 00. 71. 71.101.131 126.116.105.94. 83. 72. 119.118.112.146.166.110.178.167.156.10. 134.124.1977 
 69. 69.112.119.123.161.158.148.138.22i.122. 176.130.136.176 203.210.211.202.191.180.170.166.1978 119.112.118.146.167.186.1/7.168.157.141.112.137. 160.152-.179.180.200.203.193.282.125.069.175.169.1979 220.123.131.160.174.102.171.164.153.112.131.121. 159.154.159.119.196.190.180.169.158.147.136.130.1980 119.III.108.101.131.130.121.III.101.90. 10. 75. 032.121.126.232.160.I61.151.141.130.117.113.105.101 
 60. 61. 55. U. 19. 31. 42. 31. 21. 10.










-4.-15.-26.-N. -17.-60.1985-131.-72.-27. 16. 53. 51. 43. 31. 26. 15. 7. 0. -28.-11. 1. 31. 36. 14. 47. 36. 26. 13. 9. 0.





MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 4.0 0.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 23.9 27.9 31.9 35.9OBSERVED !TIME 100.0 48.2 34.2 26.8 20.6 17.1 14.5 12.7 11.0 9.6SIMULATED !TIME 100.0 49.6 36.8 29.8 25.0 18.9 14.9 12.7 11.0 10.5


ERROR .0 1.3 2.6 3.1 4.4 1.0 .4 .0 .0 .9
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 39.9 43.9 47.9 51.9 55.9 59.9 83.8 67.8 71.6 75.8OBSERVED %TIME 9.6 7.0 6.1 5.7 4.4 3.5 2.6 2.2 1.3 1.3SIMULATED ITIME 7.5 5.3 4.8 3.1 2.2 2.2 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8






MONTHLY DISCHARGE 79.8 83.8 87.8 91.8 95.8 99.7 103.7 107.7 111.7 115.7OBSERVED STINE .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .4 .4 .4 .4SIMULATED %TIME .9 .9 9 .9 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4


ERROR .0 .0 .0 .0


.0 .0 .0 .0
	
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 119.700
	
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 115.159
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
	
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR
	

















































• SYNTHESTD RUNOFF AT GAUGE 807 CATCHMENT AREA= 797.50.1<11 MtA.P.= 79I.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
AI= .00 % PI= 1.5 mm/D ZMIN= 50.0 mm/M ZMAX= 450.0 mm/M RFACT= 1.000
	
R= .50 POW= 3.0 SL= .00 mm FT= 4.0 mm/M
	
GW= .0 mm/M IL= .25 MTHS GL= .00 MTHS NOFT= 4 PER MTH












































































136.4 136.2 94.7 84.1
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS

























































OCT 108.0 45.0 9.0 4.2
NOV 140.0 45.0 11.2 9.2
DEC 160.0 45.0 13.9 13.2
JAN 150.0 45.0 17.9 19.9
FEB 125.0 45.0 14.7 22.5
MAR 120.0 45.0 12.5 16.5
APR 80.0 45.0 5.2 7.8
MAY 70.0 45.0 1.8 2.3
JUN 50.0 45.0 .9 1.1
JUL 48.0 45.0 1.2 .7
AUG 56.0 45.0 3.1 1.0






DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
%MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIM 13.1 7 MAY 1968 NOV 1968
OBS 13.0 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1903
	
40. SIM 39.0 36 OCT 1967 SEP 1969
OBS 50.3 19 MAY 1932 NOV 1983
	
60. SIM 108.7 48 OCT 1967 SEP 1970
OBS 113.5 32 APR 1981 NOV 1983
	
BO. SIM 193.6 62 OCT 1967 NOV 1971
OBS 229.0 47 JAN 1968 NOV 1971
	
90. SIM 255.5 62 OCT 1967 NOV 1971
OBS 297.9 86 OCT 1967 NOV 1973









TOTAL RUNOFF 2591.7 2587.5 -.2
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 136.4 136.2


AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 11.4 11.3


VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 330.4 301.4 -8.8
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 567.6 521.9 -8.0
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE -72.9 -37.0 -49.3
INDEX OF SEASONAL VAR/ABILITY 39.7 39.1 -1.3
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PCRIOD(IONTHS) 7.7 6.0 -22.2
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 23 17 -26.1
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE




STUDENTS T VALUE 23.045
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .819




1930 66? 20P 27?484?314P266P254P 30P IP 64? 25P 2P 145.3
1931 10P 35P 65? 90?413P109? 22P 3? 2? 2P 2P 3P 83.6
1932 7? 348P247? 59? 92?140P 41?_ 2? IP _4P_4P_ 2P 94.7_
1933 3P 470P611?73IP4021,282P 83P 1IP 3? 20? IBP 7P 272.1
1934 59?381P469P212P185P257? 89P 13P 7P 4? 12? 7? 169.5
1935 21P 12P 24?207P276P239P 59P 65P 24P 2P 2P 2P 93.1
1936 46P744?33IP446P701P417? 78P IP IP IP IP 2P 276.9
1937 10P IIP144?473P333P 70? 88? 31P OP 23P 49? 20? 126.0
1938 88P 49?311211469P617P33IP 56P 10P SP 5P 6? 24? 204.2
1939 37?220?254P164P33IP203P 43P297?105? 4? 2P 150? 181.0
1940 
 95?340P610?436?2011?50P 5P IP 3P 3P 3P 181.4
1941 78P 27P 9? 457P477P232? SIP SP 2P IP 12P IIP 136.2
1942 33P308P662?387P 70?20IP364?126P 12P 54?I87P 
 246.5
1943 555P584?553P423?549?323P 5BP 3P 18P 9? 2P 134P 321.1
1944 74P 33P !IP203?407P486?I27P 51, 3P IP 2P 2P 135.4
1945 10P 51, 18P351P172P272? 55? I2P 5? 2P 2? IP 80.5
1946 32P208? 94?108P163P 71? 12? 2? 15P BP 3? 22? 73.8
1947 77P 109?259?469?329?669P206? 6? 3? 2P IP IP 221.1
1948 14? 9P 11P215?161P 55? 20P 6? 2? IP 2? IIP 50.7
1949 I4P 98P263?375P339P594?179? 6? 3P 9? 245? 85P 221.0
1950 4P 12P310P232?142P106P 29? 4? 2P 2? 14? 9? 76.5
1951 117P 40? 5P 350?464?136P BP 2P 2? 24P 24P 21P 120.1
1952 I3PI29P144?274?387P109? I7P 7P 2? !P 9? 24P 111.6
1953 57P 57? 70?303P226? 70? 16P153P 55? 4? 2? 3P 101.6
1954 64? 64? 106P692P446P101P I6P 6? 6P 4? 2P 2? 150.9




1956 21P207P1391?744?312P326P113? 9P 2P 6P 58?305? 299.4
1957 314P 95P 41?478P240?128P119? 39P 5? 2? IP 6P 146.8
1958 BP 297?393P116P141P 50P 33?949?204P 20? 10P 2P 220.3
1959 07P183?I93P139?281?136? 48? 16? 
 2P 7P 12? 110.7
1960 25?259P267P100P 31P159?138P 37? 515 3P 3P 7P 103.3
1961 4P 243?277P158?307?112? 14? 
 2P IP 4? 3P 112.9
1962 10P 84? 58?444P163?788P270P 
 4? 13? 7? 2? 184.8
1963 88P374?250P408 124 163 201 93 95 190 134 67 219.5
1964 149 109 23 128 71 6 9 4 7 66 46? 20? 71.8
1965 9P 107 51 199 333 16 7 12 5 2 1 2 74.4
1966 3 16 127 79 656 451 344 42 60 35 41 31 188.5
1967 10 156 122 75 29 56 82 17 6 4 3 12 57.2
1968 4 13 89 14 10 57 78 19 12 6 4 2 30.8
1969 691 451 1161 76 137 22 291 241 3 4 4 12 54.1
1970 1991 88 24 122 201 55 48 59 19 21 22 12 87.0
1971 31 50 176 2611421 417 55 29 12 6 4 9 147.1
1972 42 84 50 30 203 59 225 20 8 4 15 8 74.8
1973 78 53 144 600 656 426 290 120 83 29V 331127 248.9
1774 10 152 245 337 522 229 42 15 8 7 4 40 161.1
1975 38 219 581 998 7601197 221 69 22 12 8 15 414.0
1976 307 244 31 112 413 434 40 11 7 6 4 SV 161.4
1977 45 148 113N550 178 171 474 87 14 10 7 61 105.8
1978 89 44 474 86 327 300 29 18 9 20 59 65 152.0
1979 22 84 170 407N256N189V 35N 10 6 5 4 38 122.6
1980 68 36 86 III 347 100 18K 221I13 4 9 61 87.5




924W 20 14 14 8 3 3 2 0 23.4
1983 36 44 286 619 137 172 166 12 11 13 II 23 153.0
1984 13 47 23 116 706 148 18 7 5 4 211 I 110.9
1985 361699e562e552 484 91 30 24 32 6e 341 45 259.5
AVE. 60 155 208 302 313 235 96 45 19 14 21 27 149.5
SDV. 93 167 194 224 195 219 101 120 43 28 44 49

























































































































































































































































































































































6- OS - MAufSA HATSO A9- pAgm
II






1967 22 971 971 236 87 382 390110$ 134 105 55 102 456.0
1969 173 162 816 78 62 375 757 403 351 67 41 35
332.0
-1969 551 449 598 438'6481 52 24 25 10 11 12 273
309.1
1970 1233 63?10711402 775 5941017 298 59 41 23 7 716.
3
_ 1971 22 176 3971376C12822348 303 377 101 33 21 20
644.6
1972 201 676 64 2811377C475 398 72 29 13 724 490
454.7
1973 459 365 863V1491C1978 337 639 212 254 109 153 165 702.
7
1974 501130391564V14182454V223011319 150 48 75 26 743 1211.
5
1975 11973390156521391226413533C135311441 410 115 68 373 1683.
0





343 2413258 718 6343064 257 66 44 41 937 1144.3
1978 836 3622131 449 371 374 49 110 137 41722291635
912.2
1979 1695 8581787 502 986 323 57 22 14 8 7 326 658.
5
1980'358 879 7303265 8231122 807 361 513 56 460 550
992.4
1981 102 7431509 163 144 2001350 339 62 44W 34 44
473.4
1982 6782119 194 66 141 264 30614221105 38 68 45
444.6
1983 339 694170312562183 176 187 293 35 25 11 251
634.9
1984 169 539 260 1561310 708 155 23 9 11 1 1
334.2
1985 175018692660 294 801 177 417 91 283 37 156 481
801.6
AVE. 783108110171057 951 887 632 269 140 68 218 346 744.
8
GOV. 8631017 7461073 7551002 712 249 149 91 519 411









75 127 212113 122115 8 249 0
123 102 126179 12817 30 2 0
139 124 53134 12540 23 1417 2
211 268 290136 15340 29 755 53
230 217 12899 14983 49 9 1 23
91 123 111108 13718 75 22


285 146 321201 13523 9 16 1
78 140 210187 37130 26 5321 85
88 225 214215 9576 67 734 53
183 125 139123 12898 77 15 4 1
166 191 177154 76105 8 222 2
34 41 191136 18276 35 5 62
162 206 18979 143152 102 1171 5e
205 200 150175 - 948 47 526 0
121 47 95149 20923 36 1


52 89 156113 13552 52 1 3 0
135 89 117132 12767 13 1518 4
130 174 150105 28372 25 5 3
57 61 18296 10951 27 610 3
123 177 158119 19496 57 655 97
73 150 140125 9169 35 13 1 27
27 120 150188 12629 19 946 40
133 153 94206 76129 24 5 23
109 151 153121 11227 46 16 1 0
- 126 108 244200 9762 47 13


154 208 90189 13832 63 29 1
178 353 187126 12656 19 3138 59
127 129 20786 96105 60 4 0
154 158 10790 70114 142 1159 1
145 214 114159 15194 28 6 11 53
146 175 23374 148112 87 3513 19




140 91 265104 14998 25 2836 3
150 143 21690 20877 13 42 28
88 135 15361 6894 6 4625 36
121 89 261116 4625 28 10 18
109 166 356186 13791 55 156 17
132 136 6475 13062 80 412 22
88 128 12680 14976 88 76 15
76 192 12469 5728 17 2221 39
69 178 194115 11672 61 320 12
84 103 183170 15129 31 3 15
142 37 97165 10857 11 1 11 93
129 138 211152 13159 22 315 32
258 135 219176 14748 12 823 16
223 169 221186 27079 40 30


184 104 196113 19547 22 4 3
60 154 22490 132101 6 4 34
71 224 72126 7023 53 662 98
124 145 117143 6828 10 21 6
161 105 265159 10574 15 341 64
116 127 10967 89104 10 1822 3
96 50 8472 7633 29 1129 3
166 141 16086 12334 43 74 50
82 94 102203 5222 3 21 2
128 206 101107 7272 1 451 61
130 145 167132 12566 37 1315 24
55 57 6643 4934 28 1419 28
TENTHS OF A PERCENT OF ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL


G08 PARAY - MONTHLY CATCHMENT RAINFALL IN TERMS OF M.A.P.

























































































































LnaLti“SaL :Men's atsu.ow.d-M S.A.r.=
• USING MODIFIED PITMAN
	








1.5 mm/D ElfiN. 61.0 mm/M
3.0 SI.. .00 mm
.25 MTHS GI.. .00 NUS
.0 mm SG. .0 mm
	
ZMAX. 450.0 mo/M REACT. 1.000
FT. 25.0 mm/M
SOFT. 4 PER MTH
PG. .0 em/N














P.EVAP ST RAIN RUNOFF (%MAR) (MCM) (MCM)(mm) (mm) (IMAP) OBS SIM 090 SIM OBS SINOCT108.0 66.0 10.0 10.5 10.3 70.3 77.0 06.3 64.7NOV140.0 56.0 12.6 14.5 13.8 100.1 102.9 101.7 02.3DEC160.0 55.0 13.6 13.7 12.0 101.7 95.4 74.6 60.5JAN150.0 55.0 15.1 14.2 16.1 105.7 119.8 107.3 91.0
FEB125.0 55.0 12.4 12.8 13.8 95.1 102.4 75.5 78.5
MAR120.0 55.0 11.8 11.9 13.2 88.7 97.9 100.2 91.6





744.8 744.4 372.3 340.2
MEAN.AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


2.823 2.831 .213 .193
MAXIMUM OBSERVED •353.3
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE












2141.1 mm 13.6 t rain



















.0 mm .0 1 rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARMCMMONTHSSTART END
20. SIM 55.7 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985


OBS 61.1 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
40. SIM 134.6 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983


OBS 135.6 6 MAR 1970 AM 1970
60. SIM 330.8 29 MAY 1981 SHP 1983


OBS 362.0 29 JUN 1969 SEP 1970
90. SIH 810.4 54 APR 1981 SEP 1905


OBS 737.9 33 JAN 1968 SHP 1970
90.. SIM 1153.5 54 APR 1981 SHP 1985


OBS 1167.6 71 JAN 1968 NOV 1973





















VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 6200.6 4901.6 ' -21.0





















STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE





STUDENTS T VALUE 25.077
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT
.763
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 14.700
-
SIMULATED RUNOFF IS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
•
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .850
STUDENTS 2 VALUE . . 25.077
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .763
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 14.700
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 822104.300
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 295455.300
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 1117560.000
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 36.157
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (%) 51.419
	 RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 41.389
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .736
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .735
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .024
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .658
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.341
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (t) 1.796
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC 2.097
.1- pegt-C 3 4 Cot.rrt
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS




































1984 309.301.264.218.217.296.249.169.121.67. 5. -57.






















91.141.MIL 216.Mk 233. 
 147,102.52. 35. 0.





MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 11.8 23.6 35.3 47.1 50.9 70.7 82.4 94.2 106.0
OBSERVED /TIME 100.0 68.0 57.5 48.2 37.3 33.3 29.4 23.7 21.1 19.3
SIMULATED %TIME 100.0 71.9 60.1 49.1 43.4 36.4 31.6 25.9 21.5 19.7


ERROR .0 3.9 2.6 .9 6.1 3.1 2.2 2.2 .4 .4
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 117.8 129.5 141.3 153.1 164.9 176.7 188.4 200.2 212.0 223.8
OBSERVED %TIME 18.0 16.7 14.0 12.7 11.0 9.2 8.9 8.3 7.9 6.1








.0 .0 -.9 -2.6 -2.6
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 235.5 247.3 269.1 270.9 282.6 294.4 306.2 318.0 329.7 341.5
OBSERVED %TIME 5.3 4.8 3.9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.1 2.2 1.3 .4




- 3.1 - 2.6 - 2.2 - 2.2 - 2.2
- 2.2 - 1.8 - .9 .0
S.
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 353.300 .
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 404.939
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)


























REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 822104.300
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 295455.300
-- - -- TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 1117560.000
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 36.157
118 MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (%) 51.419
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 41.389
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .716
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .735
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .024
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .658
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.341
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%) 1.796
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC 2.097
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS










































1152MO. !IL 87L 021.771 ML ML UL UL ML 521.1164. 911.924,177.126.


HUOL NL ML ML Mt Mt MC 570.ML OL Mt MC 404.193.537.517,


ONMt ML Mt ML nt


249.HR. MIL O. L 1L 341.277.210.101.


MM56. M. 283.ML vo.















































FLOW DURATION CURVES (PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED)
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 11.0 23.6 35.3 47.1 59.9 70.7 82.4 94.2 106.0
	
OBSERVED %TIME 100.0 68.0 57.5 48.2 37.3 33.3 29.4 23.7 21.1 19.3
	
SIMULATED *TIME 100.0- 71.9 60.1 49.1 43.4 36.4 31.6- 25.9 21.5 19.7
	
ERROR .0 3.9 2.6 .9 6.1 3.1 2.2 2.2
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 117.8 129.5 141.3 153.1 164.9 176.7 188.1 200.2 212.0 223.8
	
OBSERVED %TIME 18.0 16.7 14.0 12.7 11.0 9.2 8.8 8.3 7.9 6.1
	




MONTHLY DISCHARGE 235.5 247.3 259.1 270.9 282.6 294.4 306.2 310.0 329.7 341.5
	
OBSERVED %TIME 5.3 4.8 3.9 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.1 2.2 1.3 .4
	
SIMULATED %TIME 3.5 1.8 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 .4 .4
	
ERROR .o
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE353.300
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE404.939
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
























1 :413 •St-P-rrivAN-Mol -Frrre -35 rc rAtetze-rt- tter
SYNTHESISED RUNOFF AT GAUGE
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL
AI. .00 % PI. 1.5
R. _.50 POW. 3.0
GW. .0 mm/M TL. .75
POWG. 2.5 SGL. .0
608(1744)CATCHMENT AREA. 1028.30.MM M.A.P.=• 777.101
FORMULATION
mm/D ZMIN. 50.0 mm/M 2MAX. 500.0 mm/M REACT= 1.000
SL= .00 mm FT. 19.0 mm/M
MIMS GL. .00 LITHE( NOFT. 4 PER MTH
mm 80. .0 mm FG. .0 mm/M




P.EVAP ST RAIN RUNOFF (IMAR) (MCM) (MCM)
	
(mm) (mm) (MAP) OBS SIM OBS SIM OBS SIM
OCT 108.0 53.0 8.6 10.5 9.4 78.3 69.9 86.3 67.4
NOV 140.0 53.0 11.2 14.5 13.9 108.1 103.9 101.7 89.7
DEC 160.0 53.0 12.7 13.7 12.7 101.7 94.7 74.6 67.5
JAN 150.0 53.0 16.4 14.2 14.7 105.7 109.6 107.3 88.5
FEB 125.0 53.0 13.4 12.8 14.6 95.1 108.9 75.5 75.1
MAR 120.0 53.0 12.1 11.9 13.1 88.7 97.8 100.2 93.0
APR 80.0 53.0 4.8 6.5 9.0 63.2 67.0 71.2 64.9
MAY - 70.0 53.0 2.4 3.6 - 2.8 26.9 20.8 24.9 11.2
JUN 50.0 53.0 1.0 1.9 1.6 14.0 11.0 14.9 11.1
JUL 48.0 53.0 1.1 .9 .0 ,6.9 5.9 9.1 6.7
AUG 56.0 53.0 3.0 2.9 2.7 21.9 20.2 51.9 39.6





744.8 744.0 372.3 372.4
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


2.823 2.812 .213 .257
MAXIMUM OBSERVED •353.3
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE •








TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS = 1315.9 mm 9.8 I rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF = 1316.8 mm 9.8 % rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL • 9053.2 mm 67.2 1 rain
TOTAL INTERFLOW • 1772.3 mm 13.2 % rain








TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF • .0 mm .0 % rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARMCMMONTHSSTART END
20. SIM 65.7 9 JAN 1986 SEP 1986


OBS 61.1 ,6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
40. SIM 220.9 17 MAY 1985 SEP 1986


OBS 135.6 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
60. SIM 431.9 17 MAY 1905 SEP 1996


OBS 362.0 28 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
BO. SIM 732.4 65 MAY 1981 SEP 1985


OBS 737.9 33 JAN 1968 SEP 1970
90. SIM 1135.8 65 MAY 1981 SEP 1996


OBS 1167.5 71 JAN 1968 NOV 1973







TOTAL RUNOFF 14151.6 14151.2 .0
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 744.8 744.8 .0
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 62.1 62.1 .0
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 6200.6 5229.2 -15.7
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 2807.2 2653.3 -5.5
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE -91.3 399.0 -526.0
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 27.7 29.2 5.4
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 5.9 7.0 19.0
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTMS) 12 19 58.3
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE
SIMULATED RUNOFF IS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .454
STUDENTS T VALUE 7.649
REOPERSInN rnrrrroTrwr .416
•STATISTICAL MEAgpRES OF CORRESPONDENCE











REGRESSION. SUM,OF SQUARES 245159.400
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 946880.800
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 1192040.000





COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .206
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY -.010
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .504
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY -.301
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 2.439











EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS 115.0
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS 113
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS 115






























2711336.01.283.252. 270.226.206.113.119.40.14. O. 511.515.513.463.405.345.216.021.165.105.32. O.























































OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 353.300
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 330.971
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR




















1930 332? 288P 345? 1276PI449P 812P
1931 145? 447P 507P 410P1089PI434P
1932 92? 496P 714P 352P 432P 795P
1933 61P 1182?2938P3974P3026P1655P
1934 515P1863P2767P1815P 709P 857?
1935 163? 276P 367P 380P 365P 704P
1936 501?2502?2793?3057P3022?2322?
1937 299P 442? 491?1389P2113?137IP
1938 869P 932? 1428?2433P2741P1924?
1939 764?1647?1418P 780? 732? 919?
1940 523P 839P1623?1753P1574P 977P
1441 892P 926P 226? 801P1303P1595P
1942 572? 1212P1845P2070?1265P 845P
1943 1708?3018P2578?1785?1534P1237P
1944 829? 770? 469? 191? 611P1839?
1945 39P 69? 120? 534? 727P 785?
1946 1140P1762? 859P 40IP 576P 853P
1947 643P 922PI175P 1252P 799?2203P
1948 204? 275P137P726P 936? 526?
1949 27IP 569? 107IP 1333P 982? 1500P
1950 358P 278? 522? 798? 762P 586P
1951 1122P1296P 440? 647? 1434P1580?
1952 228? 533P 914P 690? 1295P1429?
1953 540? 796P 762P 979? 880P 690P








1962 98? 505? 626? 1749P2039?1151?
1963 238? 807P1055?1590?1474P1585?
1964 1492P1800? 763? 840? 632? 227?
1965 162? 373? 431P1663P2056? 676?
1966 140? 319P 793P1060 4056?2239P
1967 22 971 971 236 87 382
1968 173 162 816 78 62 375
1969 551 449 598 438 648 52
1970 1233 637 1071 1402 775 594
1971 22 176 387 1376C1282 2348
1972 201 676 64 281 1377C 475
1973 459 365 86511491C1978 337
1974 50113038 156411418 245412230V
1975 1199 339011565 21391226413533C
1976 3376 3065 200 768 1756 2553
1977 1640 543 241 3258 718 634
1978 856 362 2137 449 371 374
1979 1695 858 1787 502 986 323
1980 358 879 730 3265 823 1122
1981 102 743 1509 163 144 200
1982 678 2119 194 66 141 264
1983 339 694 1703125621 83 176
1904 169 539 260 156 1310 708
1985 17501 069 2660 294 801 177
AVE. 648 1028 1119 1259 1271 1097
SDY. 741 821 822 958 875 745
11085 56 56 56 56 56 56
959P 608? 186P 189P 214P 90P 682.8
71IP 196P 88P 48P 32P 40P 515.5
575P 191P 94P BOP 74P 56? 395.1
1019? 289P 117P 230? 444? 332? 1527.5
930? 457P 225P 97? 74P 89P 1039.8
639P 345P 297P 110P 5IP 33P 373.0
963P 234? 70? 39? 36? 33P 1637.2
864? 790? 353? 277P 606? 707P 976.2
680P 446P 303? 113? 299? 364? 1259.2
854P 714P 445? 166P 73P 418? 885.0
629P 501P 148P 76? 73P I77P 889.3
1399? 484P 182P 75? 256? 358P 049.7
1534?1650P 877? 577? 654? 38IP 1348.2
416P 160? 235P 235P• 110? 465P 1348.1
1618P 398? 142P 6IP 34P 25? 698.7
682P 301? 104P BOP 44P 44P 360.9
666? 269? 106? BIP 78? 218P 700.9
2565! 693P 198P 7IP 44P 40? 1068.5
368? 161P 95? 63? 54? 79? 366.4
1642P 749? 324P 294? 1385P869? 1048.9
366P 239P 137P 7BP 79? 115P 431.8
733P 202? 82? 164P 285? 255? 824.8
964? 829P 240? 82P 65? 83? 735.2
423P 182P 142? 88P 52P 62? 559.6
611P 295P 181P 100P 63? 42? 833.5
863P 342? 233? 100P 58P 67P 863.7
666? 240? 129? 182? 386P2044? 1609.0
603P 625? 312P II2P 49P 151P 1272.5
542? 1447P1258? 54IP 386P 133P 798.5
1139P 510P 178P 82P 207? 398P 1029.3
1191?1009? 637P 272? 143P 164? 1143.0
933P 413P 133P 50P 44? 68? 892.1
1116P 573? 217? 188? 170P 89? 852.1
1652P 51IP 213P 154P 112P 167? 956.6
317P 304? 181? 198P 206? 194? 715.4
189P 04? 70? 54? 55? 64? 587.6
1140 383 671 190 147 267 1140.5
390 1105 134 105 55 102 456.0
757 403 351 67 41 35 332.0
24 25 10 11 12 273 309.1
1017 298 59 47 23 7 716.3
303 377 101 33 21 20 644.6
398 72 29 13 724 490 454.7
639 212 254 109 153 165 702.7
319 150 40 75 26 743 1211.5
13531 441 410 115 68 373 1685.0
4081 11811 431 31 19 99 1243.6
3064 257 66 44 41 93? 1144.3
49 110 137 417 2225 1635 912.2
57 22 14 8 7 326 658.5
807 361 513 56 460 550 992.4
1350 339 62 441 34 44 473.4
3061 4221 105 38 68 45 444.6
187 283 35 25 II 251 634.9
155 23 9 II I I 334.2
417 91 283 37 156 481 801.6
807 411 220 124 193 282 845.8
572 326 221 118 338 377
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1967231938 70 43 -16 72- 216E-545E 100 116 49 35 222.3
1968 91 26 306 12 9 146E3071 1691 86 23 36 15 122.6
1969 520 162 66 92 159 13 9 9 8 8 8 102 115.5
1970 278 121 525 560 3131 131 257 205 12 1 11 4 241.8
19?1 12 30 191 1284 95? 9521 1341 345 101 60 60 51 397.7
1972 108 273 20 11 668 158 188 29 16 13 496 89 206.7
1973 68 98 277 865 1003 139 214 71 62 26 139 128 309.0
1974 31 1106 220 543 892 887 135 74 20 70 16 208 420.2
1975 236 1207 511 1186 1351 1400 540 264 338 55 23 285 739.6
1976 1349 774E 42 260 724 11561130 65 29 20 17 152 471.8
19?? 523E209 162E130813211 576E1611E 80 27 14 20 353 520.4
1978 407 119 809 111 195 51 15 64 40 298 820 205 3/3.4
1979 815 291 389 122 231 75 53 21 13 9 10 115 214.4
.980 70 369 339 1358 402 554 299 148 313 37 416 312 461.7
1981 50 613 419 94 214 74 778E 105E 32 33 21 22 245.5
1982 454 972 62 51 54 21 42 84 71 39 41 18 190.8
.983 34 516 179 38? 231 431 761 2091 91 51 31 1041 158.8
1984 861 3831 1291 69 256 332 1051 24E 9 5 2 1 140.1
1985 1131 150 524 174 221 37 52 31 1461 131 69 1601 170.6
AIX. 277 440 276 449 416 355 272 134 75 44 119 124 298.1
SIN. 344 383 212 497 386 427 376 135 96 68 218 107












193092 76 122 180130 137161 74801 0'990
193197 152 85 128191 123.11 21921 37857
193255 125 152 71117 12569 211672 9770
193329 209 259 333119 15385 1574748 101314
1934135 198 166- 15386 161BA 66A3_ _1.55_ _231142
193588 104 136 11990 11334 71150 10771
1936133 324 146 283206 14317 244182 241344
193749 105 166 187195 34128 26' 4317-42- -28----1020-
1938141 77 169 198184 6620 6533659 481066
1939170 145 89 68111 126123 8361249 1331115
194030 141 196 154200 77117 121211 531005
1941-158 6 62 198139 16697 2811560 35965
1942164 181 202 184519 102165 1121676BO 201360
1943162 276 180 108185 7338 484000 681178
194470 102 54 114101 18033 641000 2730
194540 83 112 15896 13552 16177.0  778..‘r"f'
1946111 72 145 101114 4646 2e1612.0 82772
1947124 75 208 13482 24467 43071 0985
194853 67 54 192131 10837 449110 41747
1949101 163 212 152163 1981E31 841160125 77 1483
195045 91 202 219124 12279 2926428 28997
1951224 31 91 144171 114-3-,.",_ 28476540 48995
195246 157 130 11e192 122102 739032 25 966
1953152 173 179 109152 13947 57-722-1 291062
195437 94 113 281209 9376 401017,7, .:. 6978
195587 139 221 91238 16767 691 7 0 241106
1956120 91 347 166106 11386 7313163 1961365
1957224 141 134 23184 102107 85 7 0 0 581169
195866 155 189 118119 98142 1013750 11067
1959104 140 255 89178 13593 42171241 481154
1960122 168 146 17384 18079 64691230 151142
1961a u 279 144 108215 13494 18 0 07 141018
196265 11 7 71 236121 174134 3921-4214 121157
196394 179 159 10889 25368 15290- 15 411050
1964198 60 166 11644 48129 1462550 17900
196578 113 50 303121 6551 3013015 7846
196660 101 131 376141 123154 64201024 101214
196799 117 108 4945 12484 73u158 17744
196878 63 139 73123 249122 10211630 181014
1969176 44 105 116'63 4622 14112215 78743
197071 70 157 173122 9472 55-,u 30c 7858
197169 47 117 226180 19940 441928 47998
197281 99 82 85202 10160 731594 29858
197329 76 101 247195 9735 1914532 20870
197449 212 129 170171 16853 1218-?-, -,_8


197556 216 142 219198 229103 45470 1gL3111151382
1976197 75 81 192160 19342 23503 1011072
1977158 80 136 22 572 181135 .:_-.,	 13531 701108
197855 84 181 80150 5836 551280118 23972
1979119 97 117 9086 3931 10319 93694
199010 152 81 211190 11670 3634095 91004
198141 134 138 79100 79161 17 27 253 31835
1982146 119 52 8157 7043 3620484 ..2698
193379 184 132 13059 10143 9271 55 19902
198492 87 86 117153 (249 315,7, ,_0 .J 681
1985144 113 192 9533 7735 078184 40952
AVE.98 127 141 158134 12578 40161827 39100.0
GDEV54 64 57 7151 5443 29162332 79






• - - • , • - •
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT-GAUGE 017 CATCHMENT ARRA. 1087.90.RN HALO.. 944.1411
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
AI= .00 % PI. 1.5 mm/D ZMIN= 60.0 mm/M EMAX. 450.0 mm/M REACT. 1.000
	
R. .50 POW. 3.0 SL. .00 mm FT= 16.0 mm/M
	
GU= 5.0 mm/t4 TL= .25 MTHS GL. .00 MTHS NOFT. 4 PER MTH
	




















OCT 108.0 38.0 9.2 9.3 9.2 27.7 27.4 34.4 29.6
NOV 140.0 39.0 10.9 14.8 10.6 44.1 31.6 38.3 26.9
DEC 160.0 38.0 11.9 9.2 9.2 27.6 27.6 21.2 19.4
JAN 150.0 38.0 14.0 15.1 14.4 45.0 42.9 49.9 36.2
FEB 125.0 38.0 12.7 14.0 16.0 41.6 47.6 38.7 39.1
MAR 120.0 38.0 12.1 11.9 15.7 35.6 46-8 43.1 _42.9-
APR E0.0 30.0 6.6 9.1 e.6 27.1 25.7 37.6 29.2
MAY 70.0 38.0 3.4 4.5 3.9 13.4 11.5 13.5 13.3
JUN 50.0 38.0 1.9 2.5 2.0 7.5 5.9 9.7 5.8
JUL 48.0 38.0 1.5 1.5 1.8 4.4 5.2 6.8 6.8
AUG 56.0 38.0 3.3 4.0 4.2 11.8 12.6 21.9 10.7





298.1 298.6 165.6 132.5
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


2.416 2.435 .229 .192
MAXIMUM OBSERVED •161.1
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE •








TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS = 1487.1 mm 9.0 % rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF • 2714.0 mm 16.5 % rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL • 9776.2 mm 59.3 % rain
TOTAL-INTERFLOW 1935.5 mm 11.7 % rain








TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF n 570.2 mm 3.5 A rein
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
%MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIN 13.2 6 MAR 1980 AUG 1980
OBS 24.3 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
	
40. SIM 48.1 10 DEC 1902 SEP 1983
OBS 57.7 11 DSC 1982 OCT 1983
	
60. SIM 102.7 11 DEC 1902 OCT 1983
OBS 173.7 45 DEC 1982 AUG 1986
	
80.SIM 239.140 JUN 1902SEP 1985
OBS 401.946DEC 1982SEP 1986
	
90.SIM 367.509MAY 1979SEP 1985
OBS 516.246DEC 1982SEP 1986




VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE



















MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIONMONTHS1 5.8 5.9 .6
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 11 12 9.1
•STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









- MAXIMUM DEFICrr FLOW PERIOD(HONTHS) -7-71I - _ - 12 _ 9.1
•
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE





- BASE-CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES
	 RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 	
- TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (%)
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSIfiTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS
































































































137.129.178.134.171.112.89. 67. 44. 22.

















































FLOW DURATION CURVES (PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED)
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE.05.4 10.7 16.1 21.5 26.9
	
OBSERVED %TIME100.0 67.1 50.0 39.9 33.8 29.4
	




MONTHLY DISCHARGE53.7 59.1 64.4 69.8 75.2 00.6
	
OBSERVED %TIME14.5 11.8 11.4 11.0 10.59.6
	












OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 161.100
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 131.110
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
	
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR
	









































1930218?155P 229?655?-543R537?880?280? 41P322?133? 35? 408.0
1931 204?514?200P239?•818P563?128P 28? 27? 25? 23? 29? 279.8
1932 42P270P.439?I43P23IP396?175? 43? 26P 25? 24? 22? 183.6
1933-2IP 833P-1358?1974P-783?595P-343?-77P--25? 95P 1251252? 620.1
1934 452P913P705P538P190?588P357?180? 64? 29P 130? 63? 420.9
1935 152?I99P302P251?125?264P102?152? 70P 27? 25? 23P 169.2
1936 433?1769P062P1378?1275?732P171? 28? 26P 25? 25? 23? 674.7
1937 32?159?495P762?974?276?464?173P 60P 39? 74? 45? 355.3
1938 502?224P489?849?928?274P 36?112? 56P HP 171?I03P 380.1
1939 723?639?191P 47P198?395P570?392P104P30? 103?577P 396.8
1940 205?373?776?615?939?330?414P154P 29? 20? 27? 68? 395.8
1941-638?226?-26? 690?614P733P455P106P 27P 25? 160? 78P 377.8
1942 666?868P912?830?224?177P810?697PI72P294P409?130P 618.9
1943 651P1522P988P296?74IP209P 43? 5BP 68? 41? 30?100P 482.7
1944 101?163? 69P 143?176?746P256P109P 36P 27? 23P 23P 189.4
1945 23P ?IP140?456?24IP422P162? 30P 25? 24? 22? 22? 163.8
1946 292?140?320P170?228? SOP 31? 27P 25? 24? 23?177? 154.5
1947 434?177?748?508P139P1159P445? 60? 34P 26? 25? 23? 377.8
1948 34? 45P 29P646P545?317P 88P 42P 31P 24? 23? 34? 185.8
1949 234?594?933?634?676P10I1P1146?531?105PI77P693?242? 698.2
1950 39? 95?723P1070P559?400?239? 7IP 34? 
 38? 
 333.3
1951 10113?381? 64P347P714P452P105? 28P 27?209?133? 74P 361.7
1952 46?488?385?237P804P558?393P125? 32P 29P 42? 33? 311.2
1933 5l7P783?736?293?512?579P270? 84P 48P 30? 28? 27? 386.7
1954 27P101?156?1298?1291P413P157P 73? 33? 28? 27? 25? 362.9
1955 138P392?938?326?1081P971?269P160P 68P 27? 251124? 441.9
1956 404?215?1706?1039P320P294?259? 80P 34P 47?194?1029? 562.1
1957 1410?741P368?1000?367?194P383?361?109? 30? 
 77? 506.8
1958 83?486?760?364?295?230P641?563?145P279P114? 28P 398.8
1959 244?443?1178P402?667P610P358P115? 36? 
 ?OP 73? 422.5
1960 385P682?506?629P233?721P372?160P249? 96P 45? 37P 411.5
1961 31P1317P745?211?945?692?364?101? 29? 26? 24? 23P 450.8
1962 56?977?348?955?571?744?755?211? 33P 8IP 47P 29? 480.7
1963 185P692?614?243?103P1229?471? 45? 34? 30? 27? 39? 371.2
1964 907?330?457?299? ?IP 28?497?183?64? 47?113? 57? 305.3
1965 97?233? 89?1410?728P124? 45? 34P 29P 27? 25? 24? 286.5
1966 41?144P260P1972?1042?446?779?339? 61? 30? 32? 29? 518.1
1967 231938 70 43 16 72"216E545E100 116 49 35 222.3
1968 91 26 306 12 9 146E30711681 86 23 36 15 122.5
1969 520 162 66 92 158 13 9 9 8 8 8 102 115.5
1970 278 121 525 560 3131131 257 205 12 I II 4 241.8
1971 12 30 1911204 857 85311301345 101 60 60 51 397.4
1972 108 273 20 11 668 158 188 29 16 13 496 89 206.9
1973 68 98 277 865 1003 139 214 71 62 26 13/ 128 309.0
1974 31 1106 220 543 892 887 .135 74 20 70 16 208 420.2
1975 2361207 511118613511400 540 264 338 55 23 285 739.6
1976 1349 774E 42 260 724 11921130 65 29 20 17 152 475.4
1977 523E209 162E133213251576E1611E80 27 14 20 353 523.2
1978 407 119 809 III 195 51 15 64 40 298 820 205 313.4
1979 815 291 389 122 231 75 53 21 13 9 10 115 214.4
1980 70 369 3391358 402 554 299 148 313 37 416 312 461.7
1981 50 613 419 94 214 74 778E105E 32 33 21 22 245.5
1982 454 972 61 51 54 21 42 84 71 39 41 18 190.8
1983 34 516 179 387 141 321 6912181 01 01 01 991 154.8
1984 82140511261 69 256 332 1051 24E 9 5 2 I 141.6
1985 1061150 524 174 221 57 52 31 1451 50 5911521 167.6
,AVE. 306 477 455 580 514 453 330 153 64 58 99 105 359.4
SP. 332 401 365 493 365 346 306 153 68 77 163 163


























































































































































































































































































































































































































1967 55 1185 577 158 73 248 232 882 104 162 47 80 382.3
1968 158 48 739 53 32 396 694 404 185 45 68 23 284.5
lt6U ..1050 332 94 287 411 59 41 45 36 35 36 213 263.9
1970 710 323 1370 944 567 310F 565L 3980 52W 408 232 81 531.0
---1971-- 211--37N--242K-1986A1600.-2645F291L 6160 1681491— 27 20 775.2
1472 225 284 74 39 948 242 244 683 250 791 019. 2076 325.4
1973 127 159 422 1649 2832 2991 412. 1610 159 83 298 196 679.7
1974 74 2029 691 878 1774 1697 284 164 65 125 52 488 832.1
1973 514 2206 1469 2824 2328 2689 1228 800 925 220 107 1846 1715.6
1976 3554 2761 275 488 1419 2586 330 110 23 29 15 184 1177.4
1977 1016 700 237 2844 407 334 3029 246 100 71 36 774 979.4
1978 966 234 1870 311 384 176 18 119 47 448 1740 414 672.7
1979 1140 550 794 322 405 126 82 35 41 35 35 231 381.6
1980 243 722 651 3019 707 1086 676 316 481 76 627 491 909.5
1981 124 1016 1049 181 294 197 1490 286 83 79 57 63 491.9
1982 752 2122 248 115 132 177 135 166 93 69 93 62 416.4
1983 205 966 754 1045 97 287 176 482 144 116N 57E 2621 459.1
1984 490 3551 1101 209015571 9190 2466 191 01 Of Of Of 346.4
1983 16011286$225017100 7506 1750 1116 430 1721 04 121 4870 615.6
AVE. 586 911 732 951 880 771 542 282 153 95 21e 320 644.2
SDV, 818 822 621 1016 814 923 718 258 215 101 429 425







SYNTHES126 -RUNOFF AT GAUGE- G32 - -CATCHMENT AREA.--1480.8GANH-M4.P..=_8711 MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
Al= .00 I PI= 1.5 mm/D MN= 62.0 mm/M MAX= 400.0 mm/M REACT= .900
	
R= .50 POW= 3.0 SL0 .00 mm FT= 22.0 mm/M
	
GB= .0 mm/M TI.= .25 MTHS GL= .00 NTHS SOFT= 4 PER MTH
	





















MONTHS FLAGGED WITH 'S'
MEAN RUNOFF ST.DEVIATION
ST RAIN RUNOFF-(%MAR-) (MCM) 

(mm) (IMAP) OBS SIM 085 SIM OBS SIN
50.0 8.3 9.4 10.1 59.6 63.6 81.2 60.9
50.0 9.6 13.9 10.5 80.0 66.5 01.7 53.5
50.0 10.0 11.3 8.4 71.2 53.4 55.3 38.9
50.0 12.3 14.6 12.8 92.6 81.1 102.0 75.8
50.0 11.4 13.2 14.5 83.4 91.7 79.9 87.0
50.0 11.0 11.9 15.8 75.5 100.0 92.4 97.2
50.0 5.9 0.6 0.6 54.3 54.7 71.7 57.9
50.0 3.2 4.5 4.0 20.4 25.3 25.6 25.8
50.0 1.7 2.5 2.2 15:7 14.0 21.6 12.6
50.0 1.3 1.6 2.1 10.0 13.3 10.1 18.9
50.0 3.0 3.6 5.1 22.5 32.4- 42.7 45.0
50.0 4.2 5.0 5.9 31.5 37.5 42.4 35.5
	
632.2 632.7 370.7 298.7
	
2.741 2.766 .229 .205
MAXIMUM SIMULATED a 206.7
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS
MAXIMUM OBSERVED • 355.4
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE =
- FINAL SOIL STORAGE =
TOTAL RAIN =
TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS =
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF =
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL =
TOTAL INTERFLOW =
INITIAL G.WATER-STORAGE--
FINAL G.WATER STORAGE =

















DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
_ %MAR RCM MONTHS START END
	
- 20. SIM 35.4 5 APR 1980 AUG 1980
OBS 48.6 '5 MAY 1985 SEP 1985
	
40. SIN 102.9 8 JAN 1980 AUG 1980
OBS 108.3 6 APR 1985 SEP 1905
	
60. SIM 249.0 34 DEC 1902 SEP 1985
OBS 297.4 20 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
	
80. SIM 606.2 34 DEC 1982 SEP 1985
	
OBS 713.1 48 JAN 1968 DEC 1971
	
90. SIM 908.7 89 MAY 1978 SEP 1985
	
OBS 965.9 48 JAN 1968 DEC 1971
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND OBSERVED RUNOFF
OBSERVED SUMULATED PERCENT
RUNOFF RUNOFF ERROR
TOTAL RUNOFF 12015.9 12034.7 .2
	
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 632.4 633.4 .2
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY
MEAN-DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS)















STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









ETATISTICAL MEASURES 08 CORRESFONDCNCE





BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OP SQUARES
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES .
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
MAX/MUM EQ/VALENT CONSTANT ERROR (A)
RELATIVE,ABSOLUTE ERROR(4)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (4)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS
STANDARDISED NORMAL VARIATE Z










































1967 -O. 19. 24.-13.-31.-IT.-114.-79.-121.-177.-207.-130. -T. -2.-20.43.-113.-105.-110.47.-121.-143.-210.-257.






1174-1230.-1080.-1064.-1029.-904.-NM -811.-147.-094.-934.-181.-923. -433.-291.-W. -243.-ID. -57.-46.-91.-130.-182.-228.191.










1914 489.486.436.417.411.463.424.377.373.270.218.065. 112.361.328.301.317.299.260.213.164.116.66. 16.
1917 130.139.2110.131.211.203.176.131,102.32. 12. 0. 60. 
 814.811.121. 13. 34. 6. 7. -11. 11. 0.





MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 11.8 23.7 35.5 47.4 59.2 71.1 92.9 94.8 105.6
OBSERVED %TIME 100.0 60.9 52.2 30.2 32.9 27.2 22.8 19.3 17.1 13.6
SIMULATED %TIMM 100.0 71.5 52.6 41.7 35.5 28.9 24.6 21.5 19.0 16.2


ERROR .0 2.6 .4 3.5 2.6 1.8 1.8 2.2 .9 2.6
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 119.5 130.3 142.2 154.0 165.9 177.7 189.5 201.4 213.2 225.1
OBSERVED %TIME 12.7 11.8 11.0 10.1 9.2 7.5 6.6 6.1 5.3 4.0
SIMULATED %TIME 15.4 12.3 11.0 9.6 9.2 6.6 5.3 3.1 3.1 3.1









MONTHLY DISCHARGE 236.9 248.0 260.6 272.5 284.3 296.2 308.0 319.9 331.7 343.6
OBSERVED %TIME 4.4 4.4 3.9 3.1 1.8 1.3 .4 .4 .4 .4
SIMULATED %TIME 3.1 2.6 1.8 .9 .4 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0








OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 355.400
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 286.651
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
	
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR
	

























••• t- . A -
•
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE G32INC. CATCHMENT AREA. 2393.60.1114- 848.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
Alm .00 9 PI= 1.5 mm/D ZMIN= 62.0 mm/M MAX= 450.0 mm/M RFACT= .900
	
R. .50 POW= 3.0 SL= .00 mm FT. 19.0 mm/N
	
GW= .0 mm/N TL. .25 MTH8 GI.= .00 MTH8 NOFT. 4 PER MTH
	
FONG. 2.5 SGL. .0 mm 80. .0 ma FGgi .0 mm/M
STATISTICS FROM 1967 TO 1985



















OCT 108.0 60.0 8.3 9.4 9.9 59.6 62.8 81.2 56.2
NOY 140.0 60.0 9.5 13.9 11.8 08.0 74.7 01.7 67.9
DEC 160.0 60.0 10.8 11.3 8.7 71.2 54.9 55.3 26.7
JAN 150.0 60.0 12.2 14.6 13.9 92.6 07.13 102.8 63.7
FEB 125.0 60.0 11.3 13.2 14.4 83.4 91.2 79.9 82.2
MAR 120.0 60.0 11.0 11.9 14.6 75.5 92.4 92.4 83.7
APR 80.0 60.0 5.9 8.6 9.0 54.3 56.7 71.7 47.8
MAY 70.0 60.0 3.2 4.5 3.6 28.4 24.3 25.6 16.0
JUN 50.0 60.0 1.7 2.5 2.3 15.7 14.6 21.6 9.6
JUL 48.0 60.0 1.3 1.6 1.7 10.0 10.9 10.1 11.2
AUG 56.0 60.0 3.1 3.6 4.7 22.5 29.4 42.7 29.4





632.2 632.2 370.7 297.1
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF Low


2.741 2.758 .229 .197
MAXIMUM OBSERVED •355.4
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE








TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS = 1310.6 mm 9.8 % rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF a 1345.6 mm 10.1 % rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL = 9216.0 mm 69.2 1 rain
TOTAL INTERFLOW =- 1444.9 mm 10.8 1 rain








TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF = .0 mm .0 % rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS





20. 'SIM 19.9 3 JUN 1977 AUG 1977


OBS 48.6 5 MAY 1985 SEP 1985
40. SIM 69.7 9 FEB 1983_ OCT 1983


OBS 108.3 6 APR 1995 SEP 1985
60. SIN 336.3 42 FEB 1983 JUL 1986


099 297.4 28 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
80. SIM 888.1 58 DEC 1981 SEP 1986


OBS 7131 40 JAN 1968 DEC 1971
90. SIM 1194.9 65 MAY 1981 SEP 1986


OBS 965.9 48 JAN 1968 DEC 1971







TOTAL RUNOFF 12015.9 12025.6 .1
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 632.4 632.9, .1
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 52.7 52.7 .1
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 4911.5 3136.7 -36.1
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 2458.3 2233.3 -9.2
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 63.1 476.9 656.0
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 24.6 23.9 -2.9
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 5.9 5.8 -2.1
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 12 12 .0
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE




STUDENTS T VALUE 14.635
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .557
BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 23.366
----- STATISTICAL MEAMES OF CORRESPONDENCE
_ .
SIMULATED RUNOFF 10 DEPENDENT VARIABLE
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
STUDENTS T VALUE .
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT
BASS CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES -
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE
- MAXIMUM EQPiALENT CONSTANT ERROR (t)
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%)
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUALAIASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%)
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATIST1C
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS
STANDARDISED NORMAL VARIATE 2












































1993 III.139.260.239.214.205.176.130.101.52. 12. 0. 302.296.306.214.239.115.144. 99. 73. 33. 2/. 0.
FLOW DURATION CURVES (PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED)
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 11.0 23.7 35.5 47.4 59.2 71.1 82.9 94.8 106.6
	
OBSERVED %TIME 100.0 68.9 52.2 38.2 32.9 27.2 22.8 19.3 17.1 13.6
SIMULATED %TIME 100.0 78.1 59.2 46.1 36.8 31.1 25.0 21.9 19.4 14.0
	
ERROR .0 9.2 7.0 7.9 3.9 3.9 2.2 2.6 1.3
.4
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 118.5 130.3 142.2 154.0 165.9 177.7 1139.5 201.4 213.2 225.1
	
OBSERVED %TIME 12.7 11.8 21.0 10.1 9.2 7.5 6.6 6.1 5.3 4.8
SIMULATED %TIME 12.3 9.6 8.8 7.5 7.0 5.7 4.4 2.6 2.2 1.8
	
ERROR -.4 -2.2 -2.2 -2.6 -2.2 -1.8 -2.2 -3.5 -3.1 -3.1
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 236.9 248.8 260.6 272.5 204.3 296.2 308.0 319.9 331.7 343.6
	
OBSERVED %TIME 4.4 4.4 3.9 3.1 1.8 1.3 .4 .4
.4 . .4
SIMULATED %TIME 1.3 .4 .a .4 .o .0 .0 .0 .0
	
ERROR -3.1 -3.5 -3.5 -2.6 -1.3 -1.3
-.a
OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 355.400
	
SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 287.255
COMPARISON OF DEPENDENCE STRUCTURE (AUTO-SERIAL CORRELATION)
	
LAG IN CORRELOGRAM FOR CORRELOGRAM FOR
	














































































































































































































































































































































































































































1967 161 1931 1931 401i 161 541 48# 1031 _151 51 01 31 68.8
1968 91 321 1621 151 121 861 1231 511 331 131 01 01 53.6
1969 1221 671 129# 1061 1261 401 01 01 0# 01 17 47 65.4
1970 227-97 1541 2021 1931 112 185 43 11 811 6 3 124.1
1971 14 41 - 134 424 430 480_ 4t..__16_._ 2. _41 31 3 160.5
1972 30 104 19 3 103 130 73 17 6 9 91 127 71.2
1973 189 47 94 525C42411269 202 27V 151 10 811 61 181.6
1974- 41 3191 861141011250114331 681 211 81 811 3 87 269.9
1975 200 348 389118171101011838N5091 75 33 15 11 91 507.4
1976 617 455. 43 209 619 441 111 26 8 4 2 12 256.7
1977 231 80 24 609 175 137 325 54 15 8 6 79 174.3
1978 142 SON324 129 70 95 14 15 II 17 198 215 128.0
1979 121 110 282 123 156 224 22 8 411 31 21 23 108.0
1900 41 52 • 132 464 355 117 33 31 29 6 20 194 147.4
1981 28 15 89 23 20 72 1861 48 9 6 4 7 50.7
1902 58 334 11 10 14 10 6 4 4 3 7 4 46.5
1983 55 54 563 647 840 162 46 110 5 4 3 22 175.5
1984 12 24 20 414 338 227 9 I. 0# 611 01 0 105.1
1985 911. 287 170 230 261 459 32- 13 13 3 87 116 176.9
AYE. Ile 143 159 204 287 285 107 35 12 7 25 50 151.1
BOY. 148 136 143 249 320 410 130 32 ID 4 50 68





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SYNTHESIZiD RUNOFF AT GAUGE 836 CATCHMENT AREA= 852.50.KM M.A.P.= 924.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
AP!. .00 % PI= 1.5 mm/D ZMIN= 60.0 mm/M ZMAX= 500.0 mm/M REACT= .909
R= .50 POW= 3.0 SL= .00 mm FT= 3.0 mm/M
GW= 5.0 mm/M 'M.= .50 MTHS GL= .00 MTHB NOFT= 4 PER MTH
POWS= 2.5 SGL= .0 mm SG= 100.0 mm FG= 5.0 mm/M






















OCT 108.0 62.0 9.1 7.8 7.4 21.8 11.2 14.8 10.8
NOV 140.0 62.0 11.0 9.4 10.7 14.3 16.2 13.6 14.0
DEC 160.0 62.0 13.3 10.5 12.5 15.9 18.9 14.3 16.7
JAN 150.0 62.0 15.5 18.8 18.0 28.4 27.3 24.9 19.9
FEB 125.0 62.0 13.1 19.0 20.4 28.7 30.9 32.0 25.8
MAR 120.0 62.0 10.9 18.8 15.5 28.5 23.4 41.0 21.3
APR 80.0 62.0 5.1 7.1 7.1 10.7 10.7 13.0 12.3
MAY 70.0 62.0 2.3 2.3 1.3 3.5 2.0 3.2 1.5
JUN 50.0 62.0 .9 .8 .13 1.2 1.1 1.0 .5
JUL 48.0 62.0 1.1 .5 .8 .7 1.2 .4 1.3
AUG 56.0 62.0 2.8 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.0 4.5





151.1 151.5 108.3 90.2
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


2.093 2.105 .277 .274
MAXIMUM OBSERVED =185.8
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE =












1820.5 mm 11.6 % rain
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL = 10907.7 mm 69.3 5 rain
TOTAL INTERFLOW = 1319.3 mm 8.4 % rain








TOTAL B.WATER RUNOFF = 239.9 mm 1.5 % rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS





20. SIM 12.3 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983


OBS 17.9 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983
40. SIM 48.9 30 APR 1981 SEP 1983


OBS 43.1 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983
60. SIM 124.4 30 APR 1981 SEP 1983


OBS 102.4 32 APR 1981 NOV 1983
BO. SIM 215.4 46 APR 1981 JAN 1985


OBS 196.4 47 JAN 1968 NOV 1971
90: SIM 273.3 46 APR 1981 JAN 1985


OBS 280.1 68 JAN 1968 AUG 1973





















VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 437.8 288.5 • -34.1












MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 6.7 6.6














SIUDENTS T VALUE 18.741
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT .633
BASE :I:INSTANTOF REGRESSION EQUATION 4.654





BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION4.654
mkaLs S cortilt.
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES
RESIDUAL SUM OF-SOUARES
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE







COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .608
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .607
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .964
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .479
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.558
RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%) 16.238
DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC 1.774
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS 46
NUMBER OF TOSITIVE RUNS 46
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS 107.1
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS 84
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS 144
















1967 -11. -4. 2.-6. -17.-24. -32.-34.-13.-57.-70.-82. -10.-18.-18.-20.-31.-12. -33.-16.-56.-67.-79.-90.
1968 -91.-103.-100.-III.-122.-126.-127.-134.-143.-155.-167.-180. -101.-112.-121.-131.-142.-131.-135.-145.-155.-166.-178.-190.





1473 -357.-365.-368.-328.-298.-284.-276.-286.-297.-309.-321.-333. -339.-341.-311.-2117.-223. 
 -197.-201.-220.-231.-213.-755.




153. 191.126.177.165.154.142. -22. 
 -18. 21. 
 150. 191.110. 169.157.146.135.
1976 193.226.218.226.276.307. 306.296.284.272.259.248. 149.115.200.213.230.240. 247.235.224.212.200.193.
1977 238.254.244.292.297.298. 318.311.299.211.276.271. 205.212.211.257.294.215. 300.293.281.269.251.248.
1971 273.265.223.215.210.276. 265.254.243.232.231.218. 245.241.272.303.303.303.292.281.269.263.269.269.
1979 247.246.261.261.264.274. 264.252.240.227.215.205. 262.261.266.265.260.269.256.247.235.223.212.210.
1910 196.189.169.223.246.245.236.226.212.205.194.201. 225.220.217.249.211.301.290.279.267.255.248.240.
1901 191.160.176.166.156.150.156.148.137.121.In. 101. 221.218.212.205.111.115.180.173.162.150.138.126.
1902 94.115.103.91. 10. 69. 52. 44. 32. 20. B. -4. 131.137.126.115.105. 94. 13. 71. 59. 48. 36. 24.







 37. 24. II. -I.-13.-26. -3.-13.-24.-32. 7. 43. 12. 20. 8. -4.-16.-28.
1915 -29.-Q. -B. 2. 16. 
 40. 21. 17. 3. I. O. -II. 
 39. 67. 69. 63. 53. 42. 30. 19. 9. 0.





MONTHLY DISCHARGE .0 6.2 12.4 1e.6 24.8 31.0 37.2 43.4 49.5 55.7
OBSERVED %TIME 100.0 43.9 29.8 22.4 14.9 13.2 10.1 7.0 4.8 3.9
SIMULATED %TIME 100.0 44.3 33.8 22.8 17.1 13.2 11.4 9.2 6.1 3.9
ERROR .0 .4 3.9 .4 2.2 .0 1.3 2.2 1.3 .0
MONTHLY DISCHARGE 61.9 68.1 74.3 80.5 86.7 92.9 99.1 105.3 111.5 117.7
OBSERVED %TIME 2.6 1.8 1.8 1.8 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9










MONTHLY DISCHARGE 123.9 130.1 136.3 142.4 148.6 154.e 161.0 167.2 173.4 179.6
OBSERVED %TIME .9 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4










































1930 74? 54P 661' 411P 423P 125P 124P 71P 211' 4IP 40P 17P 146.7
1931 23P 371' - 59P 95P 31IP 316P 71P 15P I4P 13P I21' 11P- 97•7
1932 12P 164P 187P 35P 107P 181P 86? 10P 10P 91' 9P 9P 81.9
1933 91' 2I2P 406P 484P 480P 322P 134P 14P 12P 33P 55? 32P 219.3
1934 29P 3641' 622P 294P 58P 202P 169P 20P 12P 10P 10P 10P 180.0
1935 I4P 21P 28P 301' 86Pt 226P 158P 35P 35? 9P BP BP 65.8
1936 B9P 598P 626P 4141' 671P 442P 761' 9P 9P 9P BP OP 295.9
1937 191' 21P 54P 3311' 4891' 211P 73? 14? 21P 24P 100P 98P 151.5
1938 B7P 911' 249P 495? 628P 398P 211' 22? 21P 161' 24P 201' 206.2
1939 57P 25111,300P 217P 210? I79P 115P 121P IIIP 16? 11P 09P 168.4
1940 90P 1071' 283P 431P 418? 181P 34P 28P 10P 11P 10P 18P 162.1
1941 151? 142P 9P 1431' 2611' 353P 2431' 16P 10P 91' 30P 31? 139.8
1742 241' 197? 383P 415? 2191' 961' 219P 2621' 137P 158P 178? 301' 231.9
1943 488P 656P 413? 21111' 3291' 314P 25? 12P 291' 28P 10P 118P 269.6
1944 I97P 100P 22? 17P 2031' 543P 357P IIP IIP 91' 9? 9? 148.8
1945 BP BP 11P I59P 216P I961' 136? IIP 10P BP BP 7? 77.8
1946 2001' 291P 97P I31' IIOP 263P 160P 10P BP 7P 71' 40? 121.7
1947 75P I241' 136P 220P 197P 573P 552P I21' 9? BP BP BP 192.2
1948 15P 18P 11P I57P I661' 50P 45P 12P 71' 71' 71' I2P 50.7
1949 29? 134P 267P 310? 256P 429P 3371' 11P VP 9P 104? 1031' 199.7
1950 141' 17P 72? 75? 123P I22P 15P 10P BP BP 10P lOP 48.4
1951 59? 59? 11P 122P 424P 325P 19? OP 71' 17P 23? 15P 108.9
1152 lOP 42P 108P 861' 406? 396P 14? 131' OP 71' 7P 7P 110.4
1953 33P 37P 46P 53P 66? 67P 20P I3P 13P 7? 7P BP 37.0
1954 9? 20? 31P 368P 6871' 351? 21P I1P 9P 7P 7P TP 152.8
1955 121' 90P 160? 122P 374P 531P 204P I7P I7P BP 71' 7? 154.9
1956 46? 319P 750P 685P 295P 147P 691' IIP 
 22P 4BP 539P 294.2
1957 910P 450P 1371' 407? 3301' 311' 73? 591' 12? 10P 9P 24P 245.2
1958 201' 1741' 2011' 46P 22? 19P 30? 2771' 259? 331' 33P 9P 113.1
1959 184P 308? 270P 251P 267P 2471' 105P 2IP 
 10P 301' 41P 174.4
1960 95? 149P 2741' 360P 162P 1401' 2011' 107P 45P 10P 10P 18P 157.1
1961 17P 201P 328P 314? 453P 3241' 69P 201' 10P 10P 9P 9P 176.4
1962 IIP 97P 158P 545P 496P 1301' 127P 20P IIP 16P 141' 9P 163.4
1963 321' 126? 205? 366P 269P 292P 2091' 12P 26? 26P IIP IBP 167.2
1964 356? 352P 52P 187P 148P I5P 26? 211' 23P 25P I5P 14? 123.4
1965 10P SOP 6IP 358? 4391' 94? VP 9P BP BP BP BP 107.0
1966 9? 241' 158P 5I1P 625P 407? 1741' 26P 22? 9P BP BP 197.1
1967 161 1931 1931 401 161 541 481 1051 151 51 01 31 68.8
1968 91 321 1621 151 121 061 1231 511 331 131 01 01 53.6
1969 1221 671 1291 1061 1261 401 01 Ot 01 01 17 47 65.4
1970 227 97 1541 2021 I93E 112 185 43 11 811 6 3 124.1
1971 14 41 134 424 430 480 49 16 7 4N 311 3 160.5
1972 30 104 19 3 103 130 73 17 6 9 91 127 71.2
1473 189 47 94 525C 42411269 202 27N 15N 10 OW 6N 181.6
1974 411 319W 1361141011250V 4331 681 21N 811 811 5 87 269.9
1975 200 348 389111317N8101 185011509V 75 33 15 II 911 507.4
1976 637 455 43 209 619 441 III 26 8 4 2 12 256.7
1977 231 BO 24 609 175 137 325 54 15 8 6 79 174.3
MO 142 50W 324 129 70 95 14 15 II 17 198 215 128.0
1979 121 110 282 125 156 224 22 8 4N 3W 211 23 108.0
1980 41 52 132 464 355 117 33 31 29 6 20 194 147.4
1981 28 15 89 23 20 72 1861 48 9 6 4 7 50.7
1782 58 334 11 10 14 10 6 4 4 3 7 4 46.5
1983 55 54 563 647 B4e 162 46 110 5 4 3 22 175.5
1984 12 74 20 414 338 227 9 le 01 6e 01 0 105.1
1985 78e 287 170 230 261 459 32 13 13 3 87 116 176.9
AVE. 103 158 183 271 302 261 119 37 22 14 25 43 153.8
SD/. 163 151 172 700 234 265 121 54 37 21 40 82
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8416018  -OBSERVEDAN MODIFIEDPITMANMODELLEDFLO'SINFILLEDBYREGRESSION
HYDROLOGICALYEARSSTARTINGOCTOBER
114121112(15,A)iF9.11
1967 14113011301401 221 581 5911461281 241 188 2411 69.3
1968 321 3111111211 191 5781048608 541 191 161 168 54.0
1969 791 661 841 651 901 181 141 141 121 131 131 451 51.3
1970 162189U1421182U10618411351488 181 171 141 121 100.9
1971 4 IS 48 263 280 270 48 78 18 5 3 3 103.?
1972 33_103 8 _3 228 57 75 10 3 1 112 58 69.1
1973 40 62 177N284 285C311I64N 33 44 11 45 42 111.8
1974 9N335 123 247 242 255 40 30 7 15 4 104 141.9
1975 116 377 168 278 351 301 215 88 9? 21 13 119 214.4
1976 289 279 25 144 162 403 49 26 8 5 3 33 142.8
1977 216 67 103 434C113 891468 26 0 6 5 180 171.5
1978 113 62 357160N 43 24 6 16 28 83 325 182 132.1
1979 240 123 233 53 144 58 10 4 1 0 0 1 86.7
1980 26N131 124N56111149 163 106 41 88 8 98 93 158.8
1981 17 1591210C22 35 29 327C41 5 6 3 8 86.2
1902 116 241 32 2 9 26 23 26 18 11 18 14 53.6
1983 23 159 96 127 8 12 27 85 4 3 3 37 58.4
1984 33 153148 17 107 126 43 18 9 2 0 0 55.6
1983 38 89 236 40 99 19 74 13 SS 6 24 50 74.5
AYE. 84 141 129 150 131 109 100 43 27 13 38 54 101.9
SOY. 86 101 87 158 103 115 118 35 28 18 76 57













1930 80 75 127 201 123 135 143 4 2660 0 9561931 83 142 95 -125 179 -125-26 33 4-10 34 -8471932 42 145 142 45 127 112 54 14 10211 14 7271933 29 255 252 306 106 137 87 42 65836 15 13291934 120 245 185-- 159-- 88-139- 62
-60 6234 23 11231935 69 93 138 114 71 115 28 74 350 5 7151936 135 355 166 247 226 133 33 9 1101 18 13341937 52 89 153 203 200 31 103 28 472250 36 10141938 132 64 191 258 175 56 30 70 63742 46 11071939 137 161 96 98 138 102 109 77 682 124 10581940 26 129 178 172 160 62 99 3 1254 79 9381941 168 6 47 215 140 174 86 35 1067 45 9841942 131 200 209 183- 79 114 122 147 29109100 28 14511943 230 278 229 100 190 78 20 32 5000 84 12911944 94 109 26 94 155 169 50 43 010 3 7441945 46 62 83 165 82 126 46 46 210 22 6811946 132 104 119 93 93 75 87 5 24103 74 8191947 116 99 205 122 126 209 66 18 0121 3 9771948 64 68 38 218 95 73 43 32 36.1 46 6871949 119 172 244 163 111 206 129 58 453128 30 14171950 54 94 195 141 116 86 65 31 17127 27 8541951 195 44 90 124 179 62 15 14 96145 47 8851952 42 155 125 93 179 80 63 21 6025 26 8151953 145 141 158 110 143 109 44 57 171O. 32 957
- 1954—32 81 104 268 204 94 70 43 1170 3 9171955 79 131 194 104 208 127 45 79 131 33 10051956 133 191 392 203 139 120 94 19 354560 235 16661957 255 156 127 135 102 96 113 94 200 71 11511958 67 159 182 109 103 78 118 152 8691 2 10481959 132 167 265 112 193 176 106 36 7440 75 13131960 122 204 189 172 112 148 111 85 42620 43 1254.1961 13 255 147 133 198 146 94 20 0014 20 10401962 58 202 83 250 123 145 109 29 26395 14 10831963 100 170 149 111 83 210 54 14 38025 59 10131964 194 55 135 157 61 40 104 2 512932 27 8871965 80 128 71 234 103 67 42 39 11020 18 8131966 50 108 128 350 190 120 113 58 301112 19 11891967 91 150 151 64 42 131 85 90 61612 15 8531968 72 59 142 64 92 156 88 108 81012 16- 8271969 183 50 117 116 50 53 33 16 261632 78 7701970 81 76 136 183 113 119 82 59 1325 9 8961971 73 72 76 165 171 164 24 44 13213 69 8861972 84 156 37 98 170 108 50 4 111103 43 8651973 36 124 111 176 160 99 65 28 31739 35 9111974 54 236 150 208 162 170 51 16 132914 156 12591975 77 240 165 192 211 280 97 43 4505 130 14851976 206 155 82 201 121 197 27 28 701 72 10971977 219 61 162 215 85 139 123 9 15640 92 1166-1978 99 110 290 81 84 56 24 48 69365 57 10131979 162 143 155 82 123 40 36 4 105 136 8871980 23 179 89 231 144 114 81 21 38069 14 10031981 38 132 135 85 84 76 83 16 24231 22 7191982 140 125 52 68 83 53 36 25 14213 18 6381983 89 170 109 157 92 102 51 63 8159 15 9161984 102 107 97 112 152 50 27 7 313 12 6731985 145 136 195 132 113 68 62 1 67277 41 1039
AVE. 102 139 145 156 131 115 70 40 151824 45 100.0
SDEV 57 67 67 65 46 51 34 34 162530 44







• I p+SLe 5
SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE G41 CATCHMENT AREA.403.60.KM M.A.P.. 930.MM
USING MOD/FIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
AI. .00 t PIm 1.5 mm/0 PUN. 20.0 mm/M EMAXm 500.0 mm/M EFACTm 1.000
	
Rm .50 POW= 3.0 SLm .00 mm FT. 4.0 mm/P1
	
GW= .0 mm/M TL. .50 MTHS•GL. .00 MTHS NOFT. 4 PER MTH
	
























OCT 108.0 50.0 10.9 8.3 9.3 8.4 9.5 8.6 8.1
NOV 140.0 50.0 13.2 13.8 14.2 14.1 14.6 10.1 10.8
DEC 160.0 50.0 14.5 12.7 15.1 12.9 15.4 0.7 11.6
JAN 150.0 60.0 15.5 14.7 16.5 15.0 16.9 15.8 10.8
FEB 125.0 50.0 12.4 12.9 15.4 13.1 15.8 10.3 11.0
MAR 120.0 50.0 11.7 10.7 12.6 10.9 12.9 11.5 10.5
APR 80.0 50.0 5.7 9.8 7.6 10.0 7.8 11.8 7.4
MAY 70.0 50.0 3.0 4.3 2.2 4.3 2.3 3.5 -2.7
JUN 50.0 50.0 1.3 2.6 1.0 2.7 1.0 2.8 1.6






AUG 56.0 50.0 2.9 3.7 1.6 3.8 1.7 7.6 2.8





101.9 102.3 46.9 53.9
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS


















TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS • 1535.0 mm 8.9 I rain
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF • 3051.4 mm 17.7 1 ratn
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL • 10873.3 mm 63.1 t rain












TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF = 10.3 mm .1 1 rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMANDSTORAGECRITICAL PERIOD
%MARMCMMONTHSSTART END
20. SIM 9.5 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985


OBS 8.6 6 APR 1980 SEP 19813•
40. SIM 24.2 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983


OBS 19.6 7 APR 1980 OCT 1980
60. SIM 64.0 30 APR 1981 SEP 1983


ODS 42.7 35 DEC 1902 OCT 1985
80. SIM 133.1 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985


OBS 111.7 53 MAY 1982 SEP 1986
90. SIM 179.0 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985


OBS 156.8 53 MAY 1982 SEP 1986














MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 101.9
_
102.3. .4
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 8.5 9.5 .4
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 100.0 99.7


RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 371.8 413.0 11.1MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 14.5 11.6
-19.9
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 24.6 33.1 34.7
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 5.5 5.8 22.5MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 1 1 13 /8.2
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE





STUDENTS T VALUE 15.004
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT
.705
BA- --TART OF REGRESSION EQUATION 2.535
SYNTHESISED RUNOFF AT GAUGE G41 CATCHMENT AREA= 403.SO.KM M.A.P.. 930.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
Al. .00 % PI. 1.5 mm/D EMIR. 20.0%mm/M EMAX. 600.0 mm/M
	
R. .50 POW. 3.0 SL. .00 mm FT. 4.0 mm/M
	
GW. .0 mm/M TL. .50 MTHS GL. .00 MTHS SOFT. 4 PER MTH
	
























OCT 108.0 50.0 10.9 8.3 9.3 0.4 9.5 8.6 8.1
NOV 140.0 50.0 13.2 13.8 14.2 14.1 14.6 10.1 10.8
DEC 160.0 50.0 14.5 12.7 15.1 12.9 15.4 8.7 11.6
JAN 150.0 50.0 15.5 14.7 16.5 15.0 16.9 15.0 10.8
FEB 125.0 50.0 12.4 12.9 15.4 13.1 15.11 10.3 11.8
MAR 120.0 50.0 11.7 10.7 12.6 10.9 12.9 11.5 10.5
APR 80.0 50.0 5.7 9.8 7.6 10.0 7.8 11.8 7.4
MAY 70.0 50.0 3.0 4.3 2.2 1,3 2.3 3.5 2.7
JUN 50.0 50.0 1.3 2.6 1.0 2.7 1.0 2.8 1.6
JUL 48.0 50.0 1.3 1.3 .5 1.3 .5 1.8 .7
AUG 56.0 50.0 2.9 3.7 1.6 3.8 1.7 7.6 2.8





101.9 102.3 46.9 53.9
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS .






















3051.4 mm 17.7 0 rain




1762.3 mm 10.2 1 rain








•TOTAL G.WATER RUNOFF = 10.3 mm .1 0 rain
REACT= 1.000
CRITICAL PER/OD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
4MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIM 9.5 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985
OBS 8.6 6 APR 1980 SEP 1980
	
40. SIM 24.2 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983
OBS 19.6 7 APR 1980 OCT 1980
	
60. SIM 64.0 30 APR 1981 SEP 1993
OBS 42.7 35 DEC 1982 OCT 1985
	
80. SIM 133.1 54 APR 1991 SEP 1985
OBS 111.7 53 HAY 1982 SEP 1986
	
90. SIM 179.0 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985
OBS 156.8 53 MAY 1982 SEP 1986






- ---1936.6___ _ _ 1943.8
.4
___ 	 _ 	.
	





-- TOTAC RUNOFF-- --
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 371.8 413.0 11.1MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 14.5 11.6
-19.9
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 24.6 33.1 34.7
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS)





STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE















BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES
------ RESIDUAL SUM OF-SQUARES
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES










MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR_(%) 72.522
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(4) 56.695
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE










NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS 48
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS 48
EXPECTED NUMBER oF RUNS 111.1
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS 135
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS 93

















1968-38.-43.-41.-47.-54.-56.45.47. -60.-67.-74. -II.-37.-43. -47.-52.-59.-59.-M. 46.-59. -61.-76.-84.1969-111.43.-83.-83.-85.-91.-90.-106.-113.-120.-127. -13.-II.-77.49. -72.-79.-87.-15.-104.-112.-119.-123.1970-123.-123.-117.-IN.-106.-106.-101.-104.-111.-118.-125. -122.-122.-124.-112.-102.-47.-94.-97.-102.-110.-111.-127.1971-140.-147.-151.-133.-113.-95.49.-99.-106.-114.-122.-130.-133.-136.-141.-140.-129.-116.-114.-122.-131.-139.-14B.-156.1972136.-134.-142.-150.-135.-131.- 39.-147..151.-163.-161.-113.--163.-162.-162.-lit.-166.-161.-166.-173.-182.-190.-191.-191.1973-168.-170.-161.-141.-121.-126.-It -134.-13I.-145.-149.-153.-198.-199.-194.-182.-167.-157.-157.-164.-172.-180.-188.-196.1974-161.-136.-132.-116.-100.-83.-87.-92.-100.-107.-115.-113.-204.-III.-045.-124.-96.-79.-76.-84.-92.-100.-108.-911.1975-110.-81.-73.-53.-27.-5. 8.11. 9.3.-4. -1.-84.-65. -40.-14.15. 52.73. 66.59. 51. 43. 38.197619.39. 33.39. 46.70. 75.69. 61.53.45. 40.5187. 105.114.121.132.141.153.125.117.1011.103.1977 53.51. 53. 11. 91.91. 129,124.116.1011.100. 116.127.126.149.165.163.166.163.133.146.131.134.1971112.110.137.133.131.171.117.112.106.-106.130.140.-133.135. 153.072.172.173.166.159.131.146.14B,1411.1979155.139.174.070.177.174.166.1511.150.141.133,124.156.161. lit112. 113.113.175.167159. 150.142.149.
1910119.125,127.175.000.109.191.lei.114179.111. 156.137.151.171,206.209.BXL 191.190.182.177.072.
1111175.MD. 194.111.203.170.202.197.IP.111.173.166.164.161. 160.156.151.144.144.143.133.127.MI. 110.1912169.114.179.171.163.157.151,145,131.131.124.117.114.Ill. 111.004.97. 91.11 75.67. 59. 51. 45.1913IlL111. 121.224.116.109.105.103.15.17,79. 74.31.43. 14.66. 71. 17.63. 55.47. U. 32. 26.
190469.71. 72.65. 67.71. 67. 40. 33.44.36. 27,23.22. 16.10. 22. 23.21 17.1. 0. -1.-17.198523.23. 31.34. 11.29. 27.20. 17.10.3. 0.5. 26.44. 44. 41.32. 21.21. 13. 6. 0.




























































OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 56.100















































1930 73? 50P 57P 187P 233P 143? 122? BIP 30P 24P 23? 10P 103.5
1931 I4P 45P 64? 75P I45P 169P 93? 35P I5P 6? 3P 3? 66.7
1732 5P 73P 115P 60P 64P 100P 70? 25P 10P -5P 3? 2P 53.2
1933 2P 128P 261P 328P 319? 227? 136P 54P 25? 27P 41P 29P 157.7
1934 49? 216P 363P 272? 135P 134P 226P 63P 27P 10P 5P 4P 140.4
1935 --- BP I7P 28P 42? 64? 108P 94? 60? 50P IBP 7? 3P 44.9
1936 59P 297P 374P 319P 375? 291P 134? 46? 16P OP 2P IP 192.0
1937 14? 22P 46P 161? 240? 155P 102P- 85P 40P 26? 61P 75P 102.7
1938 83? BeP 145P 273? 327P 235P 92? 49P 29P 15P 19P 21? 137.6
1939 60? 181P 209P 149? 135P 126P II7P 105P 68P•24P 9P 47P 123.0
1940 62P 89? 177P 237P 228? 133? 02P 61P 22? 9? 6P 13P 111.8
1941 94? IIOP 38P 110P 185? 210P 176P 72P 27P 10P 24? 32? 108.8
1942 46P 139? 241P 276P 292P 127P 179P 210? 142P 106? 220? 69P 184.7
1943 239? 405? 349? 247P 204? 113? 70? 25P 28P 28P 11P 61P 184.0
1944 II4P 102? 61? 26P 85P 229? 207P 73P 27P tOP 4P 2P 94.0
1945 2P 3P 6P 74? 116? 114? 92? 39? 20? 7P 3P 2P 47.8
1946 116P 207P 126P 53P 63? 120? 109? 45? 16? 8P 5? 17P- 88.5
1947 60P 209? 135P I47P 144P 264? 269? 98P 34P 12P 5P 2? 127.9
1948 24? 20? IIP 89P 119P 5815 38P 1913 OP 4P 2? 4? 38.6
1949 33P 79? 142P 168P 143? 230? 230? 98P 39P 40P 105P 101? 140.8
1950 45P 32? 34? 54? 90? 84P 41? 23? IIP 5? 3? 5? 42.7
1751 82P 106P 43P 74? I69P 155? 59P 20? 7? 12? 22P 21? 77.0
1952 17P 47P 8IP 65? I34P 155P 112P 9IP 32P IIP 5P 5P 75.5
1953 37P 56P 48P 65? 75P 65P 39? 20P 14P 7P 3? 3P 43.2
1954 5? 17P 33? 185P 348? 256? 106P 45P 20? BP 4? 2? 102.9
1955 12? 63? 121P 106P 167P 223P 123? 56P 34P 12P 5P 4P 92.6
1956 68P 234P 422? 439? 274P 153? 91P 36P I6P I6P 34P 241? 202.4
1957 469P 382? 199? 202? IB6P 83? 8BP 94? 492' 17P 6? I6P 179.1
1958 29P B7P 143P 107P 79P 65? 79P 293? 182P 84? 50P IBP 111.6
1959 97P 193? 229? 208? 165P 199? 172P BOP 28P 10? 24? 4IP 144.6
1960 75P 124? 173? 234? I74P 103? 122? I27P IPP 33? 14P I4P 128.0
1961 14P 132P 226P 184P 215P 219P 138P 66P 23P 8P 4? 3? 123.2
1962 5P 53P 86P 232? 287? 183? 145? 14? 28P 19? I4P 6P 113.2
1963 28P 105? 151P 190? 166P 185P 109! 70P 36P 25P 12P 22? 116.9
1964 180P 237P 96? 108P 105? 44P 51P 47? 24? 202' I5P 12? 93.9
1965 10? 56? 77P IMP 250? 132P 46P I7P BP 3? 2P 2? 78.1
1966 5P 20? 19? 269? 382? 285? 185? 98P 4IP I6P BP 5? 140.1
1967 141 1301 1301 401 221 581 591 1461 281 241 181 241 69.3
1968 321 31# 1111 211 19# WI 1041 601 54t 191 16# 161 54.0
1969 791 661 841 651 901 181 141 141 121 131 131 451 51.3
1970 1621 891 1421 1821 1061 841 1351 481 161 17t 141 121 100.9
1971 4 15 48 265 280 770 48 78 18 5 3 3 103.7
1972 33 103 8 3 228 57 75 10 3 1 112 58 69.1
1973 40 62 177N 284 285C 31I1 64W 33 44 11 45 42 111.8
1974 9N 335 123 247 242 255 48 30 7 15 4 104 141.9
1975 116 377 168 278 351 301 215 BO 97 21 13 119 214.4
1976 289 279 25 144 162 403 49 26 8 5 3 35 142.13
1977 216 67 103 434C 113 891 468 26 8 6 5 180 171.5
1978 113 62 357W 60N 45 24 6 36 28 83 325 182 132.1
1979 240 123 233 53 144 58 10 4 1 0 0 1 86.7
1980 26W 131 12411561N 149 163 106 41 88 8 98 93 158.8
1981 17 159 210C 22 35 29 327C 41 5 6 3 8 86.2
1982 116 241 32 2 9 26 23 26 18 11 18 14 53.6
1983 23 159 96 127 B 12 27 85 4 3 3 37 52.4
1984 33 1536 48 17 107 126 43 18 9 2 0 0 55.6
1985 38 619 236 40 99 19 74 15 55 6 24 50 74.5
AYE. 70 125 136 161 166 143 III 59 32 17 25 34 108.1
SDV. 86 98 101 120 97 BO 81 42 33 20 50 50






















































































































































































































































































































































































































56 186 355 378 83 13 18 24 88.61973 69 21 6 18
1974 7 299 77 125 355 3398 41 15 6 7 3 111 138.5
1975 244 579 161 488 3438 6098 2248 53 35 11 6 78 276.0
1976 4218 4968 24 998 3258 3638 638 13 6 4 3 7 182.4
1977 222 66W 12 531 103 14 364 40N 9 6 6 139 153.2
1978 150 52 254 71 44 54 6 8 10 37 332 301 131.9
1979 2638 1138 3421172 107 64 8 5 3 3 2 59 104.1
1980 60 94 85 367 77 46 69 55 618 811 3911108 106.9
1981 13 63 209 20 10 34 104 54 11 6 3 3 53.0
1982 94 388 15 10 10 33 20 17N 12 3 3 1E 60.6
1983 41 59 316 2668 5 7 7 14 4 2 3 23 74.7
1984 6 34 17 8 181 58 13 2 1 I 0 0 32.1
1985 35# 1150 349 50 60 14 36 10 30 4 18 601 78.1
AVE. 100 145 127 147 127 124 72 29 15 6 28 51 91.2
SDV. 115 160 115 163 126 172 89 34 16 8 77 75














19308179129 231 116 116 101 9 1490 0 912
193177 118 119 137 168 117 24 38 200 30 830
193243 157 122 51 135 117 34 21 12151 14 722
193337 210 193 239 149 138 47 52 35652 8 1184
1934112 239 225 122 112 146 80 47 9120 23 1136




1936131 291 157 232 207 118 21 9 1 4 1 7 1179
193787 71 137 208 158 37 116 25 522586 48 1050
1938122 83 208 211 199 78 68 65 103545 49 1173
1939117 197 136 147 129 123 98 83 1440 105 1153
194044 154 182 195 139 74 98 11 2263 65 993
1941145 30 42 197 1.40172 78 37 6 0 62 40 949
1942103 178 201 191 86 139 138 116 169363 30 1354
1943267 193 201 130 176 92 5 35 64100 116 1289
1944107 114 34 93 159 202 29 39 100 1 779
194540 48 81 169 112 133 47 52 130 16 702
1946181 142 78 102 127 142 70 15 17224 76 976
1947110 136 152 154 131 241 70 15 164 14 1034
194886 58 59 185 79 96 59 30 6122 40 712
1949101 127 178 146 132 210 79 50 56597 22 1212
195079 80 118 127 136 79 68 37 10122 36 793
1951146 25 98 155 174 82 19 10 64445 43 847
195264 124 132 105 186 80 116 22 5023 28 885
1953107 94 121 131 113 98 32 52 2311 35 808
_1954__45 _100 115_251_204_ 95 64 _44 13. 90 6 946
195584 134 157 112 199 129 22 71 1102 35 956
1956135 225 287 196 116 117 61 19 334259 247 1537
1957231 133 127 207 91 95 110 69 300 71 1137
195877 155 149 112 120 84 113 156 14602 3 1045
1959161 157 195 138 147 162 86 19 61461 69 1215
1960118 137 183 192 53 128 107 92 291815 59 1131
196120 212 159 154 183 127 84 15 0018 30 1002
196250 137 122 271 116 140 89 21 32391 13 1031
1963100 158 148 191 97 195 65 13 57030 49 1103
1964227 79 109 166 68 79 95 8 493035 33 978
196557 137 108 236 135 50 23 31 8019 19 823
196656 111 150 282 178 140 94 53 23923 26 1145
196781 142 177 79 94 126 69 84 71624 11 910
196867 89 124 85 64 140 85 84 51011 15 779
1969138 71 176 140 69 57 34 20 201943 77 864
1970119 73 142 192 122 134 88 70 32714 13 997
197187 107 95 158 157 149 20 21 6416 21 841
197280 141 45 112 151 106 58 11 11191 44 851
197359 135 150 183 159 130 65 23 32335 25 999
197459 294 157 237 180 152 48 17 82918 168 1367
1975106 224 181 239 187 256 74 39 33012 86 1437
1976192 232 120 195 95 193 42 27 502 83 1186
1977187 53 152 251 72 127 97 10 6233 87 1077
1978105 78 274 64 146 89 24 55 56181 71 1053
1979157 136 174 112 141 63 27 7 203 158 980
198039 151 106 266 146 105 68 8 34063 17 1003
198145 126 112 121 66 89 112 12 16235 25 752
1982148 91 45 105 83 82 26 36 13282 23 682
1983108 148 159 181 98 106 34 39 9454 8 948
1984114 76 111 105 209 44 25 4 422 15 711
1985175 132 248 120 125 75 79 1 41151 37 1085
AVE.105 132 142 165 133 120 64 38 141724 45 100.0
SDEV53 59 53 57 41 46 33 31 162127 45


VALUESIN TENTHSOF A PERCENTOF ANNUALAVERAGERAINFALL


SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT GAUGE G42 CATCHMENT AREA. 652.80.1CM M.A.P.0 759.MM-
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
Ale .00 2 PIa 1.5 am/D ZMINa 60.0 mm/M ZMAX. 600.0 mm/M
	
R. .50 POW. 3.0 SL0 .00 mm FT. 10.0 mm/M
	
GW• .0 mm/M TLa .50 MTHS GLa .00 HUE NOFT= 6 PER MTH
	
FONG. 2.5 SQL. .0 mm Sam .0 mm PG. .0 mm/M
STATISTICS FROM 1967 TO 1995•




P.EVAP ST RAIN RUNOFF (2MAR) (MCM) WM/ - -
	
ImmI (mm) (2MAP) OBS SIM OBS BIN OBS SIM
OCT 108.0 63.0 10.9 10.3 9.8 10.0 9.6 11.5 8.6
NOV 140.0 53.0 13.2 15.0 14.6 14.5 14.2 16.8 12.7
DEC 160.0 53.0 14.5 13.1. 14.9 12.7 14.5 11.6 12.9
JAN 150.0 53.0 15.5 15.1 16.2 14.7 15.7 16.3 11.5
FEB 125.0 53.0 12.4 13.1 15.0 ' 12.7 14.6 12.6 12.7
MAR 120.0 53.0 11.7 12.8 11.9 12.4 11.5 17.2 11.5
APR 80.0 53.0 5.7 7.5 7.3 7.2 7.1 11.9 8.2
MAY 70.0 53.0 3.0 2.9 2.0 _ 2.9 2.0 3.4 1.9
JUN 50.0 53.0 1.3 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.1 1.6 1.1
JUL 49.0 53.0 1.3 .6 .0 .6 .8 .8 .7
AUG 56.0 53.0 2.9 2.9 1.9 2.9 1.9 7.7 2.7
SEP 96.0 53.0 5.2 5.3 4.5 5.1 4.4 7.5 5.7
	
YEAR 1203.0 97.2 97.3 60.0 60.3
_
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS 1.919 1.917 .249 .253
MAXIMUM OBSERVED • 60.9 MAXIMUM SIMULATED • 49.1
INITIAL SOIL STORAGE a
FINAL SOIL STORAGE •
TOTAL RAIN a
TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF a
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL a
TOTAL INTERFLOW
INITIAL-G.WATER STORAGE a



















DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
%MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIM 8.0 6 APR 1995 SEP 1985
OBS 9.7 6 MAR 1970 AUG 1970
_
	
40. SIM 21.4 10 DEC 1982 SEP 1983
OBS 26.2 20 FEB 1284 SEP 1985
	
60. SIM 65.6 31 APR 1901 OCT 1993
OBS 60.0 21 FEB 1984 OCT 1905
	
80. SIM 138.41 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985
OBS 111.0 72 JAN 1968 DEC 1973
	
90. SIN 191.4 81 FEB 1968 OCT 1974
OBS 169.3 72 JAN 1968 DEC 1973
COMPARISON OF SIMULATED AND OBSERVED RUNOFF
	
OBSERVED SUMULATED PERCENT
RUNOFF RUNOFF • ERROR.
TOTAL RUNOFF 1846.9 1849.2 .1
MEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF 97.2 97.3 .1
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF 8.1 8.1 .1
VARIANCE OF MONTHLY VALUES 142.8 106.4 -25.5
RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE .452.6 462.8 2.3
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 5.7 -139.1
1
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS)







STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE







BASE CONSTANT OF REGRESSION EQUATION 2.951
REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 13184.580
RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 11063.330
TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES 24247.910
STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 6.997
MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (4) 75.919
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 57.012
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION .544
STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY .528
RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT .955
SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY ;.422
COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.349





NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
. 53
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS 53
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS 111.1
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS 93
































1975-167.111.110.-69.413. 10. 24. 22. IL 10. 2. -S. .117.-97..70.-44.
1976 29. 16 
 67. 91. 119.117.III.103.95. 01. 10. 40. 10.100.107.
1977 94. 93. 16.131.133.124 /57.153.145.131.130.136. 111.130.12?.130.
1970 143.140.151.157.153.150.143.135.120.121,149.171. 131.120.150.173.
1979 HIE 192.2111.211.220.210.211.204.196.111.110.170. 131.170.177.110.
IMO 176.177.177.204 201.202.101.190.196.111.115.III. MT. IP. 1511.HD.
IMI 111.179.192.114 179.174.176.173.166.159.151.143. 167.163.159.153.
1912 143.173,169.MI. 151.150.144.137.130.123.115.107. 113.III.III.104.
191) 103.101.124.143.135.121.120.113.106.M. 90, 14. 43. 47. 53. 62.
1914 77. 72. 

















92. 15. 77. 70. 13. 55, 41.
62. 56. 41. 41. 34. 21. 22.















FLOW DURATION CURVES (PERCENT TIME EXCEEDED)
	
MONTHLY DISCHARGE.02.04.16.18.1 10.1 12.2 14.2 16.2 18.3
	
OBSERVED %TIME100.0 56.1 46.5 35.1 28.5 23.2 19.3 16.7 14.9 16.0
	





MONTHLY DISCHARGE20.3 22.3 24.4 26.4 28.1 30.5 32.5 34.5 36.5 38.6
	














OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 60.900










































1930 32? 27P 31P 198P230? 87P 75P 52P 14P 27? 20P SP 79.1
1931 I2P 32P 42P 45P123P144? 581417P 9P 5P 3P 4P 49.3
1932 8P 76P103P 38P 42P 69? 44P 13P 6P SP SP 4P 41.1
1933 4P ISOP290P350?320P184P 99P 32? 17P 25P 44P 31P 155.4
1934 42?257P426?258? B1P 99P102P 42? IBP BP 6P 6P 134.4
1935 10P 29? 
 30P 37P 82? 75P 43P 38P 12P SP 3P 38.0
1936 60P381P437?314P404P275P B6P 20P 6P 3P 3? 3P 199.2
1937 ISP 23P 3IP 101?242?127? 76P 68P 30? 24? 69P SIP 94.7
1930 GOP 78POOP 295P350?229P 62P 35? 24P OP 23? 26? 136.7
1939 59PI99P203P 98P 86P 83P 7SP 66P 46P 16P OP 46P 90.3
1940 58P 84P 172?233P203P 93? 47P 34P IIP 7P 7P 16P 96.5
1941 108P116P 26PIIIP175P197?167P SIP 17P 7P 25P 35P 103.5
1942 38P140P232P271P165P 95?171P219?137?107?I26P 62P 178.3
1943 323P507P355P205P203?149P 43P 12P 25? 30P 13P 67P 189.2
1944 109? 72P 32P I3P 80P258P223P SIP 16P 6P 3P 2P 86.5
1945 3? 4? 7P 69P 93? 82P 69P 20? 15? 7P 4P 3P 38.2
1946 249?232P106P 33? 40P 98P 93? 3IP IIP BP 7? 23? 83.1
1947 61P 93P107P109?10IP292P307P 74P 1SP 6P 4P 3P 117.7
1948 16? 21P 10P 91?IIIP 40P 26P OP OP 51, SP 7? 35.5
1949 28P 62P126?14IP 98P230P244P 7IP 25? 37?122P114P 130.6
1950 40P 27P 
 35P 63P 61P 20P 18P IIP 6P 5? 8P 32.9
1951 96PIIIP 32? SOP258?I43P 39P 10P 4P 12? 26P 26? 71.4
1952 20? 30P SIP 36P 235?155? 93? 77P 21P 7P 5? 7? 64.5
1953 32? 46? 37P 40? 41? 37P 24P 14? 24? 9P SP SP 30.4
1954 7? I8P 30P226P413P256P 72P 20? 14? BP 9 3P 108.0
1955 14P 57P 101? 80P170P222? 91P 36P 26P 10P SP 6P 81.8
1956 73P277P515P485?228P 88P SIP 20? IIP IBP 39?339P 214.6
1957 626P419P144?279?176P 56P 09? 78P 37? 12P SP I7P 181.8
1958 31P 92P 129P 75? 44P 36? 65?224P212? 72? 44? 14P 103.6
1959 113P211P227P175?II7P179PISOP 49? 14P 6P 20? 47P 131.4
1960 77Pil2P 159P226P153? 69? 93P107?74? 26P 13P 16P 112.5
1961 16P167?248P148P293?298? 96P 37P IIP 4? 4P 6P 112.8
1962 BP 411?68P273P315?140P105P 42P I6P I7P 16P BP 105.6
1963 24?206?137P168P147P190P198P SOP 20? 23P 13P 15? 109.7
1964 246P294P 78P 88P 83? 27P 32P 29? ISP 20P 20? 17? 95.2
1965 14P SIP 04?204?262? 96P 23P BP 6P 4? 4P SP 74.1
1966 OP 25? 03?315P438?261P134P 57? 26P 12P 9? OP 135.6
1967 01 12911290 261 St 461 4711481 110 71 0# 71 55.5
1968 170 1501070 31 11 451 991 491 42# 24 0# 01 38.0
1969 701 561 761 540 840 0# 01 01 04 0$
•
00 31# 37.1
1970 1660 824 143019011011 761 127 21N 7 3 3N IN 92.0
1971 3 12 43C225 137 417 42C 21 9 3 3 3 91.8
1972 26 90 6 OW 108 81 23 6 3 3 93 85 52.4
1973 69 21 56 186 355 37N 83 13 18 6 18 24 88.6
1974 7 299 77 125 355 339N 41 15 6 7 3 III 138.5
1975 244 579 161 480 343N609N2241I53 35 11 6 7N 276.0
1976 421N496N 24 99N325N363N 63W 13 6 4 3 7 182.4
1977 222 66W 12 531 103 34 364 40N 9 6 6 139 153.2
1978 150 52 254 11 44 54 6 8 10 37 332 301 131.9
1979 263N11311342N 72 107 64 8 5 3 3 2 59 104.1
1980 60 94 85 367 77 46 69 55 61N BN 39N 108 106.9
1981 13 63 209 20 10 34 104 34 11 6 3 3 53.0
1982 94 388 15 10 10 33 20 17N 12 3 3 1E 60.6
1983 41 59 316 266W 5 7 7 14 4 2 3 23 74.7
1984 6 34 17 0 181 58 13 2 I I 0 0 32.1
1985 35#1151349 50 60 14 36 10 30 4 18 601 78.1
AYE. 82 133 133 155 155 134 87 43 23 13 23 37 101.8
SDY. 115 138 124 130 116 117 74 44 33 17 50 64
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1967 2645364 5361 1411 611 2204 2244 6086 871 716 441 691 262.3
1968 10841024' 4534 576 481 2161 4214 2314 2031 516 374 331 196.0
1969 31012564' 3364 250113634 431 281 284- 201 211 211 1611 183.?
1970 6776135745904 7674 4311 3346 5614 1754 464 401 274 181 402.3
1971 261_1091_22247531 703612754 1776 2174 694 321 261 251 363.4
1972 12313784 27 8 657 195 234 418 148 5 302 2781 226.2
1913 2611225 547 831 752 170 281 101 89 36 52 60 340.5
1914 212041 809 737E1097E919 114 71 26 32 DI 3568 625.2
1975 51419214 8551120911280 1945C7628 213 138 45 32 213 912.7
1976 1848C1628C 90 431 906 1419 283 51 11 9 7 45 674.0
1977 882249 117 1383 327 479 1628 948 278 18M 228 4138 563.9
1978 476E1768 9831 190 198 215 19 49 66 200 1081119758 4618-
1979 8591416 853 201 573 156 48 14 218 711 6 2810 343.5
1980 15211576 29011,7674470 794 632 179 2591 32 227 1998 557.7
1981 688372118251 80 53 100 7396 111 25 21 15 28 243.7
1982 379411524100 46 161 247 166 232 62 30 45 42 266.2
1983 326683 961 1450 44 163 95 101 18 12 10 163 402.6
1984 107157 165 130 1040 495 60 17 9 7 4 2 240.9
1985 988953 2140 135 710 104 361 43 134 22 159 232 598.1
AYE. 429657 574 557 520 499 360 136 70 36 113 189 414.0
SDY. 462604 497 552 384 532 386 137 70 43 249 227














1930 67 80 130 226 109 117 118 7 1440 0 899
1931 77 119 107 128 176 123 16 48 100 33 828
1932 42 143 121- 50 134 116 40 22 14110 17 710
1933 37 233 219 285 132 148 37 29 96158 8 1256
1934 122 257 225 122 99 146 85 51 8116 24 1156
1935 66 92 119 112 105 132 16 64 220 3 713
1936 125 284 148 247 201 127 23 8 141 7 1176
1937 97 71 130 205 184 33 122 28 681691 44 1089
1938 122 74 188 212 200 67 72 71 93548 45 1143
1939 132 203 118 137 127 129 106 86 1231 95 1149

























1943 245 205 208 146 173 90 5 37 71220 114 1316
1944 107 129 38 91 149 205 23 37 100 1 781
1945 38 53 89 156 119 123 54 60 040 17 713
1946 190 135 82 110 141 139 82 12 14213 76 1005
1947 121 143 167 143 109 255 82 24 044 15 1067
1948 92 56 61 190 87 100 54 27 9111 32 720
1949 108 126 178 151 125 207 102 68 65789 25 1242
1950 82 77 149 155 126 79 81 53 13121 38 875
1951 178 34 116 160 173 84 27 14 84437 36 911
1952 71 136 143 87 204 97 141 28 5020 22 954
1953 125 107 141 146 117 112 24 48 1720 37 876
1954 46 114 111 250 215 97 69 50 1390 9 983
1955 97 163 179 89 188 129 36 80 1101 38 1011
1956 150 212 295 198 117 121 59 15 373758 246 1545
1957 235 138 114 178 79 89 110 65 500 73 1086
1958 71 149 156 111 100 74 124 163 14591 2 1024
1959 158 149 208 131 162 163 102 28 51558 69 1248
1960 123 162 191 194 73 125 122 97 411719 54 1218
1961 17 205 135 138 190 132 90 15 0018 27 967
1962 53 136 94 268 111 142 101 30 35363 10 1019
1963 94 156 138 172 93 185 70 13 52034 45 1052
1964 216 82 124 162 56 64 105 6 402629 30 940
1965 57 144 85 246 121 51 29 25 9015 16 798
1966 63 108 152 312 213 129 91 63 13619 29 1198
1967 81 140 143 64 76 130 73 87 51324 12 848
1968 68 93 119 85 78 133 85 96 6612 16 797
1969 150 77 173 127 58 53 34 19 242737 73 852
1970 105 70 181 190 123 118 84 74 32212 12 994
1971 75 100 92 149 161 143 27 27 10316 34 837
1972 84 139 31 104 150 105 62 12 11191 44 834
1973 53 125 137 187 136 137 60 23 29229 21 939
1974 61 292 140 206 168 141 44 16 82619 137 1258
1975 95 222 173 197 192 261 85 35 31011 92 1394
1976 187 224 109 189 93 203 43 23 303 71 1148
1977 184 49 148 241 78 142 99 8 9433 82 1077
1978 92 66 250 70 117 73 21 56 ' 957117 62 990
1979 149 145 157 105 150 59 25 9 205 147 953
1980 33 161 101 270 150 135 68 11 34068 16 1047
1981 38 129 128 102 58 80 123 12 14243 29 740
1982 146 90 49 91 82 78 30 34 15241 19 659
1983 110 168 150 177 90 116 34 44 11364 9 976
1984 116 74 117 94 172 48 20 3 212 13 662
1985 155 125 232 97 127 81 88 0 45151 33 1035
AVE. 106 134 142 161 131 121 69 40 151624 43 100.0
SDEV 53 60 53 61 43 48 37 32 171929 43







SYNTHESIZED RUNOFF AT-GAUGE G45 -CATCHMENT AREA• 1157.60.RM M.A.P.• 1013.MM
USING MODIFIED PITMAN MODEL FORMULATION
	
AI0 .00 % PI. 1.5 mm/D PUN. 45.0 mm/M EMAX. 450.0 mm/N
	
R. .50 POW. 3.0 EL. .00 mm FT. 12.0 mm/M
GR. 10.0 mm/11 21.= .25 ETES GI.. .00 MTHS NM. 4 PER MTH
	





RAIN RUNOFF (IMAR) (MCM) (lICM)
	
(MMAP) OBS SIM OBS SIM OBS SIM
	
10.4 10.4 10.0 42.9 41.6 46.2 32.5
	
13.1 15.9 13.0 65.7 57.3 60.4 45.2
	
13.6 13.9 14.0 57.4 56.0 49.7 35.2
	
14.4 13.5 15.3 55.7 63.2 55.2 44.0
	
11.9 12.6 13.2 52.0 54.7 38.4 36.3
	
11.0 12.1 13.1 49.9 54.4 53.2 42.3
	
5.0 8.7 7.1 36.0 29.2 38.6 21.5
	
3.1 3.3 3.4 13.6 13.9 13.7 14.2
	
1.4 1.7 1.5 7.0 6.4 7.0 4.3
	
1.2 .9 1.2 3.6 5.0 4.3 4.0
	
3.1 2.7 3.1 11.3 12.8 24.9 19.0
	
4.9 4.6 4.3 18.9 10.0 22.7 21.0
	
414.0- 414.6 196.3 171.5
MEAN AND ST.DEVN. OF LOGS 2.573 2.582 .200 .182
	



























INITIAL SOIL STORAGE •
FINAL SOIL STORAGE •
TOTAL RAIN
TOTAL INTERCEPTION LOSS •
TOTAL SURFACE RUNOFF
TOTAL EVAP FROM SOIL •
- - TOTAL INTERFLOW a
INITIAL G.WATER STORAGE •
FINAL G.WATER STORAGE a







3722.3 mm 20.4 % rain
	
9882.3 mm 54.1 % rain




843.1 mm 4.6 % rain
CRITICAL PERIOD ANALYSIS
DEMAND AS PERCENT OF OBSERVED MAR
DEMAND STORAGE CRITICAL PERIOD
	
%MAR MCM MONTHS START END
	
20. SIM 23.1 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985
OBS 30.7 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985
	
40. SIM 75.6 10 DEC 1902 SEP 1903
OBS 72.1 6 APR 1985 SEP 1985
	
60. SIM 154.5 16 JUN 1982 SEP 1983
OBS 172.9 28 JUN 1968 SEP 1970
	
80. SIM 359.8 53 MAY 1981 SEP 1985
OBS 396.1 82 JAN 1968 OCT 1974
	
90. SIM 543.4 54 APR 1981 SEP 1985
OBS 679.0 82 JAN 1968 OCT 1974
COMPARISON OP SIMULATED AND OBSERVED RUNOFF
me TOTAL RUNOFFMEAN ANNUAL RUNOFF
AVERAGE MONTHLY RUNOFF













RANGE OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE 1357.3 1319.2 -2.8
MEAN OF RESIDUAL MASS CURVE -156.4 44.8 -129.7
INDEX OF SEASONAL VARIABILITY 28.5 29.4 3.1
MEAN DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 5.9 5.6 -5.0
MAXIMUM DEFICIT FLOW PERIOD(MONTHS) 11 11 .0
STATISTICAL MEASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE









StITIM/ICAL MeASURES OF CORRESPONDENCE










REGRESSION SUM OF SQUARES 220839.900RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 73372.260TOTAL SUN OF SQUARES 302212.200STANDARD ERROR OF ESTIMATE 18.010MAXIMUM EQIVALENT CONSTANT ERROR (t) 49.347
_
-
RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR(%) 39.432
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION
.757STANDARD COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
.756RESIDUAL MASS CURVE COEFFICIENT
.660SPECIAL COEFFICIENT OF EFFICIENCY
.679COEFFICIENT OF PERSISTENCE 1.458RELATIVE MEAN PERSISTENCE (%) 3.201DURBIN-WATSON D-STATISTIC 2.033
SIGN TEST
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RUNS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RUNS
EXPECTED NUMBER OF RUNS
NUMBER OF NEGATIVE RESIDUALS
NUMBER OF POSITIVE RESIDUALS



















-67.-11. -67.44.-124.-152. -II.I. 25.I.-20. -5.-7. O.-19.
-N. -60.-110.1964-175.-200.-1151.-214.-247.-260.-217.-264.-220.-301.-379.-370. -171.-156.-167.-141.-210.-197. -144.-140.-211.-241.-173.1969-373.-782.-743.-393.-771.-421.-477.-484.-717.-549.-542.-600. -237.-244.-212.-192.-211.-241.-271.-702.-337.-363.-391.-406.IWO-567.-566.-541.-499.-490.-472.-470.-4112.-517.-547.-579.-612. -401.-411.-779.-701.-276.-271.-271.-270.-277.-702.-733.-763.-1971-644.-667.-IRO.-639.-607.-710.-327.-540.-567.‘799.-670.-662. --314.-779.-420.-403.-332.-703.-316.-346.-777.-440.439.-470.1772-603.-641.-713.-747.-716.-731.-742.-772.-403.-139.-844.-450. -417.469.483.-507.-472.-450.-477.-107.-574.-563.-577.-ISO.1973-179.-471. -102.-761.-779.-207.-810.475.-866.-115.-724. -397.-593.-570.-321.-471.-447.-477.-412.-511.441.-371.-601.1971 -956.-Th.-740.-700.421.-769.-511.-ill.-650.412.-714.-713. -621.-495.-434.-362.-290.-242.-273.-213.-713.-347.-774.-341.1975 -696.-571.-487.-401.-307.-147.-106.-119.-140.-170.-201.-214. -327.-240.-171.-91.-I.141.147,162.130.149.78. 74.1976-64.63. 40.41. 145.212.206.171.143.110.76.46. 149.267.214.774.743.422.421.791.361.777.707.246.1977100.90. 67.171.169.113.311.216.274.221.149.191. 333.774.766.467.479.503.527,509.479.444.419.441,1971201.192.256.241.226.213.101.131.127.101.197.246. 404.717.473.416.414.472.447.420.792.779.420.411.1979297.701.333. 310.767.744.315.202.249.215.III.Irk 457.3o0. 33?. 531.171.362.133. 302.171. 110.401.447.1944136.179.177.716.720.727.402,715.376.343.337,719. 471.469,447.774.652.690.617.457.670.600.593.571.0990291.294.742.713.286.261.701.271,213,217,110.III. 540.546.534.144.3111.497.577.310.414.430.419.314.1912 132.272.201.010.160,130.172.121.92,II.31. 1. 420,411.790.M.379. 717.211.231.220.197.

 134.1903-I.32. 04.204.174.156.III.00T.71. 41.7. -II. 177.115.221.213.276.247.274.276.207.176.

 142.1914-75.-74.-52.-72.4.12. -13.-48.-82.-116.- W. -144. 150.134.023.105.151.I47.117.16.H. 22.-10.-42.ITN -120.-59.121.100.176.112.114.13.62.30.II. O. -4.21. 101.121,133. In.123. 112. 71. U. 26. O.










































































OBSERVED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 214.000SIMULATED MAXIMUM MONTHLY VALUE 184.075


































1930 1021' 97P 347?1205P 663P 484P 683P 22IP 431' 110P 63P 34? 405.2
1931 332? 359? 257P 387P 921P 697P 1791' 70P 5IP 36P 30P 33? 315.2
1932 34? 505P 413P IIIP 479P 522? 257? 40P 35P 31P 28P 25P 238.0
1933 26? 1208P14001'2878? 979P 774P 244P 46P 39P 24IP 276P 98P 720.9
1934 479P1560P1527P 65IP 321P 683P 496? 181P 67P 44? 39? 36P 608.4
1935 73P 1401' 277? 300P 335P 5841' 20IP 168? 85P 37P 32? 28? 226.0
1936 489?2765? 989?1406?1425P 795? 389P 41P 35P 30P 27P 24? 721.5
1937 266? 134P 3201'10271'I177P 322? 575? 223P 271? 121P 476P 208P 512.8
1938 497P 213P 788PI248P 1343P 394? 280? 285P 1141' 75? 147P 100P 538.4
1939 5821'1181? 575? 496? 575? 627P 618P 51IP 156? 45P 38P 327P 573.1
1940 137P 583P 900P 87IP 810P 264? 470P 187P 42P 43P 37P 146P 449.0
1941 734P 258P 34P I019P 812?1068P 562? 136P 50P- 39? 291P 130P 513.3
1942 452P 838P 120IP 1227P 309P 646P 994? 828P 225P 304? 186P 73P 736.3
1943 1460?1494?1274P 796P 958P 4491' 98? 521' 301? 136P 44P 405? 755.5
1944 517P 522? 169P 86P 620?127IP 393P 5IP 42? 341' 291' 25P 375.9
1945 26? 30P 54? 553P 536? 538? 187P 1481' 77P 37P 321' 28? 224.6
1946 10101' 775? 198P 220P 600? 728P 444? 123P 42? 41P 36P 198P 441.5
1947 527P 6631' 774? 6551' 446?1565? 763? 129P 46? 38P 33? 29P 566.0
1948 234P 108? 40P 811P 379? 282? 1301' 50P 39P 34P 32? 32P 217.0
1949 362P 488? 007P 739? 582P2226? 794? 346P 106P 219P 529? 1931' 638.0
1950 280? 118P 489P 704? 610? 2491' 273? 176P 71P 45? 42? 48P 300.5
1951 932? 330? 222P 648? 977? 3941' BOP 4IP 35? 107P 93? 58? 392.5
1952 108P 487P 5731' 204P1052? 576? 814P 286P 48? 391' 37? 34? 425.8
1953 - 497P 391P-477P 606P 509P 460P 151P 72? 53P 39? 331' 39P 332.7
1954 41P 286? 269P2335?1542P 602? 214? 119P 62P 43P 38? 32P 450.3
1955 274? 7491' 913P 300? 925P 7751' 197P 298? 130P 39? 34P 41P 467.5
1956 703P1280P2947?1411P 647? 531P 2021' 59? 64? 89? 227P16I4P 877.4
1957 1916P 950? 375P 802P 310P 193P 547P 347P 981' 44P 37? 175P 579.4
1958 150P 586P 704P 390P 300P 154P 620P1184P 365? 239? 112P 42? 484.5
1959 764P 807? 2108? 671P 823? 979? 676P 182P 48? 41P 20IP 214P 651.4
1960 536? 825P 1016P1119? 341P 463? 736? 644? 239P 65P 50P 72? 608.6
1961 53? 2002? 690? 534? 3059P 808? 495P 147P 44P 37P 33? 33? 493.5
1962 44? 450? 226? 1442P 779? 611? 602? I79P 64? 86P 58? 40? 465.5
1963 257P 692? 595? gov308? 971? 
 80? 149P 8IP 63P 69P 459.9
1964 12421' 492? 3091' 695? 244P 65P 
 181P 68P 61P 58? 50? 392.0
1965 60? 533P 234P1271P 803P 172? 48? 4IP 36P 3IP 28? 26? 328.3
1966 5IP 245P 557P1914?1606P 842? 489? 273? 93P 45? 41P 401' 627.6
1967 26t 5361 5361 1411 611 2201 2241 608t 871 711 441 691 262.3
1968 1001 1021 4531 571 481 2161 4211 2311 2031 511 371 331 196.0
1969 3101 2561 3361 2501 3631 43t 281 281 201 211 211 1611 183.7
1910 6771 3571 5901 7671 4311 3341 '5611 1751 461 401 271 181 402.3
1971 261 1091 2221 7531 7031 12751 1770 2171 691 321 261 251 363.4
1972 1231 3781 27 8 657 195 234 42W 14W 5 302 27811 226.2
1973 2611 225 547 831 752 170 201 101 87 36 52 60 340.5
1974 27 2041 809 737E1097E 919 114 71 26 32 23W 35611 625.2
1975 514 19211 8551 1209N1280 I945C 762V 213 138 45 32 213 912.7
1976 1848C1628C 98 431 906 1419 283 55 II 9 7 45 674.0
1977 882 249 117 1383 327 479 1628 94N 2711 18N 22W 413W 563.9
1978 476E 176N 98311198 198 215 19 49 66 200 108311975W 463.0
1979 859W 416 853 201 573 156 48 14 2111 7N 6 281N 343.5
1980 152W576 290N17671 470 794 632 179 259N 32 227 297W 557.7
1981 68V 372W 8251 80 53 100 7391 III 25 21 15 28 243.7
1982 379111521 100 46 161 247 166 232 62 30 45 42 266.2
1983 326 683 961 1450 44 163 95 101 18 12 10 163 402.6
1784 107 357 165 138 1040 495 68 17 9 7 4 2 240.9
1985 988 953 2140 135 710 104 361 43 134 22 159 232 598.1
AVE. 431 637 606 734 665 577 397 192 86 63 102 151 464.1
SDV. 441 496 464 506 385 409 300 210 78 63 173 255



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1970 191 161 4091442 961 667 155 336 81 142 93 46 539.1


1931 149 415 336 4611136 163 320 114 64 32 31 32 406.2


1932 37 590 541 188 357 606 275 76 48 37 27 23 309.3 KATSE DAM1933 25 13641928262713651142 464 111 36 269 332 130 1001.7


1934 545 186320271032 490 171 192 277 94 56 36 31 100.7


1935 85 Ill 315 364 414 741 347 249 154 49 34 22 294.5


1936 36622071310208122381289 400 101 46 33 27 22 1053.6


1937 329 228 40612911590 581 761 387 335 133 574 324 696.6


1938 663 400110517531100 152 395 381 154 11 171 137 102.9


1939 7121469 150 690 741 792 777 639 229 69 33 382 738.1


1940 211 741124112341155 471 600 278 71 43 34 13? 627.3


1941 866 413 76 113710291371 127 228 79 44 317 175 656.4


1942 529101915291603 635 116 12911134 397 417 317 142 983.6


1943 1778204?173711491277 699 192 19 339 159 34 561 1008.1


1944 660 660 246 115 733 1635 734 152 69 44 22 22 509.2


1945 22 34 38 643 676 706 334 192 100 35 33 24 285.9


1946 12301131 780 310 714 899 576 171 55 44 34 211 575.5


1947 615 1108971 889 64120701311 279 89 46 73 23 777.7


1941 257 142 60 917 320 388 212 76 36 34 33 36 271.1


1949 400 564 969 954 782 13181081 460 143 263 671 344 814.9


1950 242 134 536 787 731 356 339 202 15 43 47 70 357.2


1951 110? 543 306 7611234 780 302 101 43 122 127 83 553.1


1932 126 348 727 3361302 848 1003 445 90 46 35 36 334.2


1953 562 499 379 776 664 372 211 100 66 34 33 33 412.9


1934 46 351 76616082028 943 343 163 90 46 34 33 605.3


1933 294 8611220 572 11681108 386 359 167 44 33 44 625.6


1936 7751534264022021030 765 343 93 77 99 272 1960 1180.8


1957 25921494 6271168 659 321 655 453 140 54 33 185 870.1


1958 179 707 916 536 386 216 7071413 581 333 179 58 621.3


1959 88310431414 95810291213 176 281 69 55 230 270 832.1


1960 636 98112151544 736 682 964 812 318 102 67 19 814.6


1961 68 12521071 76617391110 670 222 68 33 33 35 666.7


1962 45 518 32217881189 933 822 273 91 99 69 45 619.4


1963 283 827 7751200 770 1722 809 212 187 107 75 79 664.2


1964 1520 846 464 851 367 113 515 232 91 93 76 77 524.5


1965 80 589 311 13991243 749 91 54 74 33 24 24 443.1


1966 68 274 710274324561280 746 392 143 56 44 43 177.5


1967 46 690 684 191 87 299 302 757 113 96 55 85 340.3


1968 176 143 585 183 173 348 600 321 270 68 43 46 291.1


1969 412 733 538 455 494 69 38 33 33 75 40 223 272.5


1970 865 453 808 1091 633 449 711 220 57 34 34 24 540.3


1971 24 114 276113411791674 291 302 79 34 24 23 517.6


1972 162 508 5? 11 940 334 338 63 13 3 448 372 323.1


1973 321 307 75612631236 321 399 148 129 48 98 108 513.6


1974 28 24441012108213061297 216 119 26 43 24 496 829.7


1975 678239211431634181824801181 345 239 68 44 335 1233.7


1976 21881969 141 64611721934 419 98 18 4 2 92 868.7


1977 1157 762 257 1898 510 5952120 134 27 13 26 611 771.0


1978 613 253 1349 267 265 269 22 78 88 293 14561209 616.4


1979 1115 5481096 285 770 251 72 17 24 3 - 3 306 449.0


1980 202 748 4692462 823 1061 763 229 340 38 325 297 775.9


1981 79 5301051 128 99 1391075 166 27 26 13 24 335.9


1982 5311459 155 48 164 267 189 256 74 48 60 56 330.7


1983 356 899 11311611 62 218 162 193 17 14 14 196 487.5


1984 143 519 212 1501279 774 138 29 3 1 1 1 325.0


1985 1067III?2427 205 813 117 437 55 183 27 195 310 695.5


AYE. 527 809 805 994 932 803 566 270 120 78 129 194 622.6












1930 240 134 298 566 468 463 760 242 33 278 115 30 332.91931 176 444 172 206 106 486 110 24 23 22 20 25 241.41932 36 233 379 123 199 342 131 37 22 22 21 II 158.41933 18 719 1112 1703 676 513 291 67 22 82 108 43 542.12934 390 7811609 464 164 50? 301 155 56 25 113 33 363.41935 131 172 260 217 101 22? 88 131 60 23 22 20 145.91934 374 1526 74411871100 632 141 24 23 22 21 20 582.31937 27 137 427 658 141 231 402 249 52 34 64 39 306.?1938 433 194 422 733 801 236 31 96 49 4? 147 90 327.91939 624 551 163 40 171 341 492 338 11 26 89 498 342.41940 177 327 669 530 810 215 357 133 25 24 23 39 341.41941 551 145 23 596 330 632 393 92 23 22 138 68 326.31942 575 749 787 716 193 153 699 602 149 253 353 112 334.11943 561 1313 852 255 639 230 37 30 59 36 26 86 416.41914 97 141 59 124 152 643 221 94 48 23 22 20 163.41945 20 62 121 393 208 364 140 26 21 21 19 19 141.41946 252 121 276 147 297 76 26 23 21 21 20 153 133.31947 375 153 646 438 120 1000 384 52 29 23 22 20 326.11940 30 39 23 558 410 274 76 37• 27 21 20 30 160.71949 202 512 805 347 583 872 988 463 91 153 598 209 602.31950 34 82 624 924 483 345 207 61 30 28 32 29 287.91951 934 329 53 299 616 390 91 24 23 180 113 64 312.02952 40 421 332 205 694 411 339 108 28 25 36 28 273.71953 498 675 635 253 442 499 147 72 42 26 24 23 333.61954 23 8? 13511201114 357 133 63 29 24 24 22 313.31955 119 338 809 281 933 838 233 138 59 23 22 21 382.41956 348 1852472 097 276 253 223 69 29 40 167 888 484.?1957 1217 639 318 863 31? 167 331 312 94 26 24 6? 437.51958 72 419 656 324 255 198 553 486 125 241 98 24 344.11959 210 3821016 347 575 527 309 99 31 23 60 63 364.41960 332 588 436 543 201 622 321 138 215 83 39 32 355.01961 26 1136 643 182 825 397 314 07 23 23 21 20 388.91962 49 843 300 1124492 642 632 182 28 69 41 23 414.?1963 139 59? 530 210 87 1060 407 39 29 26 23 34 320.31964 782 285 394 251 62 24 429 158 55 40 97 49 263.21965 94 201 7? 1216 629 107 39 29 25 23 22 21 247.21966 40 124 2241702 899 385 672 292 52 23 27 25 446.?1967 183 256 153 47 22 268 229 191 66 23 22 21 248.31960 79 32 239 100 234 2093 732 431 126 24 33 27 319.01969 640 230 10 153 66 26 22 21 20 22 42 150 147.21970 10? 39 347 561 376 185 103 92 39 35 28 23 194.51971 59 35 130 801 830 914 260 40 30 24 22 42 318.71972 105 136 71 40 713 380 90 32 22 •21 344 131 209.51973 23 51 76 904 962 147 60 23 22 21 33 26 251.81974 28 746 434 493 665 709 209 28 23 24 23 281 366.31975 225 776"507 804 9251131 562 126 75 41 26 408 550.61976 906 306 53 572 646 840 252 27 25 23 21 263 393.61977 619 232 234 826 283 618 672 175 23 22 12 104 384.01978 61 73 495 189 405 157 27 61 37 273 595 189 756.61979 301 198 162 88 68 37 24 23 22 20 19 217 117.81980 85 376 155 678 856 436 131 43 36 27 346 132 330.41981 24 280 318 103 116 89 641 226 26 30 26 24 190.5-1912 462 346 83 37 29 43 33 30 21 92 47 23 125.01983 87 602 387 266 88 247 68 256 102 23 110 53 228.91984 149 106 61 14? 459 281 41 27 22 21 20 18 123.21983 437 316 534 208 60 63 47 26 215 87 277 120 237.0AYE. 263 375 393 494 461 423 201 126 50 53 87 95 310.1SOV. 274 324 312 392 313 292 235 132 44 66 129 145










1930 252 140 207 593 491 486 796 253 37 291 120 32 349.,
1931 185 465 101 216 740 509 116 25 24 23 21 26 253.2
1932 38 244 397 121 209 358 158 39 24 23 22 20 166.1
1933 19 754 1229 1706 709 538 310 70 23 86 113 47 568.4
1934 409 826 638 487 172 532 323 163 58 26 118 57 380.9
1935 130 180 273 227 113 239 92 138 63 24 23 21 153.1
1936 392 1601 780 1247 1154 662 155 25 24 23 23 21 610.5
1937 29 144 448 690 1301 250 420 157 54 35 67 41 321.5
1938 454 203 442 768 040 248 33 101 51 50 155 95 343.9
1939 654 577 173 43 179 357 516 355 94 27 93 522 359.1
1940 186 330 702 557 850 299 375 139 26 25 24 62 358.2
1941 577 205 24 624 556 663 412 96 24 23 145 71 341.9
1942 603 785 825 751 203 160 733 631 156 266 370 12 560.0
1943 589 1377 094 268 671 262 39 52 62 37 27 90 436.8
1944 91 147 62 129 159 675 232 99 51 24 23 21 171.4
1945 21 64 127 413 218 382 147 27 21 22 20 20 148.2
1946 264 127 290 154 206 80 28 24 23 22 21 160 139.8
1947 393 160 677 460 126 1049 403 54 31 24 23 21 341.9
192 31 41 26 585 493 287 80 38 28 22 21 31 168.1
1949 212 537 844 574 612 915 1037 486 95 160 627 219 631.8
1950 35 86 654 968 506 362 216 64 31 29 34 30 301.6
1951 980 345 58 314 646 409 95 25 24 189 120 67 327.3
1952 42 442 348 214 728 505 356 113 79 26 38 30 287.0
1953 522 709 666 265 463 524 154 76 43 27 25 24 349.9
1954 24 91 141 1175 1168 374 142 66 30 25 24 23 328.4
1955 125 355 849 295 978 879 243 145 62 24 23 22 399.9
1956 366 195 1544 940 290 266 234 72 31 43 176 931 508.6
1957 1276 671 333 905 332 176 347 327 99 27 25 70 458.6
1958 75 440 6130 329 267 208 580 509 131 252 103 25 360.9
1959 221 401 1066 364 604 552 324 104 33 26 63 66 382.3
1960 348 617 458 569 211 652 337 145 225 87 41 33 372.4
1961 28 1192 674 191 855 626 329 91 26 24 22 21 407.9
1962 51 804 315 864 517 673 683 191 30 73 43 26 435.0
1963 167 626 556 220 93 1112 426 41 31 27 24 35 335.9
1964 821 299 414 271 64 25 450 166 58 43 102 52 276.3
1965 BB 211 81 1276 659 112 41 31 26 24 23 22 259.2
1966 43 130 235 1704 943 404 705 307 55 27 29 26 468.13
1967 21 849 63 39 14 65 195 493 90 105 44 32 201.2
1968 82 24 277 11 8 132 278 152 78 21 33 14 110.8
1969 471 147 60 83 143 12 8 B 7 7 7 92 24.5
1970 252 109 475 507 283 119 233 186 II I 10 4 218.8
1971 11 27 173 1162 775 772 118 312 91 54 54 46 359.6
1972 98 247 18 10 604 143 170 26 14 12 449 81 187.2
1973 62 89 251 783 908 126 194 64 56 24 126 116 279.6
1974 28 1001 199 491 807 803 122 67 1B 63 14 188 380.2
1975 214 1092 462 1073 1222 1267 489 239 306 50 21 258 669.2
1976 1221 700 38 235 655 1079 118 59 26 18 15 138 430.2
1977 473 189 147 1205 294 521 1458 72 24 13 18 319 473.4
1978 368 108 732 100 176 46 14 58 36 270 742 186 283.6
1979 737 263 352 110 209 68 48 19 12 8 9 104 194.0
1980 63 334 307 1229 364 501 271 134 283 33 376 282 417.8
1981 45 555 379 85 194 67 704 95 29 30 19 20 222.1
1982 411 880 55 46 49 19 38 76 64 35 37 16 172.7
1983 31 467 162 350 13 29 62 197 0 0 0 90 140.1
1984 74 366 114 62 232 300 95 22 8 5 2 1 128.1
1985 96 136 474 157 200 52 47 28 131 5 53 138 151.7
AVE. 277 432 412 525 465 409 299 132 57 53 89 95 325.2










P1T17.81N 177.0 1087.0 903.0
• INDEPENDENTGAUGES
TOTALMAR m 177.0 RCM
TOTALAREA 1087.0 sq.ks






















1930570290 585 4821 2536 1916 1601 453 124 521 253 116 1371.6
1931 221 629 478 175 3821 2170 416 121 115 110 107 112 917.5
1932 129 2144 1180 321 1156 1490 457 106 101 103 98 95 758.0
1933 99 4291 6745 8203 4401 2681 788 141 110 373 399 171 2840.8
1934 144 5354 5577 1711 1082 2635 1008 206 125 108 132 114 1879.6
1935 242 254 348 795 1332 2686 154 385 198 103 100 98 739.5
1936 1385 8492 3723 7374 7412 3476 678 108 105 102 99 97 3305.1
1937 341 244 1361 4798 4224 1003 1587 597 240 209 1184 412 162?.?
1938 2352 984 4138 5436 7274 2700 351 298 172 165 270 240 2438.8
1939 1315 3533 1905 1408 1895 1635 701 1701 635 125 119 1581 1655.3
1940 615 1762 3741 4633 3745 1082 514 238 120 122 116 210 1689.8
1941 2028 740 116 3167 3187 3182 1068 168 112 108 372 226 1447.4
1942 607 3113 4506 3997 1056 1342 3017 1802 405 1138 1307 403 2274.3
1943 6508 5110 4620 2707 4291 1655 230 138 266 168 118 1433 2804.4
1944 1216 518 183 306 2696 5861 1756 133 120 112 109 106 1311.6
1945 113 119 191 2031 1190 2004 703 162 119 99 96 94 692.9
1946 2459 2504 761 384 1430 1554 491 115 100 97 94 429 1041.8
1947 1244 1758 2671 3182 1731 7133 2424 130 105 102 99 97 2067.6
1948 261 178 128 2420 1127 462 238 112 94 92 90 157 535.9
1949 318 1245 2501 2503 2238 6260 2141 186 111 273 2225 791 2079.2
1930 156 170 2380 1352 1571 700 205 119 101 98 139 115 710.6
1951 2530 907 212 2260 4205 1819 300 100 96 252 276 174 1313.1
1932 167 956 1798 1167 3955 1399 504 228 101 98 128 119 1062.0
1953 1062 789 1172 1886 1574 1003 297 366 190 101 99 91 864.3
1954 184 894 810 5903 6030 1677 246 143 108 100 98 96 1628.9
1955 250 1569 3096 1081 4710 4263 984 156 119 90 96 99 1657.1
1956 698 3140 9639 6523 2293 2149 754 132 107 175 727 6238 3257.5
1957 1164 2406 1153 5224 1889 734 1230 493 140 115 112 234 2089.4
1958 221 2440 2599 851 407 260 869 4694 1561 486 237 111 1473.6
1959 1901 2537 3650 1694 2971 2859 1053 228 119 115 270 358 1775.7
1960 814 2191 2963 3362 1009 1898 1688 653 193 121 119 192 1520.3
1961 139 3708 2878 1714 4093 2182 566 174 111 114 115 110 1591.1
1962 121 1628 819 5825 2187 3919 1520 166 119 193 135 105 1674.4
1963 591 3020 1768 4773 1649 3890 1454 141 321 179 109 231 1012.6
1964 5224 1946 1208 1611 516 134 282 162 194 341 313 177 1270.8
1965 140 933 411 6380 2912 346 104 108 101 97 113 99 1174.4
1966 180 561 2804 9113 5296 3270 1870 452 111 103 101 98 2396.5
1961 314 711 704 258 162 1078 440 181 124 95 99 94 428.1
1968 114 259 965 487 267 2698 1117 484 201 95 93 91 687.7
1469 2241 857 3077 1264 303 164 100 91 89 87 473 648 939.4
1970 1420 561 570 3839 2220 1164 455 221 128 113 103 95 1088.9
1971 216 228 384 3341 4378 3753 161 114 103 96 94 II? 1370.5
1972 379 2213 770 233 2945 1540 344 122 94 91 2064 907 1170.2
1973 152 1478 1781 6028 5845 4033 1106 146 122 107 118 104 2102.0
1974 109 5666 3372 5043 4791 3209 811 114 103 101 99 3202 2662.0
1975 1265 4571 4399 7370 608610314 3255 215 129 112 109 667 3849.2
1976 3858 2632 799 3706 2172 3285 1143 140 115 111 108 502 1857.1
1977 2938 1098 1360 5582 2623 1753 1504 428 115 III 182 642 1833.6
1978 1198 501 4508 1592 1707 773 156 158 124 882 2038 723 1436.0
1979 885 1434 1733 1767 1512 624 177 114 III 107 104 2258 1082.6
1980 824 1593 870 4973 4858 1274 280 154 III 106 922 376 1634.1
1981 106 1180 986 490 207 791 1128 371 102 100 98 102 566.1
1982 2056 856 134 370 212 220 135 93 90 204 126 86 458.2
1983 916 2716 2551 2250 822 1600 586 112 99 92 356 179 1228.7
1984 490 356 180 917 5737 1887 93 90 BO 86 84 82 1009.0
1915 3871 2561 3651 2270 716 286 218 121 166 114 654 293 1492.1
AVE. 1208 1881 2104 3099 2726 2249 874 345 180 175 330 480 1563.3
SDV. 1531 1701 1E1882322 1907 1870 716 672 225 108 300 964






114 411 310 401 3114 1143 1314 131 134 43Z 361 130 1310.3


1931 210 633 792 82528022642 131 241 130 89 78 92 946.5


1932 15014661637 583 792 1316 834 251 140 129 112 88 749.1


1933 99 274458947388548121971513 403 114 343 584 434 2816.4


1934 735391853102915138621371572 546 216 143 147 147 1946.2


1933 265 392 548 1224130920631371 456 311 152 11 70 133.2 MASHAI ONO
1936 867627052305708748946231352 273 112 70 69 60 3213.1


1937 358 530 113235984110193012141035 437 420 976 964 1674.4


1938 177315513031493164834293 947 532 379 233 384 488 2503.2


1939 104628182521149718291611114617911039 284 1331246 1676.1


1940 191 11913247439036441125 110 603 113 122 121 230 1746.7


1941 13571269 2772290315926811889 570 232 110 336 441 1461.1


1942 71024244133311419711313242323911081 1961699 809 2376.9


1943 441661494720335335992734 586 213 317 313 1601053 2761.5


1744 14631054 551 4341946451?3048 436 193 101 70 59 1389.2


1945 76 111 233 1362143515811114 380 237 120 79 71 687.6


1946 156328511466 793110616031136 330 140 122 108 369 1159.5


1947 1110157824581051200648854160 765 233 111 80 79 2059.1


1948 273 344 224 13661698 786 523 253 129 98 1? 159 614.0


1949 390 100620622449222849013556 114 361 390 18641384 2140.5


1950 422 3321962151113441117 455 284 171 110 138 182 812.8


1951 16551575 507 177133662560 871 270 119 237 402 347 1368.0


1952 306 835 15851732276723711077 191 283 122 143 165 1228.4


1953 783 11601114187616181151 600 627 344 124 72 101 939.2


1954 286 646 979 428255763094 749 339 212 146 102 81 1653.2


1955 272114523991842357145741680 403 282 141 90 99 1669.8


1956 604241275807503317721601218 325 163 253 7264253 3043.4


1957 66954120163339753215 9751058 847 369 163 82 241 2337.3


1958 374 177825911296 715 437 740 38372414 673 494 173 1552.2


1959 1184240230792381251627561745 635 226 133 284 527 1787.1


1960 9282001253730662102134718651221 724 323 193 235 1674.2


1961 222227632262014323628201173 496 183 101 86 102 1593.5


1962 147103013304002355336012213 643 262 252 235 120 1747.0


1963 515237821443647268827422493 578 442 277 163 283 1835.0


1964 3454323613411443 962 281 394 382 967 534 434 330 1377.1


1965 228 770 67042683999 885 224 121 113 10 118 109 1160.2


1966 199 55722454706631939532398 818 733 232 181 299 2264.0


1967 13116241616 377 199 624 561 1269 198 137 16 140 696.2


1968 207 3101398 197 15510361233 570 457 138 77 66 584.4


1969 1405 7951318 8851135 213 77 56 46 45 313 766 705.4


1970 23121063136726702003 9261391 431 119 19 88 67 1273.6


1971 154 3711154359433694497 649 515 151 69 58 15 1466.6


1972 4251797 463 13623121091 795 176 71 50 1471 192 979.4


1973 1072 93116235026558626761521 329 334 163 204 206 1967.1


1974 91 41202140400366643796 634 255 103 121 60 1355 2334.4


1975 18105019331969536245112813431 770 389 193 122 319 4045.1


1776 56044734 318234240113931 868 247 103 81 60 179 2277.8


1977 24531121 5496288241514464142 467 133 91 1221325 2063.2


1978 1339 6683633 88311121258 136 223 212 719 30212205 1340.9


1779 1997120525101945_19391073 226 83 62 50 39 752 1191.1


1980 100711821272485228241741 951 472 593 102 619 1048 1666.3


1981 213 9281945 456 27611301965 469 112 91 70 85 774.0


1982 10463212 268 611 443 403 372 470 138 72 99 77 721.1


1983 60413813300441? 483 742 436 463 90 70 73 344 1242.3


1984 317 715 380 136154431645 221 69 38 47 36 35 1030.7


1985 29242587418115061730 832 553 ,169364 73 409 889 1621.7


AYE. 11131811208227802803231?1302 597 329 199 331 485 1614.9


SDV. 133414551592180018181793 960 601 369 183 532 686







1930 707 341 6305779325826282163 597 1441438 575 133 1839.3 TSOELIKE1931 280 726 583 99147172532 455 141 131 120 119 132 1093.5


1932 11025101978 503 12511654 513 117 116 116 101 105 911.6


1933 10557718096979851323170 944 170 117 406 417 187 3431.3


1934 1639604869432232135729461115 231 139 117 279 167 2321.3


1935 271 296 391102018153019 136 915 379 117 116 106 919.7


1936 1459104594516784386124175 797 118 117 116 106 106 3842.4


1937 365 2651976568146521092171/ 650 249 237 1250 521 1066.4


1931 251811125396723886973203 411 325 189 176 287 305 2985.7


1939 140530072199159223241111 7762007 747 136 1272109 1911.7


1940 132 117?4117628147931478 620 251 13? 131 127 216 2087.6


1941 2143 779 1263924300234301161 187 121 115 399 266 1645.7


1942 671350?775656421274162937712121 44911991789 575 3039.0


1943 72438031684340735040201$ 295 149 389 212 1281643 3606.1


1944 1332 585 216 7163548654?1918 148 138 127 117 116 1557.1


1945 137 57? 369205815342338 825 223 138 106 106 106 931.7


1946 24912772 891 500 17771697 510 125 311 167 105 472 1182.6


1947 1360200129853876303889322111 168 124 117 106 106 2372.4


1948 316 196 1572658133? 538 305 138 105 104 104 174 613.2


1949 348139121142959339078012565 202 126 30132011119 2632.0


1950 166 187305716231755 981 297 128 116 106 163 153 873.4


1951 28881034 225305358762318 310 107 133 299 336 238 1611.7


1932 21211021992174549451700 535 238 117 106 136 306 1313.4


1953 1444 9381281221118201346 449 442 391 117 107 131 1117.7


1954 265 972 931825375902103 323 162 118 111 107 106 2104.7


1955 275185241671439643865031558 208 141 108 107 108 2290.4


1956 73136111998845530922696 928 150 118 190 8227703 4049.4


1957 14992761201661192206 941 1162 873 218 131 130 250 2600.6


1958 244340449731575 731 375 149761341987 606 290 131 2194.7


1959 2175297747092231339539621466 287 139 132 283 382 2213.8


1960 1226297644193847109223672229 749 221 143 133 212 1973.6


1961 15047414533224450203058 775 191 130 130 146 134 2125.2


1962 213217711117511280075233014 274 131 425 219 120 2551.1


1963 1383415926595554190446481897 266 1605 774 233 323 2542.5


1964 6799261012791025 653 162 347 1961384 704 917 390 1746.6


1965 3001297 53073343690 433 128 175 135 111 157 119 1448.9


1966 192 64334309967636644292920 674 498 254 162 141 2967.6


1967 90 24622700 720 272 714 6881049 241 163 94 222 941.5


1968 215 330 1754 240 74626782093 675 693 140 92 54 971.2


1969 1719 893135111721698 244 79 58 39 31 447 597 032.8


1970 2817118414682583203711191511 531 119 213 180 138 1390.0


1971 208 4721112420355665533 783 567 256 93 47 46 1088.6


1972 3411304 411 135222712271115 184 64 34 1164 844 905.0


1973 1375 92215303522669527291389 319 533 215 252 237 2193.8


1974 11239902496401473434126 787 344 175 154 64 964 2456.9


1975 20354941568988448750145573556 992 820 196 76 408 5095.1


1976 74626414 473 1795555551041022 294 109 78 59 160 2880.5


1977P2405190110336167211117345267 671 160 109 1031319 2307.7


1978 1503 7085683131014271553 163 239 208 863 29352505 1910.5


1979 223013173299196823761395 278 117 7? 36 46 588 1374.6


1980 88712361644653748852306 979 634 689 107 8361505 2224.5


1981 279 8802193 660 377 9871952 598 123 83 51 62 025.2


1982 8353141 321 289 427 485 302 307 133 70 106 106 653.2


1983 727114230854720 825 938 727 477 139 87 98 402 1336.7


1984 257 722 470106868411927 300 96 75 75 74 44 1194.9


1985 16704466657427672606 579 526^ 205 628 160 394 1055 2171.0


AVE. 1432230427853678346128301228 524 311 231 378 553 1971.5


sov.1889210624782742234525371058 868 390 274 622 1104








1930 441 254 348 1030 174 986 1873 594 43 981 39? 43 786.4


1931 414 1191 403 378 1705 1004 214 45 50 43 35 109 575.3 MALATSI
1932 139 457 718 281 347 609 361 131 84 65 45 32 326.9


1933 33 1952 2768 4201 1520 1173 658 157 49 196 359 161 1322.?


1934 1071 2064 1374 840 373 1377 773 416 196 74 489 243 929.0


1935 302 436 51? 418 283 503 207 364 169 50 37 34 332.0


1936 960 4680 2025 2928 2803 1527 363 61 46 67 59 59 1558.5


1937 82 307 938 1303 2061 119 863 373 218 163 229 158 731.1


1938 1165 556 891 1790 2002 593 57 236 137 187 569 376 857.9


1939 1069 1454 426 116 323 747 1069 818 242 69 220 1646 899.9


1940 588 611 1427 925 1964 763 702 309 47 72 66 182 773.6


1941 1447 489 51 1353 1128 1612 876 219 37 49 551 322 815.4


1942 1678 1978 1841 1480 407 321 1708 1577 440 639 1132 192 1359.3


1943 1182 3931 2258 554 1494 641 109 145 180 97 42 236 1088.9


1944 263 343 141 246 304 1568 357 268 145 50 32 .23 394.2


1943 46 109 320 862 431 837 369 80 38 50 3? 65 336.4


1946 521 271 312 323 378 158 89 76 78 81 55 530 307.2


1947 957 389 1522 936 299 2739 1094 198 83 43 37 24 832.1


1948 76 108 74 1067 745 493 19? 133 86 62 47 90 318.0


1949 441 1212 1718 1014 1194 2277 2599 1192 259 435 1886 716 1494.3


1930 118 221 1484 1990 903 67! 419 160 102 71 108 123 637.2


1951 2865 988 131 562 1328 791 182 71 78 469 336 255 805.6


1952 155 1046 672 344 1768 971 624 254 78 42 132 118 600.4


1953 1306 1021 1435 541 936 875 399 631 289 76 39 53 842.1


1954 51 208 328 2856 2891 918 311 196 92 77 61 37 802.6


1955 267 751 1912 701 2475 2154 664 399 163 46 33 56 962.1


1956 916 498 3566 1969 535 303 414 134 109 174 625 2844 1228.7


1957 3751 1767 626 2118 814 349 632 775 266 50 32 161 1134.1


1958 210 1121 1500 668 473 430 1302 996 264 787 327 43 812.3


1939 342 815 2572 940 1273 1209 647 232 109 81 279 251 877.0


1960 862 .1419 857 1038 425 1633 783 345 120 310 167 98 165.9


1961 30 3614 1768 410 2133 1392 604 182 43 25 29 39 1026.9


1462 131 2691 991 2040 1030 1595 1636 523 133 285 177 66 1131.8


1963 326 1541 1166 424 229 2746 1072 110 107 74 68 127 799.0


1964 2224 829 690 497 133 52 982 372 137 181 344 171 663.2


1965 226 461 170 3207 1427 230 149 107 75 49 57 44 620.2


1966 130 357 36? 4360 2134 745 1644 778 193 91 100 68 1116.9


1967 463 595 316 102 31 620 491 697 270 90 80 63 386.0


1968 251 181 527 212 432 2876 1807 953 298 67 128 96, 783.0


1969 1728 631 103 307 149 65 36 34 63 96 179 618 409.1


1970 395 1135 733 1079 677 460 330 313 132 132 101 48 430.7


1971 177 129 363 1791 1983 2689 822 139 III 65 34 149 047.2


1972 234 268 150 141 1794 891 260 92 36 46 991 433 535.6


1973 73 184 270 2437 2752 923 147 60 58 49 175 125 - 725.3


1974 97 1913 933 677 1179 1850 633 82 61 85 74 916 832.2


1975 491 1978 1233 2009 2638 2937 1240 296 225 117 47 1429 1464.2


1976 2626 847 103 1236 1364 1839 589 80 51 37 34 737 954.3


1977 1611 602 410 2045 736 1721 1769 452 46 42 110 390 995.4


1978 231 180 1295 476 608 259 61 180 113 853 1485 490 624.1


1979 668 479 335 187 199 110 51 35 29 27 37 520 267.7


1900 207 972 435 1339 1967 1134 377 143 164 96 1290 497 886.9


1981 87 576 549 248 264 216 1514 564 109 122 77 73 439.9


1982 1375 860 183 77 61 117 112 140 114 314 166 72 339.1


1983 228 1311 796 38? 128 204 124 556 240 54 355 185 437.6


1984 345 323 204 264 702 357 143 57 42 43 35 26 254.3


1905 1077 737 1323 561 164 177 136 52 347 250 877 423 632.6


MX. 714 1000 911 1120 1058 1024 677 333 149 160 278 309 773.2


SDY. 798 968 766 1010 816 788 582 322 129 209 396 473














1930 759 365 6406077351329072413 66? 1591955 757 14? 2036.9 NTOAHAE


1931 310 772 615 102230192645 469 134 143 132 131 145 1155.7


1932 15223342198 58212691675 527 127 126 126 113 115 954.6


1933 114638583521033252943301 994 182 128 416 426 197 3632.1


1934 2143624974992423142129921136 244 130 127 362 202 2493.0


1935 290 318 409105119483089 9511197 479 126 126 115 1010.5


1936 1483112094799788089294357 832 129 127 126 115 11i 4010.2


1937 375 27422655937472311061755 668 261 24? 1260 343 1942.6


1938 257611665929805291963312 424 340 201 186 296 332 3201.0


1939 144438472234161123931922 8032023 757 146 1372340 1965.7


1940 92818994150692351731602 633 263 141 148 137 226 2225.2


1941 2173 796 1334117389834491191 204 135 124 410 287 1692.1


1942 7063570930664051366161840152246 47312101972 643 3357.0


1943 737089617850464651762043 310 160 460 243 1391699 3905.7


1944 1363 611 231 957382766831947 139 148 137 127 126 1631.6


1945 147 854 470314816382444 870 254 135 116 113 113 1032.6


1946 25112820 921 51218941749 522 134 431 213 114 491 1231.2


1947 1389204330294023363396293091 190 130 127 116 115 2732.3


1948 344 211 17326801372 333 338 133 114 113 112 182 634.9


1949 364142830113019388483852723 215 135 32436481273 2840.9


1950 176 1983281171517881094 343 139 125 115 176 182 933.2


1931 30411081 233332266052342 322 II? 158 316 363 267 1837.7


1932 23711222029193253171825 550 249 127 116 145 410 1405.9


1953 164810031311223018371517 538 1200 482 128 117 155 1216.6


1954 201 985 949925582692301 367 176 129 128 117 116 2307.3


1955 289196746771605713674921818 242 159 118 117 118 2515.8


1936 743378412896917733922836 969 162 129 202 8538413 4355.6


1957 91232928231463862250 99521781093 264 144 142 261 2827.6


1958 258381261591947 844 419 185865032080 669 319 143 2501.3


1959 2298313652382492348745531696 321 136 145 297 394 2420.3


'11.• 1960 1462330132504083112928812479 870 240 136 149 225 2222.3


1961 16252235369247954013321 997 203 142 141 167 149 2383.4


1962 262246112608267307492153749 342 144 359 272 133 2973.8


1963 1814462330455795199050162049 28823171020 261 342 2836.6


1964 7667290813141088 691 III 387 218 2051 891 1234 509 1997.1


1965 3241436 57778063963 482 145 213 156 123 104 136 1576.5


1966 205 606373910454663148643349 784 694 328 175 154 3206.3


1967 12027313129 845 283 776 747 1072 253 183 108 276 1032.3


1968 242 3421822 294111937422610 755 707 152 129 73 1198.9


1969 20221002136412281929 325 90 69 56 44 707 703 953.9


1970 2929122014792947218312251553 544 130 280 210 148 1485.8


1971 218 4851137439162555737 796 378 296 113 57 36' 2031.9


1972 3531324 424 144241612461124 193 72 42 1220 070 947.8


1973 1383 99513865839681129851484 543 346 224 215 247 2290.8


1974 12640152714409473564160 020 359 183 163 72 972 2503.4


1973 204350316522954992681360838821011 832 206 85 558 5459.5


1976 77916524 7342012376632761070 313 120 88 71 104 2995.1


1977 2456244013576315227219635431 713 172 121 1221348 2471.0


1978 1522 7366214150116221632 176 231 219103130272523 2045.6


1979 224713333659219126331410 288 128 87 66 55 633 1474.0


1980 90813281694732760732625 996 649 701 11710011385 2300.4


1991 303 9092224 802 446 11692019 609 137 96 69 74 885.7


1982 8493160 333 300 436 505 316 317 144 89 115 115 667.9


1983 761136431775000 923 949 737 547 168 97 120 416 1423.9


1994 274 741 402115076152188 311 105 84 83 83 52 1316.8


1983 24674744693333782934 615 535 214 751 207 4801117 2437.5


AVE. 1538245430583960371030611333 568 359 269 424 598 2133.1






NOBS 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56 56




















1931 149P415?336?468?1136?965?320?114P 64P 32? 31P 32? -406.2
1932 37?590P-549PI88P557P606P275P761°.48P 37? 27? 25? 309.5
1933 25111364P1928?2627?1565P1142?464PII1P56?269?332?130P 1001.3
1934 545?1063P2027P1032P490?87IP682P273? 94P 56P 36P 38? 800.7
1935 85?171?315?364P414P74IP347?249?IMP 49? 34? 22? 294.5
1936 566P2207?1510?2081P2258P1289P400?10IP 46P 33P 23P 22P 1053.6
1937 329P228?406?1291P2590?588?761P387P335?153?514?324P 696.6
1938 663P400?1105?1153?1900P852?395P382?254P 92P 178P157? 802.9
1939 712?1469P850P690?748P792?773?639P229P 69? 35?382P 738.8
1940 218P749?1242?1254P1155?471?600P278? 71P 45? 34? IMP 627.3
l94F 166?413P 76PI137P1029?1311?-827?-228P79P--44?319P175P 656.4
1942 529P1029P1529?1603?635P826P1298P1154?397P417?317P242? 985.6
1943 1778?2047?1737P2149P1277?699?192?89P 339?159? 54P561P 1008.1
1944 660?660?246?115?733?1635?734P152P69P 44? 22P 22P .509.2
1945 22? 34? 58?645?676?706?334?192?100P 3P 
 24? 285.9
1946 1230?1131P380?310P724P899?516?171P 55? 44? 
 21IP 575.5
1947 615?808?973?889?641?2010?1311?279?89? 46? 33? 23? 777.7
1948 257?142P 60?927?520?388?212?-76P16? 34? 33? 36P 271.1
1949 400?564?969?954?782?1518?1081P460P-143P263?672P344? 814.9
1950 242?254P536?787?731P356?339?202?85? 43? 47? SOP 357.2
1951 1107?543P306?761?1254P180?30213101?43? 122?127P 85? 553.1
1952-126?-548P727?336?1302P-849P-1003P-445? 90P.46P_35P 30 554.2
1953 562?499P379?776?664?572?211?100P 66? 34? 33? 33? 412.9
1954 46?35IP366?1608?2028?943?343?165?90P 46? 34? 33? 605.3
1955 294P862P1220?572?2168P2108?386P359?167? 44? 33? 44? 625.6
1956 715P1534P2648?2202?1038P765?343?95? 71? 99?212?1960?1180.8
1957 2592P1494P621?1168P659?321P655?453?140? 54? 33? 185P 838.1
1958 179P107?926?536?386P216P707?1415?581?333P179P SOP 621.3
1959 883?1043P1414?950?1029P1213?876?281P 69P 55P230?270? 832.1
1960 636P981?1225?2544P736P692P964P822P318?102? 671189P 814.6
1961 68P2252?1071?766?2339?1110P670?222?68P 33? 33? -33P 666.7
1962 45P518?322?1188?2189?933?922?273?91P 99? 69? 45? 619.4
1963 283P82P 775?1200?770?1322?809P212P187P107P 751179? 664.2
1964 1520P846?464?851P361?123?515?232? 91P 93? 16? 77? 524.5
1965 80?589?311P1599?1243?349? 91?54? 34? 33? 24? 24? 443.1
1966 611?294?710?2543?2456?2280?746P392?243P 56P 44P 43? 877.5
1967 22 971 971 236 87 382 3901105-134 105 55 102 456.0
1968 173 162 016 78 62 375 757403 351 67 41 35 332.0
1969 551 449 598 438 648 52 2425 10 11 12 273 309.1
1970 1233 63710711402 775 5941017298 59 47 23 7 716.3
1971 22 176 3871376C12822348 303377 101 33 21 20 644.6
1972 201 676 64 28#1377C475 39872 29 13 724 490 454.7
1973 459 365 865N1491C1970 337 639212 254 109 153 165 702.7
1974 SON30381564N14182454N2230N319150 48 75 26 743 1211.5
1975 11993390#15652139#226413533C1353#441410 115 68 373 1685.0
1976 33763065 200 76817562553 408N1181I431I31 19 99 1243.6
1977 1640 543 2413258 718 6343064257 66 44 41 937 1144.3
1978 856 3622137 449 371 374 49 110 137 41722251635 912.2
1979 1695 8581787 502 986 323 5722 14 8 7 326 658.5
1980 358 879 7303265 823 1122 007361 513 56 460 550 992.4
1981 102 7431509 163 144 2001350339 62 44N 34 44 473.4
1982 6782119 194 66 141 264 30614221105 38 68 45 444.6
1983 339 6941703#2562183 176 187283 35 25 11 251 634.9
1984 169 539 260 1561310 708 15523 9 11 1 1 334.2
1985 175018692660 294 801 177 41791 283 37 156 481 801.6
AYE. 612 893 89710891004 874 611298 136 85 151 225 687.4
SOG. 678 745 657 797 602 664 478274 128 90 325 365






































































198P 566? 468? 463? 760? 242? 35P 278? 115P 30? 352.9
172P 206? 706P 486? 110P 24? 23? 22? 20? 25? 241.4
379? 223? 199P342P 151P- 37? 22? 22? 22? 29? 158.4
2172P1703?676? 513? 296? 67? 22? 82? 101? 451, 542.1
609? 460 I64P 507P 308P 255P 56P 2510 213? 55? 363.4
260? 217? 208? 227? 88? 131P 60? 23? 22P 20P 145.9
744?1189P1100P632P 148P 24? 23P 22P 21P 20? 582.3
427? 658? 842P 238P 401P 149P 52P 34? 64? 39? 306.7
422? 733P 802P 236P 3IP 96P 49? 47P 247? 90? 327.9
I65P 40P ITIP 341P 492P 339? 89P 26? 89? 498? 342.4
669? 530? 810P 285P 357P 133P 25? 24? 23? 59? 341.4
23P 596P 530? 632P 393? 92? 23? 22? 238? 68? 326.3
787? 716P 293P 153? 699? 602P 249P253P 353P 222? 534.1
852? 255? 639? 250P 37? 50P 39? 36? 26? 86P 416.4
59? 124? 252? 643? 221P 94? 48? 23? 22? 20P 163.4
121? 393? 208? 364? 140? 26? 2IP 21? 19P 19? 141.4
276? 147P 297P 76? 26? 23? 2IP 21? 20? 253? 133.3
646? 438? 120?1000?384? 52? 29? 23P 21P 20? 326.1
25? 558P 470? 274? 76P 37P 27? 21P 20? 30? 160.7
805? 547P 503P 872? 988P 463P 91P 153P598? 209? 602.3
624? 924? 483P 345? 207P 61P 30P 28? 32? 29P 287.9
55?299? 616? 390? 91? 24? 23? 180P 115P 64P 312.0
332P-205P694? 482P 339P 108P 28P 25? 36P 28P 273.7
633? 253? 442? 499P 147? 72? 42? 26? 24? 23P 333.6
235P1120?2124?357? 135? 63P 29? 24P 24P 22? 313.3
809? 281P 933? 939? 233? 138? 59? 23P 22P 22P 381.4
2472?897? 276? 253P 223? 69? 29? 40P I67P 888? 484.7
318P 863? 317P 167P 331P 312? 94? 26? 24? 67? 437.5
656? 314P 255? 198P 553? 486? 125P241? 98? 24? 344.1
1016?347? 575? 527P 309? 99? 31P 25? 60? 63? 364.4
436? 543P 201P 622? 321? 138P215? 83? 39P 32? 355.0
643P 182P815? 597? 314? 87? 25? 23P 21P 20? 388.9
300P 824? 492? 642? 652? 182? 28? 69P 42P 25? 414.7
530? 210? 89?1060?407? 39? 29? 26? 
 34? 320.3
394? 258? 61P 
 429? 158P 55? 40P 97P 49? 263.2
77?1226?628? 107P 39? 29? 
 23? 22? 21P 247.2
224P1702?899? 385P 672? 292? 52? 25? 27? 25? 446.7
70 43 16 72 216E 545E 100 116 49 35 222.3
306 12 9 146E3071 1681 86 23 36 15 122.5
66 92 158 13 9 9 8 8 8 102 115.5
525 560 3131 131 257 205 12 I 11 4 241.8
191 1284 857 8531 1301 345 101 60 60 51 397.4
20 11 668 150 188 29 16 13 496 89 206.9
277 865 1003 139 214 71 62 26 139 128 309.0
220 543 892 887 135 74 20 70 16 200 420.2
511 1186 1351 1400 540 264 338 55 23 285 739.6
42 260 724 1192# 130 65 29 20 17 152 475.4
162E133213251 576E1611E 80 27 14 20 353 523.2
809 III 195 51 15 64 40 298 820 205 313.4
309 122 231 75 53 21 13 9 10 115 214.4
339 1358 402 554 299 148 313 37 416 312 461.7
419 94 214 74 778E 105E 32 33 21 22 245.5
61 51 54 21 42 84 71 39 41 18 190.8
179 387 141 321 69# 218# 01 01 01 991 154.8
1261 69 256 332 1051 24E 9 5 2 1 141.6
524 174 221 57 32 31 1451 51 591 1521 167.6
405 521 463 407 297 138 58 52 91 96 323.9
315 445 331 320 284 137 66 69 155 145










































































1931 210P63311792P825?2802P2642P931P241P130? 89? 78P 92? 946.5
1932 150?1466?2637P583P792P2316?834P252P240?129P122? 88P 749.8
1933 99P2944P5894P7389?548IP2897?1523P403?184P34311584?434? 2816.4
1934 735?3910P5520?2915?1386P2137P1592P546?286P143P147P147? 1946.2
1935 265P39211548?1224P1309?2063?137IP456?391P152P 91? 70? 833.2
1936 867P6270?5230P5708P7489?4623?1352P273? 








1944 1463P2054P551P434?1946?4517P3048?456P293P201? 70? 59? 1389.2
1945 76PII1P233?1362P1435P1581P1184P380?237P220? 79P 79? 687.6
1946 2563?2851P1466P7Y3P2106?2603?1136P330?148?222?208P369? 1159.5
1947 1110?1578?2458?3051P2086P4895?4260?765?233PIIIP GOP 79? 2059.6





1953 785?1160P1114P1876P2628?1151P600?627P344P224? 92P 101? 959.2
1954 206P646P979?4282P5576P3094?749?359?232?146P202? SIP 1653.2
1955 272?1145?2599P1842,3571P4574?1680?403?282P241? 90P 99? 1669.8
1936 684?2412?7580P7503P3177P2260?1218P325?163P253?726P4253?3045.4











1967 3411861186114461234569 512 1005 228 139 73 126 708.8
1968 173 30415631142111118481162 539 66711211 31 26 568.7
1969 1157 676122010191188921 41 25 13 13 151418 588.5
1970 244210381437V18521597897N1402 465 99 BIM 115 113 1153.8
1971 162 404 90932973997M4788M711M539 182 61 37 30 1511.5
1972 2881190V340M 91N1716N1063 887 158 54 28 1064M806 768.5
1973 1342 75313584398585011886 948 361N438V186M202 203W 1792.5
1974 88 3802M18993552V60093853692 312 160M149 53 913 2228.2
1975 1996460937106676W7123116012798 905117811179 68 368 4082.2
1976 66195990 547 1327N4796V4606 904 255 92 68 49M 125 2537.8
1977 22891072 30653771775N1188M4528 528N135 88 71 1211 1864.8
1978 1394M626M4329 933 788W1121M122 216 191 566M2734W2413 1543.3
1979 21841212M252411882233N1193V237 92 67 48 36 489M 1150.3
1980 795N1053M1480M510925581675 946 597 667 97 562 1312 1685.1
1981 221 7162023 377 235555 1714 567 91 64 40 42 671.5
1982 8162981 307 253 399444 276 293 125 66 98N 91W 614.9
1983 642 7342650113643C531.751 552 358 82 66 59 360 1042.8
1984 228 657 437 827484013551275 82 63 63 49 38 891.6
1985 3023310541011901790431 480 173 394 86 222 9181 1470.6
AVE. 1073179921032655280622911285 597 340 194 305 465 1591.2
SDV. 138515081645186218861869958 598 377 178 495 609



























































1967 39 15301340 420 231620 6271040 182 II? 55 120 632.9
1968 122 1441150 205 901939#1350 288 223 34 38 40 462.5
1969 1160 768 1210 9241290176 57 13 6 2 33 252 589.1
1970 27901290129020102050906 1390 486 117 83 54 46 1251.2
1971 90 374 1090398047206750949 525 174 63 36 39 1879.0
1972 3041230 458 126208011601210 161 51 22 969 778 854.9
1973 1270 713 140061907272130302090 442 483 189 2941163 2353.6
1974 66 40502550310080304850726#190 60 96 26 883 2462.7
1975 248051805380932087601276013348#985 583 203 96 4131 4950.8
1976 65505980 570 141915443153601010 278 93 58 23 36 2682.0
1977 20501312142816290230012504610 453 162 87 0#1368#2031.0
1978 1450 725 4967198010401293170# 1471121144925202270 1603.2
1979 22101200285019202292#13451226# 191 37 15 6 311 1243.1
1980 919 774 1490453033601720842 564 589 173 549 1310 1682.0
1981 245 7412050 423 329823 1660 509 84 33 19 45 696.1
1982 71434071270 167#405394 242 253 99 27 55 54 608.7
1983 523 66328874702 599844 758 399 39 34E 85 209 1182.2
1984 147 550 357 75245141385286 30 91 12 3 1 812.8
1985 4145621691836242684605 789 211 358 51 31 1027 2233.2
AVE. 1350223926673575332327311188 488 273 205 332 512 1888.4
SDV, 184021412475276223442483995 861 371 259 585 1089















1930 707? 342P 630P5779P3258P2628P2163?597P 144?1438P575P 233? 1839.3
1931 280? 726P 583? 999?4717P2532?455?141P 131P 120? 119? 232P 1093.5
1932 140?2510?1978P503?1258P1654?513P117p hOP 116P 106P 105P 911.6
1933 105P5771P8096P9798P5132P3170?944?170P 127P406P 417? I87P 3431.3
1934 1639P6048P6943P2232P2357P2946PIII5P231P 139P 117P 279? 167P 2321.3
1935 279P 290? 391P1028P1815P3019P936P915P 379? 117P 116P 106P 939.7
1936 1459P10459P4526P7843P8612?4175P797P218? 217? 116? 106P 106P 3842.4
1937 365P 265P1970?5682P4652?1092?1719P650? 249? 237?1250P528P 1866.4
1938 2528?1112P5396P7238P8697?3203P411P325? 189P 176? 287P 305P 2985.7
1939 1405P3807P2199P1392P2324?1888?776P2007P747? 136P 127P2209? 1911.7
1940 832P2877P4127P6288P4795?1478P620P252P 237P 138P 127P 216? 2087.6
1941 2143P779? 126P3920?3802?3430P1162?187? 125? II5P 399P 266P 1645.7
1942 678?3507P7756P5642P2274?1629?3771P212IP 449?1199P1789P575? 3039.0
1943 7243?8031?6843?4073?5040?2025?295?149P 389? 212P 228?1643? 3606.1
1944 1332?585? 210? 786?3548P6547?2918?148? 138? 127P 117? 116P 1557.8
1945 137P 577P 369P2858P2534P2338?825?223? 138P 106P 106P 106P 931.7
1946 2499?2772?892P 500?2777P1697P510P125P 312P 167P 205? 472? 1182.6
1947 1360P2001?2985?3870 3038?9932?2911?168P 124? 117P 106P 106P 2572.4
1948 316P 196? 257P2658?2337?538P 305?238P 105P 104P 104P 274P 613.2
1949 348?2391?2924P2959?3390?7801P2565?202? 126P304P3201P1129? 2632.0
1950 166P 187P3057?1623?1755P981P 297P128P 116P 206? 263? 155P 873.4
1951 2888?1034?225P3053P5876?2318?310P107? 133P299P 336? 238? 1681.7
1952 212?1102P1992?2745P4945?2700?535?238P II7P 106P 236? 306? 1313.4
1953 1444P938?1281P2211P1820P1346?449P942? 391? 117P 107? 131P 1117.7
1954 265P 972P 932?8253?7590?2203?323?162P 228? 117P 107? 106P 2104.7
1955 275?1852?4167P1439P6438?6503?1550P208? 142P 108P 207? 108? 2290.4
1956 731P3611P11998P455?3092?2696?928?150? 218P 290? 822?7703? 4049.4
1957 8499P2761P2016P6119P2206?941?1862?8731,218P 131P 130? 250? 2600.6
1958 244?3404P4973?2575?731P 375?1497P6134?2987?606? 290? 132P 2194.7
1959 2175P2977P4709?2231P3395P3962?2460?287? 139? 132? 283? 38211 2213.8
1960 1226?2976P4499?3847?1092P2567P2229?739P 221? 243? 135? 212P 1993.6
1961 150?4741?4533?2244?5020?3058?775?191? 230? 130P 146? 134? 2125.2
1962 213?2277P1111P7511P2800?7523?3024?274? 132P425? 219? 220? 2551.8
1963 1383?4159P2659?5554?2904?4648?1897P266?1605?774P 253? 323? 2542.5
1964 6799?2620?1279P2825?653P 162? 347?196?2584?704? 917P 390P 1746.6
1965 380?2297P530?7334?3690?433P 228P175? 135P IIIP 157? 119P 1448.9
1966 192? 643P3430?9967?6366?4429?2920P-674? 498? 254? 162P_241P 2967.6
1967 39 1530 1340 420 239 620 6271040 182 117 55 120 632.9
1968 122 144 1150 205 901 93911350288 225 34 38 40 462.5
1969 1160 768 1210 924 1290 176- 5713 6 2 33 252 589.1
1970 2790 1290 1290 2010 2050 906 1390486 117 83 54 46 1251.2
1971 90 374 1090 3980 4720 6750 949525 174 63 36 39 1879.0
1972 304 1230 458 126 2080 1160 1210161 51 22 969 778 054.9
1973 1270 713 1400 6190 727213030 2090442 483 189 2941 163 2353.6
1974 66 4050 2550 3100 8030 4850 7261190 60 96 26 883 2462.7
1975 2480 5100 5300 9320 876012760#33481985 583 203 96 4131 4950.8
1976 6550 5980 570 1419#544315360 1010278 93 58 23 36 2682.0
1977 2050 1312142816290 2300 1250 4610453 162 87 0# 1368# 2031.0
1978 1450 725 49671 98061040 12931 7011471 121# 449 2520 2270 1603.2
1979 2210 1200 2850 1920 2292113451226#191 37 15 6 311 1243.1
1980 419 774 1490 4530 3360 1720 842564 589 173 549 1310 1682.0
1981 245 741 2050 423 329 823 1660509 84 33 19 45 696.1
1982 714 34071270 1671 405 394 242253 99 27 55 54 608.7
1983 523 663 2887 4702 599 844 758399 39 34E 85 289 1182.2
1984 147 550 357 752 4514 1385 20630 91 12 3 1 812.8
1985 414 5621 6918 3624 2684 605 788211 358 51 31 1027 2233.2
AVE. 1367 2263 2699 3613 3361 2762 1205496 280 210 338 519 1911.4
SDV, 1852 2158 2499 2784 2358 2496 1005872 382 268 594 1098
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